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SUMMARY 
 

I. TITLE 
 

 Experimental and Analytical Study of Interfacial Area Transport Phenomena in a 

Vertical Two-phase Flow 
 

II. CONTENTS 
 

In the present state of the art models, the two-fluid model is considered as the most detailed 

and accurate macroscopic formulation of the thermo-fluid dynamics of a two-phase system. In 

order to close the conservation equations in the two-fluid model, appropriate constitutive 

relations for the interfacial transfer terms that are proportional to the interfacial area 

concentration (IAC), are required. Therefore, the interfacial concentration is one of the most 

important parameters in the two-fluid model. In this study, the interfacial area concentration is 

obtained experimentally by using the conductivity probe method and it is calculated by the 

mechanistic method using the number density transport equation. Also, the two-fluid model is 

coupled systematically with the number density transport equations to predict the two-phase 

flow parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial area concentration and the gas velocity etc. 

The prediction results of the interfacial area concentration are compared with those that are 

obtained experimentally.  

 

To generate the experimental data of the interfacial area concentration, the five-sensor 

conductivity probe is used and an air/water test loop with a 0.08m diameter of the test section is 

established. The test conditions are set to be a bubbly or slug flow regime and their range covers 

0.5~2.0m/s of the superficial liquid velocity and 0.100~0.698 m/s of the superficial gas velocity 

at the entrance of the test section. The experimental data are produced at three axial positions 

L/D=12.2, 42.2 and 100.7 and the investigation for the transport phenomena of the flow 

parameters is performed at the three axial positions. Also, in order to use effectively the 

experimental data in the developed number density transport equation, the local experimental 

data at the two upper axial positions L/D=42.2 and 100.7 are applied for the numerical analysis.  

 

In this study, the momentum equations for each phase in the two-fluid model and the number 

density transport equations for each bubble group are applied to predict the two-phase flow 
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parameters. Based on the previous studies, the coalescence and breakup models are modified by 

considering a proper physical approach. The wake entrainment model is developed to apply the 

number density transport equation. Also, the bubble expansion due to the pressure reduction is 

newly considered in the number density transport equation. The multidimensional 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code using these equations is developed and validated by 

using the experimental data. The governing equations are discretized using the Finite Volume 

Method (FVM), which is a numerical method based on a control volume integration. An 

incompressible fluid is assumed and a non-staggered grid is used where all the variables such as 

the pressure, velocity and temperature are defined at the cell center. The linear sets of the 

equation obtained from the proposed equations are solved using the Simplified Marker and Cell 

(SMAC) algorithm for the transient calculation.  

 

Firstly, in order to establish whether the code predicts the bubble behavior well or not, 

qualitative analyses are performed for plume experiments. A two-dimensional plane is chosen as 

the calculation domain. Secondly, the prediction results that are calculated by the developed 

code are compared quantitatively with the experimental data which are obtained by using the 

conductivity probe method. Since the problem is assumed as an axisymmetric flow, the 

cylindrical coordinate system regarding the r- and z- direction is applied to predict the flow 

parameters in a test section. The local data which are obtained from the second measuring 

positions (L/D=42.2) are used as the input data for the calculations. The experimental data from 

the third measuring positions (L/D=100.7) are compared with the prediction results. 

 

From the qualitative analysis, the developed code has a capability to predict well the two-

dimensional flow patterns of bubbles. Also, although the relative deviations are large in flow 

conditions where are included in the slug flow regime, the predictive capability of the developed 

models and code for the void fraction and interfacial area concentration is acceptable in most 

flow conditions. 
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요 약 문 

 

I. 제 목 

 

 수직 2 상유동에서의 계면면적 전파특성에 관한 실험 및 해석 
 

II. 내 용 

 

 이유체(Two-fluid) 모델의 계면 전달항에 대한 구성방정식을 구하기 

위해서는 계면면적밀도(Interfacial area concentration)에 대한 정보가 필수적이다. 

본 연구에서는 계면면적밀도를 구하기 위하여 수밀도 수송방정식을 사용하였다. 

수밀도 수송방정식은 기존의 실험적 상관식을 대체하는 방법으로 이를 구성하기 

위해서는 기포간 상호 작용에 대한 평가 모델들이 필요하다. 이와 같은 

평가모델들은 기포간 합체(Coalescence), 기포의 붕괴(Breakup) 및 압력변화에 

따른 기포의 팽창과 수축을 반영하고 있다. 본 연구에서는 무작위적 기포 충돌에 

의한 합체는 기존의 모델을 사용하였으며 큰 기포 후미에서 발생하는 와류에 의한 

합체(Wake entrainment) 모델을 새롭게 개발하였다. 또한 강한 난류에 의한 기포 

붕괴에 관한 모델은 붕괴에 영향을 미치는 최소 eddy 크기를 고려하여 기존의 

모델을 변형하였으며 압력 감소에 따른 기포 팽창의 영향을 수밀도 수송방정식에 

반영하였다. 이와 같이 얻어진 수밀도 수송방정식은 이유체 모델과 접목하여 

이상유동인자를 수치적으로 계산하였다.  

 

계산된 기포율과 계면면적밀도를 검증하기 위하여 단열조건하에서 Air/Water 

실험이 수행되었다. 주 시험대의 직경은 8 cm 이며 실험조건은 기포유동에서 

슬러그 유동에 걸쳐 설정되었으며 입구조건을 기준으로 기체의 겉보기 속도는 

0.10~0.698 m/s 이며 물의 겉보기 속도는 0.5~2.0 m/s 의 범위를 가진다. 5-센서 

전기저항 프로브를 통해 계면면적밀도와 기포율이 측정되었으며 주 시험대내 

L/D=42.2, 100.7 의 국부적인 측정값들을 수치해석의 비교자료로 사용하였다.  
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  수치해석을 위한 지배방정식으로는 이유체 모델의 각 상에 대한 모멘텀 보존 

방정식들과 각 기포그룹에 대한 수밀도 수송방정식들을 사용하였다. 차분화 

방법으로는 유한체적법(FVM)을 사용하였으며 계산 그리드로는 벡터와 스칼라가 

셀센터에 저장되어지는 non-staggered 그리드를 사용하였다. 수치 

알고리즘으로는 과도상태 해석을 위한 SMAC(Simplified Marker and Cell) 

방법론을 사용하였다. 이와 같은 과정을 거쳐 비압축성 이상유동에 대한 다차원 

해석 코드를 개발하였다.  

 

  개발한 수밀도 수송방정식과 해석코드를 실험자료와의 비교를 통해 검증하였다. 

먼저, 정성적인 평가로 Plume 장치에서의 기포거동 패턴을 수치 해석 결과와 비교

하였다. 비교결과 개발된 해석코드는 주유동 거동 패턴을 대체적으로 잘 예측하였

다. 정량적인 평가로는 전기저항 프로브로 얻어진 국부적인 기포율과 계면면적밀도

를 해석결과와 비교하였다. 비록 해석결과가 슬러그 유동영역에 포함되는 고기포율 

조건에서 상대적으로 큰 오차를 보이고 있지만 대체적으로 기포율 및 계면면적밀도

를 잘 예측하였다. 따라서, 개발된 수밀도 수송방정식과 해석코드는 bubbly flow 

현상에 대한 기포율 및 계면면적밀도의 예측에 적합할 것으로 판단된다. 한편, 본 

연구에서는 Shearing off와 Surface instability와 같은 기포간 상호 반응 모델들이 

고려되지 않았으므로 향후에 이에 대한 평가가 이루어져야 하며 고기포율 및 다차

원 유동조건에 적용할 이유체 모델의 상호전달항에 대한 상관식들이 개선되어야 한

다. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1  Research background 
 

In two-phase flows, the interfaces between the phases always exist and are deformed as the 

mixtures flow along the channel. Because of their complications, a mathematical formulation of 

the two-phase flow has been considered as one of the most challenging problems. In order to 

predict the two-phase flow, some models such as the two-fluid model and the drift flux model 

have been developed. In the state of the art models, the two-fluid model is considered as the 

most detailed and accurate macroscopic formulation of the thermo-fluid dynamics of the two-

phase systems. The two-fluid model that was formulated by Ishii[1975] through a proper 

averaging method, is comprised of two-sets of instantaneous conservation equations governing 

the balance of the mass, momentum and energy of each phase. In the formulation of a two-fluid 

model, since the averaged macroscopic fields of each phase are not independent of each other, 

interaction terms at the interface arise. These interaction terms reflect the transport of the mass, 

momentum and energy of each phase across the interfaces and are expressed as a function of the 

interfacial area concentration (IAC) and the driving force. Therefore, the interfacial area 

concentration (IAC) which is defined as the interface area per unit fluid volume is one of the 

most important parameters in the two-fluid model. The lack of a closure relation for the 

interfacial area concentration is considered as the major shortcoming of the two-fluid model. 

Currently, experimental correlations for the interfacial area concentration are used in the two-

fluid model. However the correlation methods depend highly on the flow regimes or the 

geometry of the flow path and the analysis results through the correlation methods can be 

erroneous. Therefore, a closure relation for the interfacial area concentration is indispensable in 

order to embody the two-fluid model more accurately and to obtain more reliable analysis 

results. In spite of its importance, studies on the interfacial area concentration are very limited in 

respect of the experiment and the prediction.  

 

1.2 Literature survey 
 

- Experimental studies 
 

Various methods for measuring the interfacial areas in two-phase flow systems have been 
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reported. Tan and Ishii [1989] summarized the characteristics of the various interfacial area 

measuring methods which can be classified into two categories: chemical methods and physical 

methods. The chemical methods which have been used widely for the past several decades are 

based on the Pseudo-first order chemical reaction. Although they are applicable to various flow 

regimes, they do not yield the local information on the interfacial areas and are not suitable for 

the steam/water conditions where boiling and condensation occur. The physical methods include 

the photography, light transmission, ultrasonic pulse transmission and conductivity probe 

methods and are applicable to the measurement of specific interfacial areas in a dispersed two-

phase flow. In addition to being limited to a dispersed flow, the applicability of the photographic 

and light transmission methods is restricted to cases in which the wall of the flow channel is 

transparent.  

 

The conductivity probe method is considered as a useful technique for measuring the local 

interfacial area concentration. Neal and Bankoff [1963] first proposed the conductivity probe 

method by considering the fundamental difference in the conductivity between water and air. 

Ishii [1975] proposed the measuring principle of the multi-sensor conductivity probe to obtain a 

local time-averaged interfacial area concentration. The interfacial area concentration can be 

obtained by measuring the interface velocity and number frequency of the interfaces at a local 

measuring point. Since the number of sensors in the conductivity probe would be different 

according to the flow regime of the two-phase flow, Kataoka et al.[1984, 1986] formulated a 

mathematical method to obtain the local time-averaged interfacial area concentration for both 

the double- and four-sensor methods. The double-sensor method is practical and useful in a 

dispersed flow regime where the shape of the bubble is spherical and regular, but its 

applicability is rather restricted in other regimes where the particle shape is irregular.[Kataoka et 

al., 1984, 1986, 1990; Revankar et al., 1992; Kocamustafaogullari et al., 1994; Hibiki et al., 

1998; Wu et al., 1999] The four-sensor conductivity probe method can measure the interfacial 

area concentration without any assumptions of the bubble shape and the local interfacial area 

concentration can be obtained by measuring the three dimensional components of the velocity 

vector and the directional cosines of the sensors at the measuring point.[Tan et al., 1989; Ishii et 

al., 1991; Revankar et al., 1993; Kim et al, 1999, 2000] However, since the probe has a finite 

size, it may be that the interface of bubbles can not pass one or more of the rear sensors of the 

probe. The interface areas for such interfaces may be so substantial that they should be 

appropriately considered. The four-sensor conductivity probe can effectively produce the 

interfacial area concentration data for bubbles having a large size relative to the probe. If the 
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bubbles have a size smaller than or similar to the measuring area formed by the probe, the error 

due to the curvature of the interface may be significant. In order to solve the problem induced 

by the missing interfaces and to reduce the curvature effect of the interface, a minimized four-

sensor probe with a very small measuring area was proposed [Kim et al., 1999, 2000] and the 

five-sensor conductivity probe was presented. [Euh et al., 2000a, 2001, 2002] The five-sensor 

conductivity probe method is essentially based on the four-sensor conductivity probe method 

but it is improved by adapting one more sensor. The five-sensor conductivity probe is comprised 

of a central front sensor, a central rear sensor and three peripheral rear sensors.  

 

- Theoretical studies 
 

The interfacial transfer terms in a two-fluid model specify the rate of the phase change, 

momentum exchange and heat transfer at the interface between the phases. In general, the 

interfacial transport of the mass, momentum and energy is proportional to the interfacial area 

concentration and to a driving force. The interfacial area concentration can be defined as the 

interface area per unit fluid volume and the driving force depends on the local turbulence, 

transport properties, driving potentials and a length scale at the interfaces. This length scale may 

be related to a transient time such as the particle residence time or to the interfacial area 

concentration and the void fraction.[Ishii et al., 1980] The empirical correlations for the 

interfacial area concentration have been used in the current system codes such as RELAP5, 

TRAC, CATHARE and MARS. Since the empirical correlations depend strongly on the flow 

regimes and the flow transitions, they have the feature of a discontinuity at the flow regime 

transition and can cause a bifurcation problem in the two-phase models. Also, because most of 

the empirical correlations assume the steady state and fully developed flow conditions, they are 

not applicable for developing or transient systems. A systematic consideration such as an 

entrance effect is hard to model using the correlative method.[Ishii et al., 1998]  

 

In order to overcome the weakness of the empirical correlation methods, mechanistic 

approaches by using transport equations for the interfacial area concentration or particle number 

density have been proposed.[Kalkach-Navarro et al., 1993; Kocamustafaogullari et al., 1995; 

Wu et al., 1997, 1998; Stadtke et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1998; Uhle et al., 1998; Millies et al., 

1995, 1996; Hibiki et al., 2000a,b] The mechanistic approach can predict the transient and 

spatially developing phenomena of the interfacial area concentration by considering the particle 

interactions such as the coalescence and breakup and the expansion/contraction of particles due 
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to a system pressure variation. This approach can model the interfacial area concentration by the 

consistent method in various flow regimes and has a low dependency on the flow regime map. 

Also, the transport equation for the interfacial area can predict the flow regime transitions. 

However, constitutive relations such as the breakup and coalescence are required to close the 

interfacial area transport equation. The sink and source terms for the interfacial area transport 

equation have been presented by considering the mechanism for the fluid particle coalescence 

and breakup.[Noel et al., 1971; Crabtree et al., 1971; Coulaloglou and Tavlarides, 1977; Thomas, 

1981; Chesters et al., 1982; Hesketh et al., 1987, 1991a,b; Prince and Blanch, 1990; Luo et al., 

1996] However, most of the presented particle interactions are not sufficient for an application 

to various flow conditions. Since the mechanisms for the particle interactions are not completely 

independent and are hard to quantify experimentally, the modeling and evaluation for them is 

very difficult and has much room for improvement. In the present state of the art methodologies, 

the mechanistic studies are mainly classified into one-group and two-group methods. Since a 

one-group method assumes that the particles have a uniform size, it can effectively predict the 

interfacial area concentration in the dispersed flow regime where the particle size is small and 

the shape is identical. On the contrary, in the general flow conditions where the size and shape 

of the particles are various, the two-group method has been formulated separately according to 

the particle size and shape.[Ishii et al., 1998; Uhle et al., 1998; Wu and Ishii, 1998; Sun et al., 

2003] Although the two-group method can be applied to various flow regimes and it can predict 

the flow regime transitions, it requires more constitutive relations for the particle interactions 

than the one-group method.  

 

Kalkach-Navarro et al.[1993] classified bubbles into two groups where are the independent 

bubble group and the bubble cluster group. They proposed the transport equations for the 

number density and the void fraction for the two groups by considering the mechanisms for the 

bubble breakup and coalescence. They found the region where a steady-state solution could not 

be obtained any more and showed that the bubble/slug regime transition could be predicted by 

the numerical instability. Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [1983] proposed a one dimensional 

number density transport equation by considering the particle interactions such as the breakup 

and coalescence as well as the bubble condensation and nucleation at the wall. They pointed out 

that the source terms related to the bubble nucleation and condensation would be dominant 

factors in a boiling system and that the active nucleation site density on the heated channel 

surface is the key parameter in the production of the bubble number density. Reyes derived the 

mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for a distribution of spherical, chemically 
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non-reacting fluid particles of various sizes and velocities.[Reyes, 1989; Lafi and Reyes, 1994] 

Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii[1995] generalized the population balance approach presented by 

Reyes[1989] and proposed a framework to develop the interfacial area transport equation by 

considering the fluid particle number density transport equation. They also described the basic 

elements of the mechanisms related to the source and sink of the interfacial area. Millies and 

coworkers[Millies and Mewes, 1995; Millies et al., 1996] developed a first order relaxation 

model for the prediction of local interfacial area concentrations near a steady state using the 

bubble size distribution function. The model was derived from the perturbation analysis for the 

steady-state solution and considered the five mechanisms to describe the breakup and 

coalescence. They also proposed an analytic model for the bubble size distribution function 

under the fully developed condition. Wu et al.[1997, 1998] presented a one dimensional and 

one-group interfacial area transport equation for the adiabatic conditions. They assumed the 

local bubble size to be uniform and proposed an efficient method to obtain the three-

dimensional interfacial area concentration by using a simple arithmetic relation. Hibiki and 

Ishii[2000a] developed the models for the sink and source terms in the one-group interfacial 

area transport equation. Hibiki and Ishii[2000b] proposed the two-group transport equations for 

the number density and the interfacial area concentration with great detail. They also presented 

the constitutive relations related to the breakup and coalescence within the same group and 

between the two groups. Lehr and Mewes[2001] described the evolution of the bubble sizes by 

using the population balance equation and proposed new kernel functions for the rate of the 

bubble breakup and coalescence. Using the daughter bubble size distribution that was derived 

from the breakage rate, the size distribution of the bubbles was predicted by using a numerical 

analysis of the population balance equation. Yeoh and Tu[2003] used the population balance 

equations combined with a three-dimensional two-fluid model to predict a subcooled boiling 

flow at low pressure in a vertical annular channel. In their study, the MUSIG model 

implemented in CFX4.4 was extended to account for the wall nucleation and condensation and 

various empirical bubble diameter relationships were evaluated to predict the Sauter mean 

diameter. They also divided the bubble diameter into 15 classes to account for the non-uniform 

bubble size distribution. Huh et al.[2003] proposed the breakup mechanism that the small 

bubbles is detached from the rim of a large bubble due to a strong wake intensity. This can be 

considered as one of the inter-group mechanisms and was applied to calculate the interfacial 

area concentration by using the two-group transport equation.  

 

- Numerical analysis 
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In order to predict the two-phase flow transients in nuclear reactors under various accident 

conditions, more detailed and reliable calculation methods for a gas-liquid two-phase flow are 

required. A numerical analysis with the two-fluid model has some difficulties, as the solution 

procedures are very complicated owing to the large number of variables, which describe the 

two-phase flow behavior and the calculation results are occasionally numerically instable. The 

two-fluid model has been included in the best-estimated safe analysis codes such as RELAP5 

and TRAC etc. These codes are large scale and complicated programs by considering the 

neutron kinetics, heat transfer in the core and the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the 

components. They also need large-scale memories and long CPU times of the digital computers 

to calculate a two-phase flow. Because of these reasons, they can be limited in applying to the 

fundamental studies of the general two-phase flow dynamics.  

 

Many studies have been performed to develop the calculation methods for the two-fluid 

model. Minato and Kawabe[1988] developed a numerical calculation technique for the two-

dimensional two-fluid model by using the control volume method and the non-staggered grid 

scheme. The control volume method is based on the space-integrated amount of the conserved 

quantities. In the non-staggered grid scheme, the pressure, density and void fraction are defined 

at the same location where the phase velocities are defined. They overcame the numerical 

instability due to the non-staggered mesh by considering the additional flows induced from a 

local pressure gradient at the control volume boundaries. They used the SIMPLE algorithm to 

estimate the additional flow for the incompressible two-phase flows. Murata et al.[1991] 

proposed a numerical calculation method for a two-phase flow by using a three-dimensional 

two-fluid model. They used the control volume method and the non-staggered mesh scheme. 

Also, their method could be applied to the analyses of a two-dimensional two-phase flow in 

piping elbow and in a three-dimensional sudden expanded flow area. Minato and Murata[1991] 

analyzed the high-pressure saturated water discharge from the orifices in a pipe by using a 

transient, nonequilibrium, two-dimensional two-fluid model. The control volume method and 

the non-staggered mesh scheme were considered for the calculations. Tomiyama et al.[1993] 

developed a simple and efficient numerical method for solving a multidimensional 

incompressible two-fluid model. In order to calculate the multi-dimensional two-phase transient 

phenomena, the Simplified Marker and Cell (SMAC) algorithm was used. They predicted the 

two-dimensional flow patterns of the bubbly flow. Minato et al.[1995] developed an accelerated 

solution method of a multi-dimensional gas-liquid two-phase flow by using the two-fluid model. 
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They used the control volume method and the HSMAC (Highly Simplified Marker and Cell) 

algorithm. The acceleration calculation method was developed by combining the gas and liquid 

velocity calculations in the pressure field iteration procedure with the acceleration slip between 

the phases. Minato and Tanaka[1998] developed the two-dimensional numerical analysis code 

COMA by using the explicit finite volume method and the non-staggered mesh scheme to 

predict a flammable gas detonation which is the most severe type of combustion. Minato et 

al.[2000] developed a new numerical method for the compressible two-fluid model and 

introduced a solution for the Riemann problem, which is necessary to treat the relationship 

between the discontinuities of the pressure and velocity in a highly compressible flow, to the 

two-fluid model. This technique is employed in the finite volume method for a two-fluid model 

calculation.  

 

1.3 Objectives and scope 
 

The purposes of the this study are to develop a number density transport equation by 

considering the bubble interaction mechanisms such as a coalescence by a random collision, 

wake entrainment and a breakup due to a turbulent impact and to predict the experimental data 

by using the developed code where the number density transport equation is coupled 

systematically with the two-fluid model.  

 

In order to obtain the two-phase parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial area 

concentration and Sauter mean diameter etc, the experiments are performed in an air/water test 

loop which is installed in the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI). The test loop 

consists of a test section, bubble generator, water supply system, air supply system and data 

acquisition system. The test section is made of transparent acryl pipe where the diameter is 0.08 

m and the height is about 10 m. Test section is composed of the conductivity probe spoolpieces 

for measuring the local gas velocity, void fraction and interfacial area concentration, and the 

impedance void meter spoolpieces for measuring the channel averaged void fraction. The five-

sensor conductivity probe is applied to measure the local flow parameters. In this experiment, 

the superficial liquid velocity is varied from 0.5 m/s to 2.0 m/s and the superficial gas velocity is 

changed from 0.100 m/s to 0.698 m/s at the first measuring position of the test section. The 

experimental data for the conductivity probe is obtained locally at 16 measuring points along 

the radial direction. Sixteen measuring points are equally spaced from the centerline of the test 

section. The experimental data, which include from the bubbly flow regime to the churn 
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turbulent/slug flow regime, are produced at three axial positions L/D=12.2, 42.2 and 100.7 and 

the investigation for the transport phenomena of the flow parameters is performed at three axial 

positions. Also, in order to use effectively the experimental data in the developed number 

density transport equation, the experimental data at the two upper axial positions L/D=42.2 and 

100.7 are applied for the numerical analysis since the local experimental data at the first 

measuring position are non-symmetric along the radial measuring positions due to the entrance 

effect. The experimental temperature is about 30 oC. The pressure is about 2 bar at the inlet of 

the test section.  

 

In this study, the momentum equations for each phase in the two-fluid model and the number 

density transport equations for each bubble group are applied to predict the two phase flow 

parameters such as the interfacial area concentration, void faction and Sauter Mean 

Diameter(SDM). In the two-fluid model, the interfacial drag force, virtual mass force and lift 

forces are used as the constitutive relations. The lift force is not used as a default and is included 

when the lift force is significant. In the number density transport equation, the coalescence and 

breakup models, which are based on the study performed by Prinja and Blanch[1990], are 

modified by considering a proper physical approach. The wake entrainment model is developed 

to apply the number density transport equation. In this study, the wake entrainment is considered 

when the leading bubble is only a cap or slug bubble, since a wake entrainment which exists 

when the leading bubble is a spherical and distorted one will have a smaller contribution than 

that of a cap and slug leading bubble. Also, the bubble expansion term due to a pressure 

reduction is included in the number density transport equation. A number of bubble size groups 

(14~16 size groups) are used to obtain the number density for each group at each node. The 

bubble is considered as having one velocity that is obtained by the two-fluid model to solve the 

difficulty in a practical calculation due to the many number density transport equations. Finally, 

the multidimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code using these equations is 

developed and validated by using the data generated in the present air/water test facilities. The 

local data which are used in the numerical analysis are for 6 cases as follows, 

 

Case 01 :  Low velocity and Low void fraction 

Case 04 :  Low velocity and High void fraction 

Case 05 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 06 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 13 :  High velocity and Low void fraction 
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Case 16 :  High velocity and High void fraction 

 

In a numerical analysis, the governing equations are discretized using the Finite Volume 

Method (FVM), which is a numerical method based on a control volume integration. An 

incompressible fluid is assumed and a non-staggered grid is used where all the variables such as 

the pressure, velocity and temperature are defined at the cell center. The linear sets of the 

equation obtained from the proposed equations are solved using the Simplified Marker and Cell 

(SMAC) algorithm for the transient calculation.[Welch et al., 1966; Amsden and Harlow, 1971; 

Fletcher, 1991].  

 

In this study, the experimental test facilities and signal processing for measuring the 

interfacial area concentration will be described in chapter two. In chapter three, the averaged 

and local experimental data such as the void fraction, interfacial area concentration, Sauter 

mean diameter and bubble velocity will be summarized. Chapter four will include the 

description of the two-fluid model and the number density transport equation by considering the 

bubble interaction mechanisms. In chapter five, the numerical analysis for developing the CFD 

code with the two-fluid model and the number density transport equation will be described. The 

evaluations of the CFD code and the mechanistic model for the interfacial area concentration 

will be performed in chapter six. Finally, the concluding remarks will be included in chapter 

seven.  
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2. Experimental Facility and Signal Processing 
 

2.1 Description of the test facilities 
 

The test facilities which were used in this study were installed to analyze the transport 

phenomena of a two-phase flow at the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI).[Euh, 

2002] In order to measure the two-phase parameters such as the void fraction and the interfacial 

area concentration, an air/water test loop was installed. This test loop consists of a test section, 

bubble generator, water supply system, air supply system and a data acquisition system. The test 

section is made of a transparent acryl pipe where the diameter is 0.08 m and the height is about 

10 m. It is composed of conductivity probe spoolpieces for measuring the local gas velocity, 

void fraction and interfacial area concentration, and impedance void meter spoolpieces for 

measuring the channel averaged void fraction. The conductivity probe spoolpieces are installed 

axially at three positions (L/D=12.2, 42.2 and 100.7 of test section) to study the transport 

phenomena of the measuring parameters. The impedance void meter is also installed just below 

the conductivity probe spoolpieces. The void fraction from the impedance void meter is used to 

calibrate the conductivity probe. In order to measure the system pressures, one pressure 

transmitter and two differential pressure transmitters are used. The pressure transmitter is 

connected to the elevation of the test section where the first conductivity probe is installed 

(L/D=12.2). On the other hand, the two differential pressure transmitters are connected to the 

elevations where the second and third conductivity probes are installed respectively (L/D=42.2, 

100.7). Therefore, by measuring the pressure at the first measuring position of the local flow 

parameters such as the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration and two differential 

pressures between the first and the other measuring positions, the pressures at all the measuring 

positions can be obtained. In order to measure the temperature of the test section, a resistance 

temperature detector (RTD) is installed at the entrance region of the test section. Also, although 

the test loop is operated under normal temperature conditions, the RTD is used to control the 

system temperature and thus, to reduce the conductivity variation of the fluid due to a 

temperature variation. By referring to the temperature signal, the pre-heater which is installed at 

the upstream of the test section and the cooler in the storage tank are operated to maintain the 

system with a constant temperature. The air/water test loop is shown schematically in Figure 2-

1.  
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Figure 2-2 is the front view photograph of the test facilities which was taken from ground 

level. At the left side of the photograph, the test section which is installed vertically is shown. 

The pump, flowmeter, storage tank and electric device are shown at the right side of the 

photograph. The pump inverter controls the speed of the revolution of the pump motor and 

creates the desired main water flow. The system pressure is about 2 bar and the temperature is 

about 30 oC at the first measuring position. The bubble generator is shown in Figure 2-3. The 

main water flow forms at both sides of the bubble generator. The bubble generator is securely 

connected to the test section through piping. Some of the main water is injected into the bubble 

generator. Air is also injected into the central region of the bubble generator and mixed with the 

injected water and enters the test section. The generated bubble size is determined by the degree 

of the turbulence that is created by the injected water and airflow as well as the size of the 

nozzles inside the bubble generator. Hence, this bubble generator can control the bubble size 

without changing the main water flow or the air flow.  

 

The total water flow is measured by a mass flow meter which is called a coriolis meter whose 

measuring range covers 1300 kg/min. The measuring error of the mass flow meter is 0.2 % for 

the whole flow range. The water bypass flow rate which is injected into the bubble generator, 

diverging from the main water line, is measured by two rotameters where the maximum 

measuring ranges are 47.67 lpm and 9.58 lpm respectively. The air is supplied with a maximum 

6 gauge pressure and the injected pressure is controlled by a regulating valve. The air flow rate 

is measured with a rotameter where the maximum measuring range is 2.5 g/s. The accuracy of 

the air flow meter is 0.6 %. In order to measure the pressure of the test section, one pressure 

transmitter (PT) and two differential pressure transmitters (DPTs) are used. In addition to the 

two differential pressure transmitters, one differential pressure transmitter with a short 

measuring range is also used to calibrate the impedance void meter. The former two differential 

pressure transmitters can be defined as DPT-1 and DPT-2. The latter differential pressure 

transmitter can be defined as DPT-3. The pressure transmitters are Rosemount 3051C’s and their 

upper range and span are summarized as follows: 

 

 PT : 300 psi (URL), 6 bar (span) 

 DPT-1 : ''1000 H2O (URL), 0.8 bar (span) 

 DPT-2 : ''250 H2O (URL), 0.3 bar (span) 

 DPT-3 : ''25 H2O (URL), 0.05 bar (span) 
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The errors for the pressure transmitters are given as follows: 

 

 PT : 0.075% of the span = 400 Pa 

 DPT-1 : 0.075% of the span = 60 Pa 

 DPT-2 : 0.075% of the span = 22.5 Pa 

 DPT-3 : 0.075% of the span = 3.75 Pa 

 

The temperature gauge which is installed at the inlet of the test section, is the RTD with a PT-

100 Ω  and its accuracy is K5.0± .  

 

A photograph of the conductivity probe spoolpiece is shown in Figure 2-4. Euh described the 

detailed design of the conductivity probe spoolpiece.[Euh, 2002] The conductivity probe 

spoolpiece is composed of equipments for inserting and traversing the conductivity probe to the 

test section. The conductivity probe is inserted from the side of the spoolpiece and moved to the 

local measuring position in the channel by using a traversing system. Figure 2-5 shows 

schematically the traversing system which radially moves the conductivity probe to within a 

0.01 mm accuracy.  

 

The data acquisition system is comprised of the signal conditioner, A/D board and PC as 

shown in Figure 2-6. The A/D board is used to process the flow variables such as the pressure, 

temperature, flow and impedance void meter signals. The sampling rate of the A/D board for the 

flow variables is set at 1 kHz. Two sampling A/D boards are used simultaneously to process the 

fifteen signals which are acquired from the three conductivity probes. The sampling rate of the 

A/D board for the conductivity probe signals is 20 kHz, since the time delay between the 

conductivity signals from the sensor tips should be obtained accurately. All the A/D boards are 

installed in the IBM Pentium MMX 233 MHz.  

  

2.2 Impedance void meter 
  

The impedance void meter is the instrument for measuring the channel-averaged void fraction 

and is composed of a main sensor, a reference sensor and a signal processor. The main sensor 

consists of two measuring electrodes and four guard electrodes and is installed at the inner wall 

of the test section. Two guard electrodes above and below the central electrode are installed to 

ensure that the electric field is uniform as shown in the design of the impedance void meter in 
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Figure 2-7. Each electrode has 90 degrees of a central angle and they are installed on opposite 

sides in pairs. The reference sensor is located upstream of the bubble generator where only 

water flows. Since the detailed design features, the signal processing principle and the 

calibration method were described in previous studies[Delhaye et al., 1987; Song et al., 1995, 

1998; Euh, 2002], a brief comment on these characteristics, the calibration curve which is 

different from the previous study and the relative error of each impedance void meter are 

described in this study. In the impedance void meter, the output voltage outV  is obtained by a 

signal processing of the impedance eZ , which is measured in the two-phase system, and the 

resistance SR  as shown in equation (2-1).  
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where excV  is the externally supplied voltage. The signal output from each sensor is the 

normalizing value by using the reference sensor. In this study, the sensor output is set at 6V for 

only the liquid phase and 0V for the air phase by controlling the gain and zero terminals. The 

calibration of the impedance void meter can be performed by measuring the hydrostatic pressure 

drop as shown in the following equation. 
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In the two-phase flow, since equation (2-2) is effective when the frictional and acceleration 

pressure drop are negligibly small, Euh[2002] proposed that the impedance void meter should 

be calibrated under a low flow condition and that the liquid superficial velocity should be less 

than 0.3 m/s through a prediction of the three pressure drops. In this flow condition, the 

contributory ratio of the non-gravity pressure drops to the total pressure drop was less than 0.5%.  

In this study, in order to reduce the variation in the conductivity of a fluid due to a temperature 

variation, the inlet temperature of the test section is maintained at 30 oC. The calibration curve 

of the impedance void meter is obtained as second order polynomials as shown below, 

 
221 XBXBAY ⋅+⋅+=         (2-3) 

 

where X and Y are the voltage from the main sensor and the void fraction respectively. A, B1 and 
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B2 are the fitting constants. Each impedance void meter independently obtains a calibration 

curve with a void fraction level of 0.5 as shown in Figure 2-8. Figures 2-8 (a), (b) and (c) are 

the calibration curves of the impedance void meters, whose locations are near the inserted 

position of first, second and third conductivity probe. The relative error of the impedance void 

meter which considers an error of the differential pressure transmitter can be given by 

 
222

rTransmitteDPFittingIVM UUU +=        (2-4) 

 

The standard deviations in the three calibration curves are 0.00311, 0.00174 and 0.00246 in the 

void fraction respectively. Since the errors of the differential pressure transmitters are 

0.0100175, 0.0085025 and 0.0111025 respectively, the relative errors of three calibration curves 

are given as 1.049%, 0.868% and 1.211% respectively. Also, these calibration curves of the 

impedance void meters are used in the calibration of the conductivity probes.  

 

2.3 Conductivity probe 
 

The conductivity probe is a useful measurement technique in two-phase flow experiments 

due to its capability of measuring the local parameters such as the void fraction and bubble 

velocity, and its simplicity. Because the conductivity between the air and water is different when 

the bubbles pass through the sensor(s), the impedance signals from the sensor(s) rise and fall. 

The local time-averaged void fraction can be obtained by dividing the sum of the time fraction 

of the gas-phase by the total measurement time. Also, the local interfacial bubble velocity can 

be obtained by measuring the delay time of the signal between the sensor in the upstream and 

the sensor in the downstream. Currently, there are three types of conductivity probes: the 

double-, four- and five-sensor methods. The double-sensor method is practical and useful in the 

bubbly flow regime where the bubbles can be assumed to be spherical in shape.[Kataoka et al, 

1986; Kataoka and Serizawa, 1990; Revankar and Ishii, 1992] The four- and five-sensor 

methods can be used for the distorted, cap, slug and churn-turbulent flow regimes without any 

assumptions of the bubble shape.[Tan and Ishii, 1989; Ishii and Revankar, 1991; Revankar and 

Ishii, 1993] The local interfacial area concentration can be obtained by measuring the three 

dimensional components of the velocity vector and the directional cosines of the sensors. The 

measuring principle of the multi-sensor probe in obtaining a local time-averaged interfacial area 

concentration is based on the following mathematical formula given by Ishii[1975]. 
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where ijv
r

, jφ  and Ω  are the bubble velocity of the j-th interface, and the angle between ijv
r

 

and the unit normal jn
r

 of the j-th interface as shown in Figure 2-9 and the total measuring 

time respectively. 

 

In the double-sensor method, the bubbles are assumed to be spherical in shape. Also, it is 

assumed that every part of the bubble has an equal probability of being intersected by the probe 

and that the angle between the bubble velocity and the axial direction is random with an equal 

probability to within some maximum angle. Based on the above assumptions, Kataoka and 

Ishii[1986] derived the formula for the time-averaged interfacial area concentration.  

 

In most two-phase flow systems, since the bubbles have various shapes, the double-sensor 

method may have a large error during an application to a general two-phase flow. Therefore, the 

four-sensor probe method, which has one common sensor in the upstream and three independent 

sensors in the downstream, was introduced. The practical formula which is derived from 

equation (2-5) is given by the following equation. For detailed derivations, one should refer to 

the studies done by other researchers.[Tan and Ishii, 1989; Ishii and Revankar, 1991; Revankar 

and Ishii, 1993] 
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where ikjv  is the passing velocity of the j-th interface with respect to rear sensor, k. As shown 

in Figure 2-10, the unit vector, skn
r

 for a rear sensor k, is expressed by 

( )cos ,cos ,cosxk yk zkη η η  with k=1,2,3. Equations (2-6), (2-7) and (2-8) can be applied only to 

the case where the interface passes through all the tips of the four-sensors. Actually, some 

interfaces passing through the front sensor may not pass one or more of the rear sensors due to 

the finite size of the probe. This becomes more dominant as the probe moves to the wall. 

Therefore, in order to consider the contribution from the interfacial area of the missing 

interfaces, Ishii and Revankar[1991] proposed a mathematical formula through the assumption 

that the shape of the interface is steep. This formula seems to be proper for a bubble bypassing 

one sensor among the three rear sensors, but not for a bubble missing more than one sensor. 

Therefore, the contribution from the interfacial area of such interfaces should be considered 

appropriately. Although the four-sensor method can predict effectively the interfacial area for 

the bubbles with a large size relative to the probe, this method has limitations for an application 

to bubbles with a size smaller than or similar to the measuring area of the probe because of the 

curvature of the interface.  

 

Euh et al.[2001] proposed a five-sensor method which was developed by adopting one more 

sensor to the four sensor method. The five-sensor probe is composed of a central front sensor, a 

central rear sensor and three peripheral rear sensors as shown in Figure 2-11. Since the local 

measuring point is the location of the central front sensor, the axial velocity component of the 

interface can be obtained by measuring the delay time of the signals between the central front 

and rear sensor. The interfacial area concentration can be independently determined from the 

three sub-cells in the measuring area as shown in Figure 2-11. Through using this method, the 

curvature effect of the interface can be reduced for a given size of the probe and a more 

systematic approach for the missing bubbles is possible when compared with the four-sensor 

method. As shown in Figure 2-12, this method is classified into four categories by considering 
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the missing types of the interfaces through the sensors. The independent methods for 

considering the interfaces for each category are described in detail in studies of the Euh et 

al.[2001, 2002, 2004a,b] In order to verify the applicability of the five-sensor method, Euh et 

al.[2004a] proposed an improved method by considering a lateral bubble movement through a 

numerical simulation. In their study, the effects of the bubble size and the intensity of the lateral 

bubble motion on the measurement of the interfacial area concentration were investigated. Also, 

as for the benchmarking tests, the photographic method is used in the rectangular visual 

channel.[Euh et al, 2004b] The two-phase parameters obtained by the five-sensor method 

display an agreement with those by the photographic method within an acceptable range.  

 

As shown in Figure 2-13, the five-sensor conductivity probe is composed of a sensing part, 

sensor supporter, probe body, connector and enamel wires and so on.[Euh et al., 2004a] Each 

sensor is made of stainless steel which is coated with gold to increase the electrical conductivity. 

After that, each sensor is coated with Teflon to insulate it electrically except for the sensor tip. 

The thickness of the bare sensor is 0.18 mm and the thickness of the final sensor is 0.25 mm. 

The lateral length between the symmetrical rear sensors is 1.0 mm and the vertical length 

between the central front and the rear sensor is 2.0 mm. The central rear sensor is 0.25 mm 

away from the centerline of the central front sensor position.  

 

In order to obtain the digital signals used directly in an analysis, the conductivity information 

of the two-phase mixture at the sensor tips should be appropriately treated by using a data 

acquisition system which consists of a signal conditioner, terminal board and A/D converter. 

These digitalized raw signals should be converted through an appropriate signal processing 

procedure. The detailed signal processing scheme is described in the study of Euh et al.[2002, 

2004b,c] In this study, this scheme is explained briefly as the following steps. 

 

1) The digitalized raw signals should be converted to rectangular forms. This means an explicit 

definition of the phase.  

2) The same bubble signal in the front and rear sensor signals should be found. The cross-

correlation method is used with signals from the front and each of the rear sensors.  

3) Various two-phase parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial area concentration and so 

on are obtained. 

 

The overall processing environment of the HP-VEE is used. The sampling speed is set a 20 kHz 
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and the simultaneous sampling is used. The key process is performed by an external user 

function which is built by Visual C++.  
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Figure 2-1 The air/water test loop (1/2)
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Figure 2-1 The air/water test loop (2/2) 
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Figure 2-2 The front view photograph of the test facilities 
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Figure 2-3 The bubble generator 
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Figure 2-4 The photograph of the conductivity probe spoolpiece 
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Figure 2-5 The traversing system of the conductivity probe 
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Figure 2-6 The data acquisition system 
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Figure 2-7 The impedance void meter spoolpiece 
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(b) Impedance void meter 2 

 

Figure 2-8 The calibration curves of the impedance void meters (1/2) 
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(c) Impedance void meter 3 

 

Figure 2-8 The calibration curves of the impedance void meters (2/2) 
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Figure 2-10 The schematic of the four-sensor conductivity probe 
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Figure 2-11 The configuration of the sensor tips in the five-sensor probe 
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Figure 2-12 The four categories of the missing types of the interfaces  

through the sensors 
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Figure 2-13 The five-sensor conductivity probe 
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3. Experimental data 
 

In order to validate the two-phase flow code which is developed by using the number density 

transport equation and the two-fluid model, experimental data are produced by using the five-

sensor conductivity probe for the adiabatic condition. Since the number density transport 

equation can be applied to various flow regimes, the experimental condition is set as a bubbly 

flow or churn turbulent/slug flow regime. Because the flow is developed along the flow path, 

the flow pattern can be change depending on the inlet water and gas flow conditions. Therefore, 

although the flow pattern of the two-phase is a bubbly flow initially, it can change to a churn 

turbulent/slug flow at the upper region of the channel by phenomena such as a bubble expansion 

due to a pressure reduction and a coalescence of the bubbles. In this study, the averaged values 

of the flow parameters are summarized for the three axial measuring positions and the local 

values of the flow parameters are indicated for the two upper measuring positions where the 

flow parameters are shown more symmetrically than those at the first measuring positions. 

Sixteen sets of data are produced, of which the flow conditions are plotted in Figure 3-1. The 

gas density in the upper region is smaller than that of the lower region of the test section since 

the pressure is reduced along the flow path due to friction, acceleration and a hydrostatic head 

loss and the gas density is proportional to the pressure. Therefore, in order to satisfy the mass 

balance, the volumetric flow of the gas becomes larger in the upper region of the test section. 

This yields a large superficial gas velocity in the upper region of the test section. On the 

contrary, the superficial liquid velocity is almost constant since the liquid density is not varied 

according to a change of the system pressure. Hence, as shown in Figure 3-1, as the two-phase 

mixture flows along the flow channel, each measuring point representing the flow condition is 

shifted to the slug flow regime on the same superficial liquid velocity line.  

 

In this experiment, the superficial liquid velocity is varied from 0.5 m/s to 2.0 m/s and the 

superficial gas velocity is changed from 0.100 m/s to 0.698 m/s at the first measuring position 

of the test section. The experimental data for the conductivity probe is obtained locally at 16 

measuring points along the radial direction. The sixteen measuring points are equally spaced 

from the centerline of the test section which is the first measuring point. The radial distance 

between each measuring point is 2.5 mm. Also, the distance between the final measuring point 

and the wall is determined as 2.5 mm since undesirable phenomena may occur from a disturbed 

flow, if the probe is positioned too close to the wall. This number of the measuring points was 

determined by analyzing the errors which occurred in an averaging process of 16 measuring 
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data.[Euh, 2002] The experimental data are produced at three axial positions L/D=12.2, 42.2 

and 100.7 and the investigation for the transport phenomena of the flow parameters is 

performed at these three axial positions. Also, in order to use effectively the experimental data 

in the developed number density transport equation, the experimental data at the upper two axial 

positions L/D=42.2 and 100.7 is applied to the numerical analysis since the local experimental 

data at the first measuring position is non-symmetric along the radial measuring positions due to 

the entrance effect. The experimental temperature is about 30 oC. The pressure is about 2 bar at 

the inlet of the test section. The experimental data for the averaged and local flow parameters 

are described in the following sections.  

 

3.1 The averaged flow parameters 
 

The averaged data and uncertainties of the measured flow parameters are summarized in 

Table 3-1 and Table 3-4 respectively. The cells, which are filled with a gray color, indicate the 

experimental data which is used in the numerical analysis. A detail description is given in the 

following section.  

 

As shown in Table 3-1, the void fraction becomes larger along the flow path. The void 

fraction is measured by using the impedance void meters at three axial positions of the test 

section. The measured void fractions are compared with those predicted from the well-known 

drift-flux models. Seven drift-flux models are used for the comparison analysis and the void 

fraction can be obtained by using the following relation.[Coddington and Macian, 2002] 

 

g

o Gj

j
C j u

α =
+

         (3-1) 

 

where Co and Gju  are the distribution parameters and the drift velocity respectively. The 

distribution parameters and the drift velocity are summarized in Table 3-7. Most models except 

Clark and Flemmer’s model[1985] were developed based on the Zuber-Findley model. The 

model which was proposed by Clark and Flemmer.[1985] was a correlation type regarding the 

void fraction and the superficial velocity. The models which were developed by Clark and 

Flemmer.[1985] and Ishii et al.[1985] can be applied to a large diameter pipe (0.102~0.480 m) 

where the induced liquid recirculation may affect the liquid velocity profile and promote the 

formation of cap or slug bubbles. The comparison of the experiment data and the prediction by 
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using the drift-flux models is shown in Figure 3-2. The relative deviations are also shown in 

Table 3-7 and the models which were developed by Wallis[1969] and Clark and Flemmer[1985] 

show an good predictive capability in this study.  

 

The void fraction can be obtained by averaging the local radial experimental data which were 

measured by the conductivity probe. Figure 3-3 shows the comparison results of the void 

fractions which were measured by the impedance void meter and the conductivity probe. The 

void fractions which were obtained by the conductivity probe agree well with those measured 

by the impedance void meter. The relative error is 4.8%.  

 

The gas velocity can be predicted by using the injected air mass flow rate from the gas 

flowmeter. Also, the gas velocity can be obtained by the signals from the central front and rear 

sensors of the conductivity probe. Figure 3-4 shows the comparison of the prediction with the 

measurement for the gas velocity. The conductivity probe can measure well the gas velocity 

with a 6.6 % relative error. As for the probe data, the superficial gas velocity can be obtained by 

using the void fraction and the gas velocity. As shown in Figure 3-5, the superficial gas velocity 

is compared with that which is predicted from the air mass flow rate. The conductivity probe 

predicts well the superficial gas velocity and the relative error is 5.3 %.  

 

Along the flow path, the transport characteristics of the flow parameters are investigated.[Euh 

et al., 2004d] Figure 3-6 shows the variation of the pressure for each test case along the axial 

measuring positions. As the two-phase mixture flows along the flow path, it is reasonable that 

the pressure in the upper region is smaller than that in the lower region of the test section. At the 

given liquid flow condition, as the gas flow condition is larger, the hydrostatic head loss is 

smaller and the total pressure drop is also smaller. As the flow goes upward, the gas density 

decreases by the bubble expansion due to the pressure reduction. This phenomenon yields an 

increase of the void fraction as shown in Figure 3-8. Figure 3-7 shows the variation of the 

averaged gas velocity along the axial measuring positions. When the void fraction is small, the 

gas velocity in the upper region is smaller than that in the lower region of the test section. As the 

void fraction increases, the gas velocity in the upper region increases and is larger than that in 

the lower region in some cases. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. At low void 

fraction conditions, since the buoyancy effect is relatively smaller than the drag effect, the gas 

velocity may decrease along the flow path. On the contrary, since the buoyancy effect is 

dominant at high void fraction conditions, the gas velocity may increase along the flow path.  
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When the two-phase mixture flows along the flow path, the number of bubbles increases or 

decreases due to a bubble interaction such as the coalescence and breakup mechanisms. Figure 

3-9 shows the variation of the total bubble frequency along the flow path. In order to investigate 

in detail the variation characteristics of the bubble number, Figure 3-10 and 3-11 show the 

number frequency for the bubble size in the low and high liquid velocity conditions respectively. 

If the liquid velocity is low, the coalescence can be considered as a dominant mechanism. On 

the contrary, if the liquid velocity is high, it can be expected that the breakup due to the 

turbulent effect is dominant. Also, when the cap/slug bubble is formed, the coalescence due to a 

wake entrainment and the shearing-off of small bubbles from the cap/slug bubbles due to 

turbulent eddies can be considered. As shown in Figure 3-10, in the case where the liquid 

velocity and the void fraction are low, bubbles that have a large size are newly formed as the 

flow goes upward. This phenomenon can be considered as a wake entrainment and is shown 

more dominantly in the case where the void fraction is high in Figure 3-10. Total number 

frequency increases a little along the flow path even in the low void fraction conditions. The 

newly formed bubbles due to the shearing-off from the cap/slug bubbles can be considered as a 

main contribution of this phenomenon. As shown in Figure 3-11, in the case where the liquid 

velocity is high, the number frequency increases greatly because the breakup due to the 

turbulent effect is dominant. This phenomenon can be confirmed by Figure 3-9. Although the 

effect of the wake entrainment is not large, large bubbles are still formed even in a high void 

fraction condition as in Figure 3-11.  

  

3.2 The local flow parameters 
 

By using the conductivity probe, the flow parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial 

area concentration, Sauter mean diameter and bubble frequency can be obtained. The averaged 

values of the void fraction, interfacial area concentration, Sauter mean diameter and bubble 

frequency are summarized in Tables 3-2 and 3-3 respectively. In order to understand the 

detailed characteristics of the flow parameters, the experimental data are classified into two 

groups, which are a small spherical bubble group and a cap/slug one. According to a previous 

study[Euh, 2002], the classification is based on the chordal length of a bubble and the boundary 

bubble size is 17.08 mm in this study. In this section, the local measured data by using the five-

sensor conductivity probe are presented and analyzed. The main measured parameters are void 

fraction, interfacial area concentration, Sauter mean diameter and the gas velocity. The local 
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data which are used in numerical analysis are plotted in Figures 3-12 ~ 3-18 and are presented 

for the two upper axial positions L/D=42.2 and 100.7 where the data are symmetrical. The axial 

distance between the two upper axial positions is 4.68 m. The local data which is used in the 

numerical analysis are expressed as a gray colored cell in Tables 3-2 and 3-3 and are 

determined as follows,  

 

Case 01 :  Low velocity and Low void fraction 

Case 04 :  Low velocity and High void fraction 

Case 05 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 06 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 13 :  High velocity and Low void fraction 

Case 16 :  High velocity and High void fraction 

 

In this study, most experiments show the core peaking for a void fraction. Since only two cases, 

which are Case 05 and Case 06, show the wall peaking for a void fraction, these are chosen for 

the numerical analysis. The experimental cases for the numerical analysis are given in Table 3-5.  

 

The measured quantities may be significantly varied along the flow path. The variation of the 

measured quantities is mainly due to the bubble dynamics such as a bubble breakup, 

coalescence and expansion/contraction by a pressure variation. A bubble breakup causes the 

bubble frequency to be higher and yields a large interfacial area. On the contrary, when a bubble 

coalescence occurs, the bubble frequency and size increases and the interfacial area is reduced. 

If the small bubbles coalesce to a large bubble due to a wake entrainment, the bubble frequency, 

void fraction and interfacial area of the small sized bubble group would be reduced and the void 

fraction and interfacial area of the large bubble group would increase. The bubble frequency of 

the large bubble is not varied since the number of large bubbles is not changed significantly. 

Meanwhile, when a large bubble is broken-up into the small bubbles, the void fraction and 

interfacial area of the large bubble would decrease and those of the small bubbles would 

increase. The measured local parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial area concentration, 

Sauter mean diameter, bubble frequency and gas velocity are presented in Figures 3-12 ~ 3-18 

for six sets of test conditions. The uncertainty analysis for a 95% confidence is performed and is 

plotted in Figures 3-12 ~ 3-18. Table 3-6 shows the results of the uncertainty analysis for the 

probe parameters. The basic equations for the uncertainty analysis are summarized by the 

following equations.  
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where ,tip vd , dl , delayt , bτ  and Ω  are the vertical distance between the front and rear sensor, 

distance between two of the peripheral rear sensors, delay time of the rear sensor signal, bubble 

residence time and total measuring time respectively. Since the derivation of the interfacial area 

concentration from the five-sensor probe method is very complicated, a functional dependency 

is used to analyze the uncertainty of the interfacial area concentration. Therefore, the 

uncertainty analysis is performed by using the following equations.  
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Case 01 
  

Case 01 is the condition that the superficial liquid velocity, superficial gas velocity and the 
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void fraction are 0.5 m/s, 0.01 m/s and 10.7 % respectively at the first measuring position. The 

local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-12, 3-13 and 3-18 for the two upper measuring 

positions. In this flow condition, the core peaking phenomena is shown and the channel-

averaged void fraction increases along the flow path due to a pressure reduction. The local 

distribution of the interfacial area concentration is similar to that of the void fraction. This can 

be explained from the fact that the interfacial area concentration is proportional to the void 

fraction if the bubble size is uniform. Actually, the Sauter mean diameter is not significantly 

changed along the flow path as shown in Figure 3-13. The interfacial area concentration 

increases as the flow goes upward. As shown in Figure 3-18, since the averaged bubble 

frequency is not significantly varied, a bubble expansion due to a pressure reduction can be 

considered as the main mechanism of an increase of the interfacial area concentration. In 

general, when a bubble expands, the increasing rate of the bubble volume is larger than that of 

the surface area. In this case, it is clearly shown that the increasing rate of the void fraction is 

larger than that of the interfacial area concentration along the flow path. As the bubbles flow 

along the channel, the bubbles experience an acceleration by a buoyancy force and a 

deceleration by a drag force. Also, at a region near to the wall, the velocity of the bubbles is 

reduced due to wall friction. As shown in Figure 3-13, the bubble velocity profile shows a 

tendency of a linear reduction from the central region of the test section to the wall. The 

channel-averaged velocity which is obtained by a weighted averaging of the bubble frequency 

decreases slowly along the flow path. This can be explained that the bubble velocity is reduced 

because the deceleration effects due to wall friction and a drag force are larger than the 

acceleration effect due to a buoyancy force in this condition.  

 

Case 04 
  

Case 04 has a flow condition where the superficial liquid and gas velocities are 0.51 m/s and 

0.301 m/s respectively and the void fraction is 23.6 % at the inlet of the first measuring position. 

The local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-12, 3-13 and 3-18 for the two upper 

measuring positions. This flow condition belongs to the slug flow regime as shown in Figure 3-

1. In this flow condition, the core peaking phenomenon is shown and the channel-averaged void 

fraction increases along the flow channel due to a pressure reduction. The local distribution of 

the interfacial area concentration is different from that of the void fraction. As shown in Figure 

3-12, the difference in the interfacial area concentration between a central region and a region 

near to the wall is not larger than that of the void fraction. This is shown dominantly at the third 
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measuring position. In this flow condition, since a cap/slug bubble that has a large size is 

formed, wake entrainment occurs significantly and this can be confirmed by the bubble size 

distribution in Figure 3-10. Also, as shown in Figure 3-12 and 18, since the Sauter mean 

diameter decreases and the bubble frequency increases as the flow goes upward, a shearing-off 

of small bubbles from a cap/slug should be considered as one of the main contributive 

mechanisms. Especially, near to the wall, an increase of the interfacial area concentration is 

shown to be larger than that at the other regions. Small bubbles are sheared-off from the rim of 

the bottom of a large bubble which is located near to the wall. Therefore, small bubbles that are 

sheared-off can increase the interfacial area concentration. Consequently, the wake entrainment, 

shearing-off of small bubbles and a bubble expansion due to a pressure reduction can be 

considered as the main mechanisms of a bubble interaction in this flow condition. Also, in this 

condition, many slug bubbles pass along the flow path and their sizes are expected to be so long 

that they can occupy the entire flow channel diameter. Therefore, at a region near to the wall, 

the interface of the slug would have a steep shape, which could produce a large interfacial area 

concentration. This could be another reason why the interfacial area concentration is large near 

to the wall. The bubble velocity profile is similar to that of Case 01. However, the velocity at the 

third measuring position is locally larger than that at the second one. The channel-averaged 

velocity is slightly lower than that at the second measuring position. Although the bubble is 

accelerated by the effect of a buoyancy force as the bubble grows, a large bubble would 

experience a lot of wall friction near the wall and a large amount of drag force during the an 

acceleration. In this flow condition, since it is judged that the drag and friction force are larger 

than the buoyancy force, the average bubble velocity at the third measuring position is almost 

the same as that at the second one as shown in Figure 3-13.  

 

Case 05 
 

Case 05 has a flow condition where the superficial liquid and gas velocities are 1.0 m/s and 

0.063 m/s respectively and the void fraction is 5.41 % at the inlet of the first measuring position. 

The local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-14, 3-15 and 3-18 for the two upper 

measuring positions. In this experimental condition, the wall peaking phenomenon is shown in 

Figure 3-14 and the channel-averaged void fraction increases along the flow path due to a 

pressure reduction. This trend appeared in all the cases. The channel-averaged interfacial area 

concentration becomes larger along the flow path similar to the void fraction data. As the 

cap/slug bubbles are not dominant, the wake entrainment would be minor. Generally, the 
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breakup mechanism and a bubble expansion yield an increase of the interfacial area 

concentration. On the contrary, the coalescence mechanism decreases the interfacial area 

concentration. In this flow condition, as shown in Figures 3-15 and 3-18, the Sauter mean 

diameter is not varied significantly and the bubble frequency increases as the flow goes upward. 

Therefore, it can be considered that a bubble breakup and a bubble expansion affect the increase 

of the interfacial area concentration more dominantly than a coalescence. Near to the wall, the 

variations of the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration are not large and the bubble 

frequency decreases locally at the third measuring position. This result supports that the bubbles 

that are collected near the wall at the second measuring position move in the direction of the 

channel center without significant particle interactions as the flow goes upward. Near the wall 

where the bubbles are collected, the bubble velocity is reduced due to a wall frication since the 

variation of the void fraction is not large. In the central region, the bubble velocity is reduced 

significantly since a drag force becomes larger than a buoyancy force due to a large increase of 

the void fraction as shown in Figure 3-15. 

 

Case 06 
 

Case 06 has a flow condition where the superficial liquid and gas velocities are 1.0 m/s and 

0.142 m/s respectively and the void fraction is 10.4 % at the inlet of the first measuring position. 

The local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-14, 3-15 and 3-18 for the two upper 

measuring positions. Figure 3-14 shows the wall peaking of a void fraction. The channel-

averaged void fraction increases along the flow channel due to a pressure reduction. Also, the 

channel-average interfacial area concentration becomes larger along the flow path. A large 

bubble such as a cap/slug bubble is not significantly formed. Therefore, the wake entrainment is 

not considered as the interaction mechanism. As shown in Figures 3-15 and 3-18, since the 

bubble frequency increases and the bubble size is reduced, a bubble breakup can be considered 

as the main contributive mechanism for the interfacial area concentration. As shown in Figure 

3-15, the bubble velocity shows a similar profile to Case 05. Since the deceleration effects are 

larger than the acceleration effect, the velocity at the upper measuring position is smaller than 

the velocity at the lower one. In general, the difference of the velocity between the two 

measuring positions becomes smaller as the void fraction is larger at the given superficial liquid 

velocity.  
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Case 13 
 

Case 13 has a flow condition where the superficial liquid and gas velocities are 2.01 m/s and 

0.175 m/s respectively and the void fraction is 6.0 % at the inlet of the first measuring position. 

The local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18 for the two upper 

measuring positions. As shown in Figure 3-16, the channel-averaged void fraction increases 

along the flow path due to a pressure reduction and the channel-averaged interfacial area 

concentration becomes larger as the flow goes upward. In this flow condition, since the large 

bubbles are not significantly shown, the wake entrainment dose not affect dominantly the 

variation of the interfacial area concentration. As shown in Figures 3-17 and 3-18, the bubble 

frequency increases and the bubble size decreases. Therefore, the variation of the interfacial 

area concentration is induced by a bubble breakup. As the superficial liquid velocity is larger, 

the turbulent intensity is stronger. This results in a breakup of the bubble. Also, the interfacial 

area concentration can increase because of a bubble expansion due to a pressure reduction. As 

shown in Figure 3-17, the channel-averaged velocity is reduced slightly along the flow path. 

This is interpreted as an acceleration effect due to a buoyancy force is smaller than the 

deceleration effects due to the wall friction and a drag force.  

 

Case 16 
 

Case 16 has a flow condition where the superficial liquid and gas velocities are 2.01 m/s and 

0.698 m/s respectively and the void fraction is 20.1 % at the inlet of the first measuring position. 

The local measuring data are shown in Figures 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18 for the two upper 

measuring positions. As shown in Figure 3-16, the channel-averaged void fraction increases 

along the flow path due to a pressure reduction and the channel-averaged interfacial area 

concentration becomes larger as the flow goes upward. In this flow condition, since the flow is 

included in the slug flow regime, a large bubble such as a cap/slug one is significantly formed. 

Therefore, a wake entrainment should be considered. As shown in Figure 3-16 and 18, since the 

bubble size decreases and the bubble frequency increases along the flow path and the turbulent 

intensity is strong, a bubble breakup can be considered as the main contributive mechanism. 

Also the shearing-off of small bubbles from a large one should be considered. As shown in 

Figure 3-17, the local velocities at the upper measuring position are larger than those at the 

lower one. As the bubble grows, the acceleration effect due to a buoyancy force and the 

deceleration effects due to the wall friction and a drag force become larger. In this flow 
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condition, it is judged that the buoyancy force is larger than the wall friction and the drag force. 

Therefore, the averaged bubble velocity at the upper section of the test section is larger than that 

at the lower part.  
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Table 3-1 Flow parameters in the experiment – averaged values (1/2) 

 

 
jf 

m/s 

jg(1) 

m/s 

jg(2) 

m/s 

jg(3) 

m/s 

P(1) 

105 Pa

P(2) 

105 Pa

P(3) 

105 Pa

α (1) 

% 

α (2)

% 

α (3)

% 

Liquid

Flow

kg/s 

Gas 

Flow

g/s 

Temp
oC 

Case01 0.50 0.100 0.111 0.143 2.01 1.81 1.41 10.7 12.0 14.2 2.48 1.16 30.1 

Case02 0.50 0.146 0.162 0.205 2.02 1.82 1.44 14.4 15.9 18.6 2.53 1.70 30.3 

Case03 0.50 0.196 0.217 0.270 2.02 1.83 1.46 20.2 20.8 23.3 2.52 2.28 30.3 

Case04 0.51 0.301 0.330 0.402 2.04 1.86 1.53 23.6 27.0 30.6 2.55 3.50 30.2 

Case05 1.00 0.063 0.071 0.093 2.06 1.83 1.40 5.41 6.64 7.84 5.04 0.73 30.1 

Case06 1.00 0.142 0.159 0.205 2.03 1.82 1.41 10.4 12.7 15.4 5.00 1.66 30.1 

Case07 0.99 0.247 0.274 0.347 2.04 1.83 1.45 14.2 16.7 20.5 4.97 2.87 30.1 

Case08 0.97 0.318 0.352 0.443 1.98 1.78 1.42 18.3 20.4 24.2 4.86 3.69 30.2 

Case09 1.50 0.131 0.147 0.193 2.04 1.82 1.38 5.62 7.16 9.38 7.51 1.52 30.2 

Case10 1.50 0.245 0.274 0.355 2.02 1.80 1.39 10.3 12.5 16.0 7.53 2.85 30.2 
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Table 3-1 Flow parameters in the experiment – averaged values (2/2) 

 

 
jf 

m/s 

jg(1) 

m/s 

jg(2) 

m/s 

jg(3) 

m/s 

P(1) 

105 Pa

P(2) 

105 Pa

P(3) 

105 Pa

α (1) 

% 

α (2)

% 

α (3)

% 

Liquid

Flow

kg/s 

Gas 

Flow

g/s 

Temp
oC 

Case11 1.50 0.363 0.404 0.514 2.03 1.82 1.44 14.5 17.2 21.2 7.53 4.22 30.3 

Case12 1.50 0.521 0.576 0.719 2.04 1.84 1.47 19.6 23.0 27.2 7.50 6.06 30.0 

Case13 2.01 0.175 0.198 0.262 2.02 1.79 1.35 6.00 7.59 10.1 10.1 2.04 31.4 

Case14 2.01 0.345 0.387 0.503 2.02 1.80 1.39 10.8 13.2 17.1 10.1 4.01 30.2 

Case15 2.00 0.479 0.535 0.688 2.01 1.79 1.40 15.1 18.2 22.6 10.0 5.57 31.2 

Case16 2.01 0.698 0.776 0.977 2.03 1.83 1.45 20.1 23.8 28.4 10.1 8.12 30.2 
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Table 3-2 Area averaged probe parameters - Void fraction & IAC [m-1] (1/2) 

 

 
1α  

(2nd point) 

2α  

(2nd point)

α  

(2nd point)

1α  

(3rd point)

2α  

(3rd point)

α  

(3rd point)

1ia  

(2nd point) 

2ia  

(2nd point)

ia  

(2nd point)

1ia  

(3rd point)

2ia  

(3rd point)

ia  

(3rd point)

Case01 0.0860 0.0218 0.1078 0.0952 0.0476 0.1428 146.0 6.42 152.4 183.9 11.5 195.4 

Case02 0.0768 0.0668 0.1436 0.0915 0.0934 0.1849 139.8 15.8 155.6 184.1 18.3 202.4 

Case03 0.1107 0.0687 0.1794 0.1046 0.1176 0.2222 189.0 17.7 206.7 206.0 24.3 230.3 

Case04 0.0961 0.1427 0.2388 0.1272 0.1641 0.2913 179.2 30.5 209.7 245.4 34.0 279.4 

Case05 0.0668 - 0.0668 0.0848 - 0.0848 126.7 - 126.7 163.1 - 163.1 

Case06 0.1298 0.0020 0.1318 0.1652 0.0033 0.1685 205.4 0.643 206.0 281.2 0.964 282.1 

Case07 0.0821 0.0817 0.1638 0.1107 0.1009 0.2116 140.5 15.1 155.6 193.5 16.9 210.4 

Case08 0.1008 0.0983 0.1992 0.1208 0.1339 0.2547 170.1 18.4 188.5 216.8 24.4 241.2 

Case09 0.0473 0.0213 0.0686 0.0724 0.0258 0.0982 74.6 4.05 78.6 115.4 4.51 119.9 

Case10 0.0694 0.0556 0.1249 0.1014 0.0703 0.1717 100.2 9.90 110.1 152.2 11.3 163.5 
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Table 3-2 Area averaged probe parameters - Void fraction & IAC [m-1] (2/2) 

 

 
1α  

(2nd point) 

2α  

(2nd point)

α  

(2nd point)

1α  

(3rd point)

2α  

(3rd point)

α  

(3rd point)

1ia  

(2nd point) 

2ia  

(2nd point)

ia  

(2nd point)

1ia  

(3rd point)

2ia  

(3rd point)

ia  

(3rd point)

Case11 0.0866 0.0877 0.1743 0.1220 0.1031 0.2251 128.3 16.7 145.0 183.4 16.9 200.3 

Case12 0.1029 0.1177 0.2206 0.1436 0.1420 0.2856 154.7 21.6 176.3 217.0 25.8 242.8 

Case13 0.0510 0.0220 0.0730 0.0786 0.0254 0.1040 73.8 4.64 78.4 112.0 4.61 116.6 

Case14 0.0714 0.0599 0.1313 0.1080 0.0740 0.1820 98.2 11.2 109.4 149.7 13.2 162.9 

Case15 0.0876 0.0941 0.1817 0.1323 0.1095 0.2418 124.8 19.1 143.9 185.4 19.9 205.3 

Case16 0.1063 0.1211 0.2274 0.1528 0.1467 0.2995 153.3 22.6 175.9 220.7 27.9 248.6 
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Table 3-3 Area averaged probe parameters - Dsm [m] & bubble frequency [s-1] (1/2) 

 

 
Dsm1 

(2nd point)

Dsm2 

(2nd point)

Dsm 

(2nd point)

Dsm1 

(3rd point)

Dsm2 

(3rd point) 

Dsm 

(3rd point)

f 

(2nd point)

f 

(3rd point)

Case01 0.0035 0.020 0.0042 0.0031 0.0249 0.0044 33.7 38.4 

Case02 0.0033 0.0253 0.0055 0.0030 0.0306 0.0055 27.6 42.7 

Case03 0.0035 0.0233 0.0052 0.0030 0.0290 0.0058 50.6 51.2 

Case04 0.0032 0.0281 0.0068 0.0031 0.0290 0.00626 52.5 69.6 

Case05 0.0032 - 0.0032 0.0031 - 0.0031 43.3 50.9 

Case06 0.0038 0.0195 0.0038 0.0035 0.0207 0.0036 75.8 92.6 

Case07 0.0035 0.0324 0.0063 0.0034 0.0358 0.0060 57.5 75.2 

Case08 0.0036 0.0320 0.0063 0.0033 0.0329 0.0063 71.3 89.3 

Case09 0.0038 0.0316 0.0052 0.0038 0.0343 0.0049 40.1 57.3 

Case10 0.0042 0.0337 0.0068 0.0040 0.0372 0.0063 60.6 86.0 
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Table 3-3 Area averaged probe parameters - Dsm [m] & bubble frequency [s-1] (2/2) 

 

 
Dsm1 

(2nd point)

Dsm2 

(2nd point)

Dsm 

(2nd point)

Dsm1 

(3rd point)

Dsm2 

(3rd point) 

Dsm 

(3rd point)

f 

(2nd point)

f 

(3rd point)

Case11 0.0040 0.0314 0.0072 0.0040 0.0367 0.0067 79.2 110.4 

Case12 0.0040 0.0327 0.0075 0.0040 0.0330 0.0071 99.6 138.6 

Case13 0.0041 0.0284 0.0056 0.0042 0.0330 0.0054 53.4 75.6 

Case14 0.0044 0.0321 0.0072 0.0043 0.0337 0.0067 77.7 112.9 

Case15 0.0042 0.0295 0.0076 0.0043 0.0330 0.0071 100.1 145.8 

Case16 0.0042 0.0322 0.0078 0.0042 0.0315 0.0072 127.9 182.2 
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Table 3-4 Uncertainties of flow parameters - 95% confidence level (1/2) 

 

 
P(1) 

% 

P(2) 

% 

P(3) 

% 

α (1)

(I.V.M)

% 

α (2)

(I.V.M)

% 

α (3) 

(I.V.M) 

% 

Liquid

Flow 

% 

Gas 

Flow 

% 

Temp

% 

Case01 0.22 0.25 0.33 9.85 7.33 8.68 1.74 12.9 1.66 

Case02 0.23 0.26 0.33 7.33 5.62 6.61 1.71 8.84 1.64 

Case03 0.23 0.25 0.31 5.23 4.31 5.46 1.72 6.58 1.65 

Case04 0.22 0.25 0.30 4.52 3.48 4.32 1.70 4.29 1.65 

Case05 0.24 0.27 0.36 19.4 13.1 15.5 0.86 20.5 1.66 

Case06 0.23 0.25 0.33 10.1 6.87 7.88 0.87 9.06 1.66 

Case07 0.25 0.28 0.36 7.40 5.26 6.00 0.89 5.23 1.66 

Case08 0.29 0.32 0.41 5.75 4.34 5.11 0.93 4.07 1.66 

Case09 0.25 0.28 0.37 18.7 12.1 12.9 0.57 9.87 1.65 

Case10 0.23 0.26 0.33 10.2 6.99 7.60 0.58 5.27 1.66 
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Table 3-4 Uncertainties of flow parameters - 95% confidence level (2/2) 

 

 
P(1) 

% 

P(2) 

% 

P(3) 

% 

α (1)

(I.V.M)

% 

α (2)

(I.V.M)

% 

α (3) 

(I.V.M) 

% 

Liquid

Flow

% 

Gas 

Flow

% 

Temp

% 

Case11 0.24 0.27 0.34 7.26 5.10 5.75 0.58 3.56 1.65 

Case12 0.24 0.26 0.33 5.38 3.82 4.51 0.58 2.49 1.66 

Case13 0.27 0.31 0.41 17.5 11.5 12.0 0.43 7.37 1.60 

Case14 0.25 0.29 0.37 9.75 6.61 7.11 0.43 3.75 1.66 

Case15 0.23 0.25 0.33 6.97 4.80 5.38 0.43 2.71 1.60 

Case16 0.23 0.26 0.33 5.24 3.67 4.29 0.43 1.86 1.65 
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Table 3-5 The experimental cases for the numerical analysis 

 

  
Superficial liquid 

velocity (m/s) 
Void fraction  Remarks 

Case01 Low (0.5) Low (10 %) 
Core peaking 

Bubbly flow 

Case04 Low (0.5) High (24 %) 
Core peaking 

Slug flow 

Case05 Intermediate (1.0) Low (5 %) 
Wall peaking 

Bubbly flow 

Case06 Intermediate (1.0) Low (10 %) 
Wall peaking 

Bubbly flow 

Case13 High (2.0) Low (6 %) 
Core peaking 

Bubbly flow 

Case16 High (2.0) High (20 %) 
Core peaking 

Slug flow 
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Table 3-6 Uncertainties of the probe parameters – 95 % confidence level (1/2) 

 

 

α  

(2nd point)

% 

α  

(3rd point)

% 

ia  

(2nd point)

% 

ia  

(3rd point)

% 

Dsm 

(2nd point) 

% 

Dsm 

(3rd point)

% 

f 

(2nd point)

% 

f 

(3rd point)

% 

Case01 2.98 3.25 3.50 3.37 4.94 4.90 1.68 1.86 

Case02 3.41 2.97 3.56 3.36 5.35 4.77 1.82 1.60 

Case03 3.29 3.23 3.83 3.00 5.29 4.78 2.02 1.45 

Case04 3.75 3.27 3.75 3.77 5.64 5.48 1.74 1.46 

Case05 2.64 2.56 3.05 2.84 4.12 3.91 1.52 1.51 

Case06 1.88 1.56 2.27 1.92 3.02 2.56 1.00 0.84 

Case07 3.07 2.02 3.16 2.38 4.64 3.31 1.55 1.06 

Case08 2.89 2.10 2.86 2.20 4.39 3.41 1.49 0.91 

Case09 3.02 1.97 3.41 2.40 4.75 3.23 1.69 1.01 

Case10 3.05 1.82 3.29 2.36 4.60 3.18 1.63 0.92 
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Table 3-6 Uncertainties of the probe parameters – 95 % confidence level (2/2) 

 

 

α  

(2nd point)

% 

α  

(3rd point)

% 

ia  

(2nd point)

% 

ia  

(3rd point)

% 

Dsm 

(2nd point) 

% 

Dsm 

(3rd point)

% 

f 

(2nd point)

% 

f 

(3rd point)

% 

Case11 2.87 1.89 2.93 2.34 4.46 3.24 1.17 0.92 

Case12 3.19 1.47 2.92 2.24 4.57 2.89 1.06 0.70 

Case13 2.77 1.79 3.38 2.47 4.47 3.12 1.43 0.88 

Case14 3.80 1.86 3.92 2.56 5.59 3.28 1.96 0.89 

Case15 3.06 1.54 2.90 2.34 4.53 2.97 0.98 0.56 

Case16 2.95 1.51 2.97 2.58 4.48 3.10 1.12 0.61 
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Table 3-7 The distribution parameter and drift velocity of each drift flux model (1/2) 

 

Researcher The distribution parameter and drift velocity Relative deviation

Wallis [1969] 
( ) 1/ 4

21.13, 1.41 l g
o Gj

l

g
C u

σ ρ ρ

ρ

 −
 = =
  

(bubbly flow),  Zuber and Findley model (slug flow) 0.086 

Zuber and 

Findley [1969] 

( )

( )

1/ 4

21.2, 1.53 ( , )

0.35 ( )

l g
o Gj

l

l g
Gj

l

g
C u bubbly churn turbulent flow

g D
u slug flow

σ ρ ρ

ρ

ρ ρ

ρ

 −
 = = −
  

−
=

 0.107 

Ishii [1977] 
1.2 0.2 g

o
l

C
ρ
ρ

= − , ( )
1/ 4

1.75
22 1Gj
l

gu σ ρ α
ρ

 ∆
= − 

 
(bubbly flow), 

Zuber and Findley model (slug flow) 

0.096 

Bestion [1985] 
( )

1.0, 0.188 h l g
o Gj

f

gd
C u

ρ ρ

ρ

−
= =  0.174 
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Table 3-7 The distribution parameter and drift velocity of each drift flux model (2/2) 

 

Researcher  The distribution parameter and drift velocity Relative deviation

Liao et al. [1985] 

( )
1/ 4

2

21, 1.53 1o gj
l

gC u σ ρα
ρ

 ∆
= = −  

 
(bubbly flow) 

( )( )
1/ 4

21.2 0.2 1 exp 18 , 0.33g
o gj

l l

gC u
ρ σ ρα
ρ ρ

   ∆ = − − − =      
(churn turbulent flow) 

0.182 

Clark and Flemmer 

[1985] 
( )

1/ 4

0.934 1 1.42 1.53g

l

j gj σα
α ρ

 
= + +  

 
 0.089 

Ishii and 

Kocamustafaogullari 

[1985] 

* *1.19, 0.54 30,
/

H H
o gj H H

f

gD DC u for D D
g

ρ
ρ σ ρ

∆
= = ≤ =

∆
 0.186 
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Figure 3-1 The experimental flow conditions 
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Figure 3-2 Comparison of the void fractions (Drift flux model & IVM) 
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Figure 3-3 Comparison of the void fractions (Probe & IVM) 
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Figure 3-4 Comparison of the gas velocity (Probe & GM) 
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Figure 3-5 Comparison of the superficial gas velocity (Probe & GM) 
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Figure 3-6 Experimental results of the averaged pressure (105 Pa) 
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Figure 3-7 Experimental results of the averaged gas velocity (m/s) 
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Figure 3-8 Experimental results of the averaged void fraction (IVM) 
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Figure 3-9 Experimental results of the averaged bubble frequency 
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Figure 3-10 Bubble size distribution along the flow path 
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Figure 3-11 Bubble size distribution along the flow path 
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Figure 3-12 Void fraction and IAC profile (Case02, Case04) 
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Figure 3-13 Gas velocity and Sauter mean diameter profile (Case02, Case04) 
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Figure 3-14 Void fraction and IAC profile (Case05, Case06) 
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Figure 3-15 Gas velocity and Sauter mean diameter profile (Case05, Case06) 
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Figure 3-16 Void fraction and IAC profile (Case13, Case16) 
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Figure 3-17 Gas velocity and Sauter mean diameter profile (Case13, Case16) 
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Figure 3-18 Bubble frequency profile  
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4. Mechanistic Modeling of Interfacial Area 

Concentration 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In the state of the art methods, the two-fluid model can be considered as the most accurate 

formulation because it treats the mass, momentum and energy transfers through the interface 

between the phases. In the formulation of the two-fluid model, constitutive relations for 

interfacial transfer terms should be determined appropriately to close the balance equations. In 

general, the interfacial transfer terms are strongly related to the interfacial area concentration 

(IAC), which is defined as the interface area per unit fluid volume. Therefore, the interfacial 

area concentration is one of the most important parameters of the two-fluid model formulation. 

Two basic approaches, which are a local and a global approach, have been used to model the 

interfacial area concentration.[Lehr and Mewes, 2001] In the local approach, the bubble size 

distributions can be obtained by modeling the interactive processes of the bubbles. This leads to 

the so-called transport equation for the number probability density function of the bubbles. The 

particle number density transport equation and the interfacial area transport equation can be 

obtained through the proper treatment of a transport equation for the number probability density 

function. In the global approach, empirical or semi-empirical correlations for the interfacial area 

concentration have been developed as a closure relation.  

 

Empirical correlations have been used in the current nuclear reactor analysis codes, such as 

RELAP5, TRAC, CATHARE and MARS. The correlations cannot represent the dynamic 

changes in an interfacial structure since they are based on two-phase flow regimes and regime 

transition criteria.[Uhle et al. 1998] Ishii et al. indicated the following weak points caused by 

the global approach. [Ishii et al, 1998]  

 

1) The flow regime transition criteria do not fully reflect the dynamic changes in the 

interfacial structure because they have algebraic relations for a steady state, fully 

developed flow. Therefore, the effects of the entrance and developing flow cannot be 

considered correctly, not the gradual transition between the regimes.  

2) The method based on the flow regime transition criteria requires flow transition criteria 

and interfacial area correlations for each flow configuration. The compound errors from 
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the transition criteria and correlation can be very significant.   

3) The transition criteria and interfacial area correlations are valid in limited parameter 

ranges for certain specific operational conditions and geometries because most of them 

are obtained from simple experiments and phenomenological models. Often the scale 

effects of the geometry and fluid properties are not correctly considered. When applied 

to these models they may cause significant discrepancies, artificial discontinuities and 

numerical instability.  

 

Recently, a mechanistic method by using a transport equation was introduced to solve the 

weak points of the empirical correlation method mentioned above. The transport equation can 

effectively model the transient and developing characteristics of the interfacial area 

concentration in a two-phase flow. Since the transport equation can be applied to various flow 

regimes consistently, the dependency on the flow regime map can be reduced or eliminated to 

predict a two-phase flow. Also, the mechanistic method can model the flow regime transition. 

Therefore, many of the shortcomings of the empirical correlation method can be removed.  

 

In the mechanistic methods, the two-phase flow parameters such as the void fraction and the 

interfacial area concentration can be obtained by formulating the void fraction and interfacial 

area transport equations by assuming the number density function properly. 

[Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii, 1995] In the state of the art methods, this approach is classified 

into one-group model and two-group model. One group model is the method to predict the 

interfacial area concentration under the assumption that the bubbles have a uniform size and 

shape.[Wu et al. 1998; S. Kim, 1999; Hibiki and Ishii, 2000a] Therefore, the one-group model 

can be used effectively in a bubbly flow in which the bubbles have the small size and spherical 

shape. But one group model has limitations for an application to general flow conditions where 

various sizes and shapes of the bubbles exist. Recently, two-group models were introduced to 

predict the interfacial area concentration for the general flow regimes.[Wu et al. 1998; Hibiki 

and Ishii, 2000b] The two group models require more constitutive relations than one group 

model, which are related to the interaction between the groups as well as those in the same 

group. In these approaches, the experimental data for the void fraction and the interfacial area 

concentration can be used directly to analyze the two-phase flow. But, since the bubble size is 

characterized as a single or two mean diameters it is almost impossible to control the sizes and 

shapes of the bubbles when a coalescence and break-up of the bubbles occur in the general flow 

condition where the bubble has a large variation in size. Therefore, an accurate assumption of 
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the bubble size is important to solve the transport equations of the void fraction and the 

interfacial area transport equation. In order to improve these problems, the bubble must have 

more size groups than just two groups. In general, the bubbles can be divided into several group 

sizes and each of these group sizes can be treated as a separate phase. But, this approach has a 

difficulty in a practical calculation owing to the fact that it has to solve many transport equations. 

The multiple group size model was developed to handle a large variation of the particle size in a 

bubbly flow.[Lo, 1996] This model has several number density transport equations to account 

for the breakup and coalescence effects and is included in CFX4.4.[AEA, 1997] where a larger 

number of particle group sizes (10~20 particle phase) can be considered under one particle 

velocity assumption. This approach can reflect the variations of the bubble size distribution due 

to the bubble’s interaction. The source terms of the void fraction and interfacial area 

concentration such as the bubble coalescence and breakup can be evaluated from the bubble 

number density.  

 

Many constitutive relations are required to close the transport equations of the interfacial area 

and the number density. The constitutive relations such as the bubble breakup and coalescence 

significantly affect the accuracy of the transport equations. In the actual two phase flow, bubbles 

can be broken-up by the turbulent effect near the bubble interface and coalesced due to a 

random collision and a wake entrainment. If small bubbles are coalesced to a large bubble, the 

interfacial area would be decreased. On the contrary, if a large bubble is broken-up to small 

bubbles, the interfacial area would be increased. In the adiabatic conditions, the transport 

equations of the interfacial area and the number density could be developed by considering the 

coalescence and breakup mechanisms as well as the pressure variation. In the boiling conditions, 

in addition to the above mechanism, the bubble size and frequency nucleated from the heated 

wall, the active nucleation site density, the condensation near the wall and the boiling and 

condensation in the bulk should be considered. [Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii, 1983] Most of 

the previous studies have reported that these additive terms would be significant in the boiling 

conditions. In this study, the problem is confined to the adiabatic conditions. In the state of the 

art methods, in order to properly model the constitutive relations, the main mechanisms of the 

bubbles interactions can be presented as in Figure 4-1, as five categories: the coalescence due to 

a random collisions driven by the turbulence of the continuous phase, the coalescence due to a 

wake entrainment, the breakup due to an impact of the turbulent eddies, the shearing-off of 

small bubbles from the cap bubbles and the breakup of large cap bubbles due to the flow 

instability of the bubble surface.[Wu et al.,1998] In this study, three former mechanisms are 
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used to close the number density transport equation.  

 

In this study, the momentum equations for each phase in the two-fluid model and the number 

density transport equations for each bubble group are applied to predict the two phase flow 

parameters such as the interfacial area concentration, void faction and Sauter Mean 

Diameter(SDM). Based on the Prince and Blanch[1990] study, the coalescence and breakup 

models are modified by considering a proper physical approach. The wake entrainment model is 

developed to apply the number density transport equation. The multidimensional Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code using these equations is developed and validated by using the data 

generated in the present air/water test facilities. The procedure for the numerical analysis is 

described in detail in chapter. 6. In the following sections the two-fluid model and the number 

density transport equations are minutely discussed.  

 

4.2 Two-fluid model 
 

In the mathematical treatment of the two phases, two fundamental approaches can be applied 

to describe the two-phase flow phenomena. They are the two-fluid model, where each phase is 

considered separately, and the mixture model, where the phase flow is treated as a mixture. 

Since a detailed measurement in the two-phase flows is difficult and the available data basis is 

limited, a mixture model such as the drift flux model has been used widely due to its simplicity 

of the field equations and constitutive relations.[Ishii, 1975; Ishii, 1977] The drift flux model 

considers the mixture as a whole and is expressed in terms of four field equations, namely, the 

mixture continuity, momentum, energy equations and the diffusion equation. Analysis by using 

the drift flux model is quite accurate when the two phases are strongly coupled and the drift flux 

model is considered most effective for a dispersed two-phase flow. However, because the drift 

flux model assumes that the mixture momentum equation specifying the relative motion 

between the phases can express the dynamic characteristics of the two phase flow, an 

application of the drift flux model is still questionable in two-phase problems where the inertia 

terms of each phase should be considered separately. On the other hand, the two-fluid model 

treats each phase separately in terms of sets of conservation equations which govern the balance 

of the mass, momentum and energy with a proper averaging method.[Ishii, 1975] The two-fluid 

model can be considered most reliable when the phase interaction terms at the interface are 

treated properly.  
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In this study, since the two-fluid model is applied to analyze the adiabatic air/water two phase 

flow and the continuity equations can be replaced by the number density transport equations, the 

momentum equations of each phase are discussed in detail in this chapter.  

 

The momentum conservation form of the partial differential equations is used as follows,  

 

kkkkkvkikkkkkkkkk ugFFpuuu
t

2∇++++∇−=⋅⋅∇+
∂
∂ µαρααραρα   (4-1) 

 

where the subscript k stands for each phase (liquid for k=f, gas for k=g).  

 

The first term of the left-hand side indicates the change of the momentum with time and the 

second term indicates the convection of the momentum. The right-hand side indicates the 

pressure, interfacial drag force, interfacial non-drag force, gravity terms and diffusion term 

respectively.  

 

As shown in the above equation, several interfacial transfer equations appear on the right 

hand side of the equation. Since these interfacial transfer terms should also obey the balance 

laws at the interface, the interfacial transfer conditions could be obtained from an average of the 

local jump conditions. 

 

( ) 0ik vk
k

F F+ =∑         (4-2) 

 

The proper constitutive relations should be developed to close the above momentum equation. 

In this study, the interfacial drag force and the interfacial non-drag force such as the lift force 

and the virtual mss force are used by considering the previous studies for constitutive relations. 

In general, the interfacial drag force dominates in most two phase flows because the virtual 

mass force contributes to the stability of the system and the lift force, which is normal for the 

relative velocity direction, is necessary mainly to determine the transverse void fraction 

distribution.  

 

The interfacial drag force is given in terms of the interfacial are concentration and the relative 

velocity as below, [Ishii and Mishima, 1984; Sun et al, 2003] 
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     (4-3) 

 

where DC , smr  and dr  are the drag coefficient, bubble Sauter mean radius and the bubble 

drag radius respectively. For the spherical bubble, the bubble Sauter mean radius has the same 

value as the bubble drag radius. In general, the drag exerted on an immersed bubble by a 

moving fluid arises from the viscous surface shear stress and the pressure distribution around 

the bubble and the interfacial drag force is most conveniently expressed using the drag 

coefficient.[AEA, 1997] The drag coefficient depends not only on the flow regimes but also on 

the nature of the particle such as a solid particle, drop or bubble in a two-phase system. 

Therefore, in order to predict accurately the two-phase flow, the drag coefficient should be 

determined properly by considering the flow regimes and the characteristic of the particle. In 

this study, the drag coefficient for the bubble is used about three flow regimes: the bubbly flow 

regime, where the spherical and distorted bubbles are dominant, the churn-turbulent flow regime 

and the slug regime, 

 

- Bubbly flow regime 

( )0.75
Re

Re

24 1 0.1DC N
N

= +        (4-4) 

where ReN  is the multi-particle Reynolds number defined by 

Re
f g f

m

d u u
N

ρ
µ

−
= , 

1
f

m

µ
µ

α
=

−
      (4-5) 

- Churn-turbulent flow regime 

( )28 1
3DC α= −         (4-6) 

- Slug regime 

( )39.8 1DC α= −         (4-7) 

 

As shown in equation (4-3), the importance of the interfacial area concentration can be 

confirmed and the interfacial area concentration should be accurately obtained to solve the two-

fluid model.  

 

The virtual mass force causes a local acceleration of the flow near interphase surface when 
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the relative velocity changes. This acceleration adds to the apparent mass in the gas phase. This 

force is expressed in terms of the relative accelerations of the phase as follows:[Zuber, 1964] 

 

g fvir vir
g f vm g f f

u u
F F C

t t
α α ρ

∂ ∂ 
= − = − − ∂ ∂ 

     (4-8) 

 

where vmC  and fα  are the virtual mass coefficient and the void fraction for a liquid 

phase( 1 gα= − ). 

 

Virtual mass coefficient is used without regards to the flow regimes as below,[Drew et al., 

1979]  
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α α
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− ≤ ≤

      (4-9) 

 

The lift force is insignificant compared to the drag force in most cases and is important in 

determining the transverse void fraction. The lift force is generated by a particle rotation and a 

shear flow in the continuous phase and is a force perpendicular to the main relative motion. In 

this study, the lift force is not used as a default and is included when the lift force is significant. 

The lift force is expressed in terms of the slip velocity and the curl of the continuous phase 

velocity as follows: [Fluent User Manual, 2001] 

 

( )lift lift
g f f L g f fF F C u u uαρ= − = − − ×∇×           (4-10) 

 

where LC  is 0.5 for an inviscid flow around a sphere, but can take values between 0.01 and 

0.05 for a viscous flow.  

 

The wall lubrication force is a sort of lift force and is in the normal direction away from a 

wall and decays with the distance from the wall. Since this force is affected by the bubble 

diameter, this force can only be seen on sufficiently fine grids. This force is expressed by: 
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         (4-11) 

 

where wy  and n  are the distance from the wall and the normal to the wall respectively. In 

CFX4.4, 1C  takes a value of –0.01 and 2C  takes a value of 0.05 typically. This means that 

the force doesn’t exist in a region more than 5 particle diameters from the wall.  

 

4.3 Number density transport equation 
 

For a two-phase flow analysis, the particle number density equation, which is analogous to 

the Boltzmann’s transport equation, has been extensively used over the past several 

decades.[Reyes, 1989; Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii, 1995] The number density transport 

equation can be obtained by using the transport equation of the number probability density 

function, f , of bubbles. The number probability density function is defined as the number of 

bubbles in a fraction divided by the class width of the fraction. [Millies and Mewes, 1999; Lehr 

and Mewes, 2001] 

 

v
n

vV
Nf

∆
∆

=
∆

∆
=              (4-12) 

 

where N  and v  are the bubble number and the bubble volume. From the equation (4-12), the 

number density, which is defined as the total number of bubbles per volume, can be obtained by 

integrating f  over all the bubble volumes.  

 

The transport of the number probability density function is given as follows by neglecting the 

effects of the bubble diffusion and the gas expansion due to a mass transfer: 
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           (4-13) 

 

In this equation, the left hand side indicates the convective term with the time derivative. This 

is the change of the number probability density function traveling with the gas velocity. The first 
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term in the right hand side indicates the gas expansion due to a change in the gas density and 

increases with a decreasing gas density. The gas volume changes according to the change of the 

bubble density along the flow path. The local differences in the pressure or temperature may be 

change the gas density. In this study, the temperature is assumed as constant and the changes of 

the gas density are only induced by local differences of the pressure by assuming the ideal gas 

behavior. This term has to be included when the gas density changes considerably along the 

flow path. In this study, because the length of the flow path is about 4.8 m for the calculation, 

the effect of the bubble expansion can be considered as an important term. The second term on 

the right hand side represents the net rate of the change of the number probability density 

function due to a coalescence and breakup of the bubbles. It is considered as source and/or sink 

terms for a fluid particle in a two-phase flow. The third term on the right hand side indicates the 

sink or source rate of the fluid particle due to the phase change. For example, the bubble 

nucleation rate due to a homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, and the collapse rate due 

to a condensation for the subcooled boiling flow can be considered as this term. 

Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii[1983] discussed the significance and methods evaluating this 

term in detail. Since the approach by using equation (4-13) is too detailed for most studies of 

which the primary focus is on the average fluid particle behavior, it is hard to directly apply it to 

obtain the interfacial area concentration and void fraction. Therefore, the number density 

transport equation that is averaged over all the particle sizes has been used to predict the two-

phase parameters.  

 

The number density equation is obtained by integrating equation (4-13) over the volume of 

all the particle sizes, i.e., from minV  to maxV  as follows: 
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        (4-14) 

 

In this equation, the source or sink rate due to the phase change can be neglected since the 

adiabatic assumption is used in this study.  

 

Then, if the Leibnitz rule for integration and the following definition are applied, 
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V

V
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V
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Equation (4-15) is given such that 
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1 ρ
ρ

                 (4-16) 

 

For a calculation of each bubble group, the value of the number probability density function 

may be difficult to obtain accurately at minV  and maxV  of each group. Therefore, the bubble 

expansion term is derived from the interfacial area concentration transport equation using the 

following relation,  

 

iii Ana =               (4-17) 

 

where in  and iA  are the number density and the averaged bubble area for a bubble group 

respectively.  

 

Millies and Mewes[1999] derived the averaged bubble volume balance equation from the 

transport equation of the number probability density function by assuming an analytical solution 

for the number probability density function. And, the transport equations for the number density 

and the interfacial area were given by using the parametric relations. He discussed that the 

resulting three equations were equivalent. However, the bubble expansion term was omitted 

from the number density transport equation of their study. Therefore, the bubble expansion term 

is obtained from that of the interfacial area transport equation by using equation (4-17).  

 

gg
g

un ρ
ρ

⋅∇− ~ the bubble expansion term          (4-18) 

 

This equation can also be obtained from the interfacial area transport equation which was 

derived by Hibiki and Ishii[2000a,b] using equation (4-17) and the ideal gas relation.  

 

Finally, the number density transport equation for each bubble group can be rewritten as  
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where the subscript i indicates each bubble group and 1R , 2R  and 3R  are the source and/or 

sink terms by a coalescence by a random collision, wake entrainment and breakup due to a 

turbulent effect respectively.  

 

In this study, a number of bubble size groups (14~16 size groups) are used to obtain the 

number density for each group at each node. The bubble is considered as having one velocity 

that is obtained by the two-fluid model to solve the difficulty in a practical calculation due to the 

many number density transport equations.  

 

4.4 Closure relations for number density transport equation 
 

In order to close the equation (4-19), the source and sink terms of the bubble interaction 

jR should be properly modeled. Ishii et al.[Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii,1995; Wu et al, 1997, 

1998] discussed five basic mechanisms, namely a bubble coalescence due to a random collision, 

wake entrainment, breakup due to a turbulent impact, shearing-off from around the rim of a 

large cap bubble and an interfacial instability. Bubble collisions may result from the turbulent 

effect of the liquid, differences in bubble the rise velocities and the liquid shear. However, the 

velocity fluctuations of a liquid are considered as the main source of a bubble 

coalescence.[Prince and Blanch, 1990]. The wake entrainment would be important in a flow 

condition where the cap and slug bubble exist. It may also be significant for the bubbly flow in a 

small diameter tube and very low flow conditions where the lateral fluctuation of the bubbles is 

small.[Hibiki and Ishii, 2000a] But, in relatively high flow conditions, since the bubbles would 

leave the wake region due to a liquid turbulence, the effect of the wake entrainment is minor. 

Bubble breakup is induced due to the turbulence of the liquid and is significantly influenced by 

the turbulence level of the liquid phase. Shearing off is a phenomena where small bubbles are 

sheared off from a thin skirt formed at the rim of a large bubble.[Kim, 1999] An interfacial 

instability is a breakup mechanism where the bubble interface cannot be sustained due to a wave 

instability when a large bubble reaches a certain criteria. In the state of the art, constitutive 

relations about these phenomena have been developed to close the interfacial area transport 

equation. The bubble coalescence due to a random collision and a breakup due to a turbulent 
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impact have been proposed for the number density transport equation.  

 

In this study, the following relations are proposed for the number density transport equation 

to predict the interfacial area concentration and void fraction in two-phase flow system.  

 

1 2 3R R R R= + +               (4-20) 

- Bubble coalescence due to random collisions driven by the turbulence of a liquid phase, 

1
RC RC

i iR P L= +  

- Bubble coalescence due to a wake entrainment, 2
WE WE

i iR P L= +  

- Bubble breakup due to the impact of turbulent eddies, 3
BR BR

i iR P L= +  

 

Bubble coalescence due to random collisions driven by the turbulence of a liquid 

phase 
 

The bubble coalescence is considered to occur due to a random collision driven by the 

turbulence of a liquid phase. In general, as shown in Figure 4-2, a coalescence of two bubbles is 

induced in the following processes: 1) bubbles collide, 2) a small amount of the liquid between 

the bubbles is trapped and drains gradually, 3) the liquid film between the bubbles reaches a 

critical thickness and a film rupture occurs resulting in a coalescence.[Prince and Blanch 1990] 

From the first process, it can be seen that the collision rate of the bubbles is an important 

parameter in modeling the coalescence rate. Also, in order to determinate whether the 

coalescence occurs when the bubbles collide, the collision efficiency should be obtained. When 

the contact time between the bubbles is sufficient for a rupture of them, the bubbles will 

coalescence. Prince and Blanch[1990] said that the collision of bubbles can be induced by a 

random motion due to a turbulence through studying several mechanisms: turbulence, buoyancy 

and laminar shear.  In this study, the bubble coalescence rate is obtained based on the study of 

Prince and Blanch.[1990] 

 

The production and loss terms of number density that is induced by a bubble coalescence due 

to a random collision can be expressed by the following equations respectively. 
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L
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= Γ∑               (4-22) 

 

where ijΓ , N , minV , maxV  and V  are the coalescence rate of the bubbles of group i and 

group j, total bubble group, minimum bubble volume, maximum bubble volume and mean 

bubble volume for each group respectively. The subscripts indicate the bubble group. In the 

production term, since the factor 1/2 is considered to avoid counting the coalescence events 

twice, the factor should be neglected in the case of a collision between bubbles in the same 

group(k=l). The detailed mechanism of bubble coalescence is shown schematically in Figure 4-

3.  

 

The bubble coalescence rate ijΓ  can be expressed in terms of the collision rate ijθ  and the 

collision efficiency ijλ  as follows,  

 

ij ij ijθ λΓ = ×               (4-23) 

 

The fluctuating turbulent velocity of a liquid is a primary case for the bubble collision. It is 

assumed that the collision mechanism is analogous to the particle collision in an ideal gas. The 

collision rate can be given as a function of the number density, collision area and bubble relative 

velocity.  

 

ti tjij i j ijn n S u uθ = −              (4-24) 

 

where in  and jn  are the number density of the bubble group i and j respectively. tu  is the 

average turbulent fluctuating velocity of the bubble and ijS is the collision cross-sectional area 

of the bubbles defined by: 

 

( )2

4ij i jS d dπ
= + .             (4-25) 

 

As shown in Figure 4-4, when a binary collision is assumed, equation (4-25) is expressed by 
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considering that the coalescence of a bubble of diameter id  and a bubble of diameter jd  can 

be replaced as the coalescence of the fictitious bubble of diameter i jd d+  with point A. 

 

In equation (4-24), Prince and Blanch[1990] used the relative velocity as 
2 2
ti tju u+ . 

However, the relative velocity is considered as the difference of the velocity for the approaching 

two bubbles in this study.  

 

The turbulent fluctuation velocity of a bubble for a collision in the inertial subrange of the 

isotropic turbulence is given by[Rotta, 1972] 

 
1/3 1/31.4ti iu dε=              (4-26) 

 

where ε  denotes the energy dissipation.  

 

Actually, the velocity of the bubbles, Eq.(4-26), is obtained from the turbulent eddy velocity 

of the length scale of the bubble. An eddy motion of this scale is mainly responsible for the 

relative motion between the bubbles for a collision. When the eddy is a lot smaller than the 

bubble size, the eddy does not contain a sufficient energy to carry the bubble. On the contrary, 

an eddy much larger than the bubble size transports the groups of bubbles without leading to a 

relative motion between the bubbles. In order to tractably determine the turbulent fluctuation 

velocity of a bubble, it is assumed that the turbulence is isotropic and that the bubble size lies in 

the inertial subrange.  

 

Using equations (4-24) through (4-26), the collision rate for the two approaching bubbles is 

given as below,  

 

( )

( )

2 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3

2 1/3 1/3 1/3

1.4 1.4
4

0.35

ij i j i j i j

i j i j i j

n n d d d d

n n d d d d

πθ ε ε

π ε

= + +

= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ +
          (4-27) 

 

The coalescence efficiency should be determined to obtain the bubble coalescence rate. The 

coalescence efficiency is expressed as a function of the time required for a coalescence of the 
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bubbles ijt  and the contact time for the two bubbles ijτ . [Coulaloglou and Tavlarides, 1977] 

 

exp ij
ij

ij

t
λ

τ
 

= − 
  

             (4-28) 

 

The coalescence time is the time required for the liquid film between the two bubbles to thin 

from an initial thickness to a final value where a coalescence occurs. As shown in Figure 4-8, 

Kirkpatrick and Lockett[1974] derived the coalescence time for the case when two bubbles 

collide with a finite approach velocity. They proposed the following equation by considering a 

material balance for the liquid film and Bernoulli’s equation,  

 
1/ 2

4

A f

dh h
dt R r

σ
ρ

 
= −   

 
             (4-29) 

 

where, h , AR  and σ  are the liquid film thickness, the radius of the liquid disk between the 

colliding bubbles and the surface tension respectively. When the liquid film ruptures, AR  is 

assumed as the bubble radius.  

 

The coalescence time was obtained by integrating equation (4-29) as follows, 

 

3
int0.25 lnf ij

ij
crit

r
t

ρ δ
σ δ

 
=  

 
            (4-30) 

 

where intδ , critδ  and ijr  are the initial film thickness, the final film thickness and the 

equivalent radius respectively. The initial film thickness is given by Kirkpatrick and 

Lockett[1974] as 10-4 m and the final film thickness is typically considered as 10-8 m.[Kim and 

Lee, 1987] The equivalent radius in the case of bubbles of an unequal size is expressed 

as:[Chester and Hoffman, 1982] 

 

( ) 11 12ij i jr r r
−− −= +              (4-31) 
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The contact time was obtained for the turbulence flows from dimensional 

considerations.[Levich, 1962] 

 
2 /3

1/3
ij

ij

r
τ

ε
=               (4-32) 

 

By using equations (4-27), (4-28), (4-30) and (4-32), the coalescence rate of bubble group i 

and bubble group j can be obtained by the following equation.  

 

( )
1/ 2 5/ 6 1/3

2 1/3 1/3 1/3
1/ 2exp f ij

ij RC i j i j i j

r
C n n d d d d

ρ ε
ε

σ
 

Γ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ −  
 

         (4-33) 

 

where RCC  is an adjustable parameter that can be evaluated with experimental data.  

 

Bubble coalescence due to a wake entrainment  
 

   The wake entrainment is a phenomena where the trailing bubble accelerates and 

coalescences with the leading one when the bubble enters the wake region of a leading large 

bubble. When the leading bubble is large, a circular wake is formed behind the large leading 

bubble. This wake is considered as a mixing region with a high level of turbulence. The liquid 

velocity fluctuation behind the leading bubble influences the shape and behavior of the trailing 

bubble. Therefore, the wake length and wake flow pattern of the leading bubble are important 

for describing the nature of a slug flow. Campoas and Guedes de Carvalho[1988] proposed 

three different wake flow patterns over an entire range of values of the dimensional parameters 

N( ( )1/ 23 /TgD ν= ): 1) the closed axisymmetric wake where the rear surface of a bubble has the 

oblate spheroidal shape and the bubble has no oscillation, 2) the closed unaxisymmetric wake 

where the rear surface of a bubble is flat and the vortex ring shows a periodic undulation. 3) 

the opened wake with a recirculatory flow where the wake is no longer stabilized. Since, in 

case 3), turbulent eddies influence several diameters below the rear of the bubble, the accurate 

wake length should be defined to explain its relation to the trailing bubble. Studies for the 

wake length have been performed using the definition of the minimum stable liquid 

length.[Dukler et al., 1985; Pinto et al., 1996, 1998] If the distance between the leading bubble 

and the trailing one is larger than the wake length, the relative velocity of the bubbles remains 
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constant and an interaction between bubbles does not occur. On the contrary, if the trailing 

bubble enters the region of the wake length, the rise velocity of the trailing bubble increases 

gradually at first and then rapidly as the distance between the two bubbles becomes smaller 

than the characteristic length which is about one or twice times the of channel diameter 

according to experimental data. [Pinto et al., 1998; Ahmad et al., 1998; Dejesus et al., 1995] 

  

In this study, the coalescence terms due to a wake entrainment are developed to apply them to 

the number density transport equation. The schematic diagram of a wake entrainment is shown 

in Figure 4-5 and the detailed mechanism between the bubbles is schematically shown in 

Figure 4-6. Also, the phenomenological views of a wake entrainment are shown in Figure 4-7.  

 

The production and loss terms of the number density that is induced by bubble coalescence 

due to a wake entrainment can be expressed by the following equations respectively.   

 

1

,
1

N k
WE

i i kl
k ncap l

P
−

= =

= Γ∑ ∑  , ,min ,max

, ,max ,min

:
0 :

i kl kl i k l i

i kl k l i k l i

V V V V
V V V or V V V

Γ = Γ ≤ + ≤
Γ = + > + <

       (4-34) 
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=
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= = +

 Γ <
= 
 Γ + Γ >


∑

∑ ∑
              (4-35) 

 

where ncap is the minimum cap bubble size group. The subscripts indicate the bubble group. In 

this study, the wake entrainment is considered when the leading bubble is only a cap or slug 

bubble. Although a wake entrainment exists when the leading bubble is a spherical and distorted 

one, it will have a smaller contribution than that of the cap and slug leading bubble. The 

boundary of the cap bubble can be determined by [Ishii and Zuber, 1979] 

 

4 ~ 1cD cm
g
σ

ρ
=

∆
             (4-36) 

 

where g , ρ∆  and σ  are the acceleration due to gravity, difference in the density between 

the phases and the surface tension respectively. Therefore, when the mean diameter of any 

group is larger than 1 cm, the bubble of that group can be considered as the leading bubble. The 
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boundary of the slug bubble can be given as follows, [Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii, 1995] 

 

40 ~ 10sD cm
g
σ

ρ
=

∆
            (4-37) 

 

Although this boundary value which is larger than the tube diameter (8 cm), the value of 

equation (4-37) is determined as the boundary diameter of a slug bubble. In equation (4-35), 

ijΓ  indicates the coalescence rate between the leading bubble i and the trailing bubble j. The 

production term is only considered when the leading bubble i is a cap or slug bubble. On the 

contrary, the loss term can be considered for all the bubble groups since the spherical or 

distorted bubble, which is the trailing bubble, is lost through the wake entrainment.  

 

The coalescence rate due to a wake entrainment which is analogous to equation (4-23), can be 

expressed in terms of ijΓ it can be expressed in terms of the collision rate ijθ  and the collision 

efficiency ijλ  as follows,  

 

ij ij ijθ λΓ = ×               (4-38) 

 

The collision rate can be given as a function of the relative velocity and the number density of 

each group as below,  

 

,

t l

ij i j a
m path

u u
n n V

d
θ

−
=              (4-39) 

 

where aV , tu , lu  and .m pathd  are the volume available for a collision, velocity of the trailing 

and leading bubble and the mean free path of the trailing bubble respectively.  

 

The volume available for a collision between the leading bubble and the trailing one is 

expressed as the projected bubble area multiplied by the wake length as shown in Figure 4-5. 

 

2

4a L wV d Lπ
= ⋅               (4-40) 
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where Ld  and WL  are the diameter of the leading bubble and the wake length respectively. 

For the cap bubbles, Miyahara et al.[1991] proposed experimentally that the wake length was 

5dL~8dL when the bubble diameter is smaller than the pipe size. In this study, the wake length of 

the cap bubble is chosen as 6.5dL. For the slug bubbles, Pinto et al.[1998] found experimentally 

that the wake length was about five times of the flow channel diameter (~5DT) when the liquid 

flow regime was either laminar or turbulent. 

 

The collision rate is proportional to the relative velocity between the leading bubble and the 

trailing one. The velocity relation of the two bubbles can be obtained irrespective of the liquid 

flow pattern behind a slug.[Pinto and Campos, 1996] For 0 0.24 Wy L< < , the velocity of the 

trailing bubble is fast and the interaction is expected to be strong. On the contrary, for 

0.24 W WL y L< < , the velocity of the trailing bubble is slow and the interaction is expected to 

be weaker. 

 

11.4 4.24 0.24t

l W W

u y yfor
L Lu

= − + <            (4-41) 

2

2.01 1.96 0.96 0.24 1t

l W W W

u y y yfor
L L Lu

 
= − + < < 

 
         (4-42) 

 

where y  is a distance between the leading and trailing bubble. Equations (4-41) and (4-42) are 

applied to both the cap and slug leading bubbles in this study.  

 

In the co-current liquid flow, if the cap bubble has a similar motion to the slug bubble, the cap 

and slug bubble velocity can be expressed as below,[Nicklin et al, 1962; Pinto et al, 1998] 

 

, ,

1.2
2.0b f s or c

turbulent C
u Cu u

laminar C
=

= +  =
          (4-43) 

 

where fu  and , ,s or cu  are the averaged liquid velocity and the slug or cap bubble velocity in a 

stagnant liquid respectively. Therefore, the relative velocity between the leading and trailing 

bubble can be obtained by using equations (4-41), (4-42) and (4-43). 
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= ⋅

∫

∫ ∫        (4-44) 

 

where z  is the characteristic distance which is expressed by / Wy L  

 

The velocity of the leading bubble lu  can be considered as the individual cap or slug bubble 

velocity in a column. For the cap bubbles, Krishna et al.[1999] proposed the velocity of the cap 

bubble in the size range DL = 3~80 mm from the results of an extensive experimental 

investigation. The scale factor SF is derived empirically by Collins[1967] 

 

/ 2 0.017l L Lu gd SF for d= ⋅ >            (4-45) 

 1 0.125L

T

dSF for
D

= <  

 1.13exp 0.125 0.6L L

T T

d dSF for
D D

 
= − < < 

 
 

 0.496 / 0.6L
T L

T

dSF D d for
D

= >  

 

For the slug bubbles, the velocity of the slug bubble through a stagnant liquid can be given as a 

function of the acceleration due to gravity, g  and the internal diameter of the tube, TD  as 

follows: 

 

( )1/ 20.35l Tu gD=              (4-46) 

 

Since the velocity of the trailing bubble varies along the distance from the base of the leading 

bubble as shown in equations (4-41) and (4-42), it is assumed that the trailing bubble can travel 

to the base of the leading bubble without colliding with other trailing bubbles. If a probability of 

the trailing bubble existing along the wake length has the same value, the mean free path of the 
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trailing bubble can be obtained as a simple equation.  

 

0
.

0
2

W

w

L

W
m path L

ydy Ld
dy

= =∫
∫

            (4-47) 

 

where WL  and y  are the wake length and the distance from the base of the leading bubble 

respectively. The collision rate becomes larger as the mean free path of the trailing bubble 

decreases.  

 

Using equations (4-39) through (4-47), the collision rate for a wake entrainment is given as 

below,  

 
20.304 lij i j Ln n d uθ π= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅             (4-48) 

 

The coalescence efficiency for a wake entrainment which is analogous to equation (4-28), can 

be given as below,  

 

exp ij
ij

ij

t
λ

τ
 

= − 
  

             (4-49) 

 

In the coalescence due to a random collision, the interaction for the bubbles with a similar 

size is considered as a main contribution. On the contrary, in the wake entrainment, the 

interaction between small bubbles and large bubbles is considered as more important. The small 

bubble collides with the base of the large bubble and coalescences after fully draining the liquid 

film. Therefore, this phenomenon can be considered as not the interaction of the bubbles with a 

similar size but the interaction of a bubble and an interface when the base of the large bubble is 

assumed as a flat interface without an oscillation. A simple diagram of the bubble-bubble and 

bubble-interface interactions is shown in Figure 4-8. The bubble-interface interaction was 

proposed by Kirkpatrick and Lockett[1974] and the equation for the film drainage can be 

obtained by applying a mass balance and the Bernoulli’s equation to the film. 
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θ σ
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= ∆      −   

           (4-50) 

 

where, θ  is the angle defining edge of the film. If the rupture of the bubble occurs when the 

shape of the trailing bubble becomes semispherical, this angle can be assumed as 45o. By 

applying the equivalent radius, equation (4-31), to equation (4-50), the coalescence time for a 

wake entrainment can be given by 

 

3
int0.2071 lnf ij

ij
crit

r
t

ρ δ
σ δ

 
=  

 
             (4-51) 

 

The contact time was obtained in turbulence flows from dimensional considerations.[Levich, 

1962] 

 
2 /3

1/3
ij

ij

r
τ

ε
=               (4-52) 

 

By using equations (4-38), (4-48), (4-51) and (4-52), the coalescence rate due to wake 

entrainment of bubble group i and bubble group j can be obtained by the following equation.  

 
1/ 2 5/ 6 1/3

2
1/ 2exp f ij

iij WE i j i

r
C n n d u

ρ ε
σ

 
Γ = ⋅ ⋅ −  

 
          (4-53) 

 

where WEC  is an adjustable parameter that can be evaluated with experimental data.  

 

Bubble breakup due to the impact of turbulent eddies 
 

A bubble breakup is induced by a collision with a turbulent eddy of a similar size to the 

bubble. In the state of the art, the collision rate between the bubble and the eddy have been 

derived form the following assumptions.[Hibiki and Ishii, 2000b; Wu et al, 1998; Prince and 

Blanch, 1990; Luo and Svendsen, 1996]  
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1) The turbulence of the liquid phase is isotropic. 

2) The binary breakup of the bubble is mainly considered. 

3) The energy of the eddy colliding with the bubble is a dominant parameter.  

4) The eddy size of interest lies within the inertial subrange.  

5) An eddy of a similar size to the bubble can induce the breakup 

 

From the above assumptions and previous studies, the main parameter inducing bubble 

breakup can be considered as the energy and size of the eddy. When the Reynolds number is 

large enough, a large eddy mainly transports the bubble. For this reason, daughter bubbles 

formed from a breakup have a smaller size than the length scale of the eddy. On the contrary, a 

very small eddy does not have enough energy to break the bubble. Therefore, the eddy size for a 

breakup can be determined as slightly smaller than or equal to the bubble. In this study, the 

bubble break rate is obtained based on the study of Prince and Blanch[1990]. 

 

The production and loss terms of the number density which is induced by a bubble breakup 

due to the impact of turbulent eddies can be expressed by the following equations respectively. 
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BR
i j ie

j

L
−

=

= Γ∑               (4-55) 

 

where iV  and oV  are the volume of the two daughter bubbles respectively. jV  denotes the 

mother bubble and the subscript indicates the bubble group. The detailed mechanism of a 

bubble breakup is shown schematically in Figure 4-9. 

 

The bubble breakup rate ,j ieΓ , which is analogous to the coalescence rate, is given as a 

function of the collision rate and breakup efficiency and indicates that the breakup rate of the 

group i bubble into the group j bubble after colliding with the eddy.[Prince and Blanch, 1990] 

 

, , ,j ie j ie j ieθ λΓ = ×              (4-56) 

 

The collision between the bubble with size d and the eddy with size λ  is equivalent to the 
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collision of the two eddies (or bubbles). Therefore, the collision rate for a breakup can be 

expressed as a function of the collision velocity and the number density. This equation is 

analogous to equation (4-24). 

 

,j ie i e ie ien n S uθ =              (4-57) 

 

where ieS and en  are the cross-sectional area of the bubble breakup and the number density of 

the eddy respectively. In order to obtain the value of equation (4-57), firstly, the eddy size 

available for breakup should be determined. In this study, since it is assumed that only an eddy 

with a length smaller than or equal to the breaking bubble,[Luo and Svendsen, 1996] the 

maximum eddy size is chosen as follows: 

 

max idλ =               (4-58) 

 

The minimum eddy size is chosen as the following equation by considering an assumption that 

only daughter bubbles with a diameter smaller than the length scale of the eddy can be 

formed.[Lehr and Mewes, 2001] 

 

min ,max max( , )daughter j od d dλ = =            (4-59) 

 

where id , od  and jd  are the diameter of the mother bubble and the diameters of the two 

daughter bubbles respectively. The relation of these diameters denotes as follows: 

( )1/33 3
o i jd d d= −  

 

In equation (4-57), the cross-sectional area of the bubble breakup can be obtained by 

averaging over all the sizes of eddies available for a breakup.   
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=

∫
∫

.           (4-60) 

 

As shown in Figure 4-4, when a binary collision is assumed, equation (4-59) is expressed by 
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considering the fact that a collision of a bubble of diameter id  and an eddy of diameter λ  

can be replaced as a collision of the fictitious bubble of diameter id λ+  with point A.  

 

The collision velocity for a breakup can be considered as the relative velocity between the 

bubble and the eddy and given by averaging over all the sizes of eddies available for a breakup.  

 

min

min
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d
ti te
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λ
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−
= ∫

∫
            (4-61) 

 

The turbulent velocity of the breaking bubble i, tiu  is given as equation (4-26) and the eddy 

velocity for the inertial subrange of the energy spectrum is given by the following equation 

according to Kolmogorov’s law [Azel, 1981] 

 
1/3 1/32.3teu ε λ=              (4-62) 

 

Azel and Athanasios[1983] proposed an expression for the number density of the eddies as a 

function of the wave number ( )2 /ek λ= . The number of eddies of a size between λ  and 

dλ λ+  per unit volume is given as below. 

 

( )
4

0.8 1edn
d

α
λ λ

−
=              (4-63) 

 

Therefore, the number density of the eddy for breaking bubble i is expressed by 

 

( )
min

4

0.8 1id

en d
λ

α
λ

λ
−

= ∫             (4-64). 

 

Equation (4-64) is valid only in the inertial subrange of an isotropic turbulence. Using equations 

(4-57) through (4-64), the collision rate due to an impact of the turbulent eddies can be obtained 

as follows: 
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4/3 4 /3
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 −
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            (4-65) 

 

In order to obtain the bubble breakup rate, it is necessary to obtain the breakup efficiency. 

The breakup efficiency can be given by the following exponential function. [Coulaloglou and 

Tavlarides, 1977; Prince and Blanch, 1990; ] 

 

, exp S
j ie

eddy

E
E

λ
 

= −  
 

              (4-66) 

 

where SE  and eddyE  are the surface tension energy and the eddy energy respectively. 

 

Equation (4-66) indicates the fraction of the turbulent eddies colliding with the bubble that a 

turbulent kinetic energy greater than the surface tension energy of the bubble. The individual 

eddy energy was given by Tsouris and Tavlarides[1994]. In this study, the eddy energy for a 

breakup of bubble i can be obtained by averaging over all the sizes of eddies available for 

breakup. 
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∫
           (4-67) 

 

Considering the binary breakage and the breakup into unequal-size bubbles, the surface 

tension energy required for a breakup of bubble i can be given by 

 
2 2 2

S j o iE d d dπσ πσ πσ= + −             (4-68) 

 

By using equations (4-56), (4-65) through (4-68), the breakup rate of bubble group i due to 

the impact of a turbulent eddy can be obtained by the following equation.  
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        (4-69) 
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where BRC  is an adjustable parameter that can be evaluated with experimental data. 
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Figure 4-1 The main mechanisms of the bubbles interactions 
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Figure 4-2 The coalescence process of two bubbles 
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Figure 4-3 The detailed mechanism of the bubble coalescence  

due to a random collision 
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Figure 4-4 The collision cross-sectional area 
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Figure 4-5 Wake entrainment 
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Figure 4-6 The detailed mechanism of a wake entrainment 
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Figure 4-7 Phenomenological views of wake entrainment 
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Figure 4-8 The bubble-interface and bubble-bubble interactions 
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Figure 4-9 The detailed mechanism of a breakup due to the impact of a turbulent eddy 
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5. Code structure and Numerical analysis 
 

The two-fluid model, which treats the behaviors of the gas and liquid phase separately, has 

been adopted in the safety evaluation codes of light water reactors(LWRs) such as the TRAC-

PF1 and the RELAP5. These codes are on a very large scale and complicated because they 

consider the neutron kinetics, heat transfer in the core and the thermal hydraulic characteristics 

of the components.[Minato and Murata, 1991] Also, since these codes are fixed in the LWRs, 

they may not be suitable for the fundamental studies of the two-phase flow dynamics such as 

the studies of the local and multi-dimensional two-phase flow behavior. These codes have been 

employing the finite difference method with the staggered grid.[Minato and Kawabe, 1988] In a 

single phase problem, using the staggered grid, the proper solutions can be obtained since a 

pressure gradient directly effects the velocity calculation. But, the staggered grid has a 

limitation when being applied to the two-phase problem, since the finite difference of the gas 

velocity can not be evaluated at the boundary between the two-phase mixture and the single 

phase.  

 

In this study, a numerical code for the multi-dimensional two-fluid model is developed to 

obtain the two-phase flow parameters such as the interfacial area concentration and the void 

fraction. The mass, momentum equations in the two-fluid model and the number density 

equation are used as the governing equations. The velocity information is obtained by using the 

two-fluid model and the local parameters such as the void fraction and the IAC are calculated 

with the number density transport equation. The two-fluid model and the number density 

transport equation are coupled systematically with each other. In order to solve the momentum 

conservation equation, the constitutive relations such as the drag force, virtual mass force and 

lift force are included as described in Chapter 4. The flow parameters obtained by using the 

number density transport equation are newly inserted into the two-fluid model at every time step. 

 

The governing equations are discretized using the Finite Volume Method (FVM), which is a 

numerical method based on a control volume integration. An incompressible fluid is assumed 

and the non-staggered grid is used so that all the variables such as the pressure, velocity and 

temperature are defined at the cell center. The linear sets of the equations obtained from the 

proposed equations are solved using the Simplified Marker and Cell (SMAC) algorithm for the 

transient calculation.[Welch et al., 1966; Amsden and Harlow, 1971]  
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5.1 Governing equation 
 

In order to analyze the two-phase phenomena, the multi-dimensional two-fluid model is 

expressed as follows: 

 

- Mass conservation equation 

( ) 0g fφ φ∇ ⋅ + =         (5-1) 

 

- Momentum conservation equation 

 Gas phase 

( )g g f
g g g f g f f vm g vm

D D D
F C u u u u

Dt Dt Dt
φ φ φ

ρ α ρ α ρ
 

= − − − − − 
 

    (5-2) 

 Liquid phase 

( )f g f
f f g f g f f vm g vm

D D D
F C u u u u

Dt Dt Dt
φ φ φ

ρ α ρ α ρ
 

= + − − + − 
 

   (5-3) 

 

where ( )vm vm g g f fCρ α ρ α ρ= +  and the term on the left-hand side indicates the time 

derivative which is the change of the conserved quantity ( k k kuφ α= ) with time and the first 

term on the right-hand side includes the diffusion, pressure and body force. The second and 

third term of the right-hand side indicates the non-transient interfacial force and the virtual mass 

force respectively.  

 

The number density equation for each bubble group can be obtained as follows: 

 

( ) ∑+⋅∇−=⋅∇+
∂
∂

j
jigg

g

i
ig

i Runnu
t
n

,ρ
ρ

     (5-4) 

 

If the bubble number is given at each bubble group, the number density for each group in 

equation (5-3) can be given by 

 

i i i iS nVα α= =   /i i in S Vα=       (5-5) 
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where iα  and iV  are the void fraction and bubble volume for each group at one node 

respectively. The Scalar variable at one node is defined as  

 

i i
i n

i i
i

N VS
N V

⋅
=

⋅∑
        (5-6) 

 

where iN  is the bubble number(#) for each group at one node. From equations (5-5) and (5-6), 

the total void fraction at one node can be expressed as below. 

 

i i i
i i i

S Sα α α α= = =∑ ∑ ∑        (5-7) 

 

Therefore, the relation for the void fraction can be obtained by solving the number density 

equations for all the bubble groups at one node. 

 

1g fα α+ =          (5-8) 

 

In order to solve the number density equation (5-4), the variation of the gas density should be 

considered along the flow path. The change of the gas density is induced by the local differences 

in the pressure or temperature. In this study, the temperature and the liquid density can be 

assumed as constant and the changes of the gas density are only induced by the local differences 

of the pressure by assuming an ideal gas behavior. Therefore, the weak compressibility model is 

used to consider the change of the gas density along the flow path. The equation of the state is 

given as follows, by neglecting the compressibility due to the variation of temperature.  

 

( ),g g refp Tρ ρ=         (5-9) 

 

where p  and refT  are the pressure and constant temperature respectively.  

 

In order to express as equations for the conserved quantity ( k k kuφ α= ), the momentum 

equations for each phase can be given as below. 
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  Gas phase 

g g f g f
g g g f f vm g vm

g f

D D D
F C u u

Dt Dt Dt
φ φ φ φ φ

ρ α ρ α ρ
α α

   
= − − − − −       

          (5-10) 

Liquid phase 

f g f g f
f f g f f vm g vm

g f

D D D
F C u u

Dt Dt Dt
φ φ φ φ φ

ρ α ρ α ρ
α α

   
= + − − + −       

        (5-11) 

 

In this study, the linear set of equations for gφ  and fφ  can be respectively obtained by 

using equations (5-10) and (5-11) and are solved using the SMAC algorithm for the transient 

condition as described in the following section 5-2. 

 

5.2 Numerical solution for the incompressible two-phase flow 
 

In the state of the art methods, the numerical solution for the incompressible flow can be 

mainly classified into the fully implicit method and the semi-implicit method. In a steady flow 

condition, the convective, diffusive and source term can be discretized by using several 

approaches such as the Finite Difference Method (FDM) and the Finite Volume Method (FVM). 

However, for unsteady flows, the convective, diffusive and source terms, which are on the right 

hand side of the general conservation equation, should be considered with the time at which 

these terms are to be evaluated. Therefore, when the time integration is used, the above terms 

are discretized at on or more time levels. If an explicit method is applied for the time integration, 

the convective, diffusive and source terms can be evaluated only at the times for which the 

solution is already known. On the contrary, for an implicit method, the above terms are required 

at the new time level, for which the solution is not known as yet.[Ferziger, 1999] In the semi-

implicit method, the explicit method is partially included to discretize the above terms and this 

method is preferable for a smaller computer time in the calculation of long term transients. In 

general, the SIMPLE(Semi-implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) algorithm and the 

improved version of SIMPLE have been widely used as the fully implicit method.[Patankar, 

1972]. In this study, the SMAC(Simplified Marker And Cell) algorithm is applied to calculate 

the momentum conservation equation with the semi-implicit method.[Welch et al., 1966; 

Amsden and Harlow, 1971]  

 

SIMPLE algorithm 
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The SIMPLE algorithm has been developed for calculating the pressure and the 

velocities.[Patankar, 1972] This method has an interative procedure and the calculation is done 

sequentially when other scalars are coupled to the momentum equations. The SIMPLE 

algorithm is essentially a guess-and-correct procedure for the calculation of the pressure on the 

staggered grid arrangement. The detailed calculation procedure is shown in Figure 5-1.  

 

1) Solve the discretised momentum equations using the guessed pressure *mp  and 

velocities *mu  which are calculated at on earlier time step. (Implicit method) 

 

( )* * *,m m mu f u p=              (5-12) 

 

where *mu  is the velocity at the number of repeated calculation m and the superscript * 

indicates the guessed value that does not satisfy the mass conservation equations.  

 

2) Correct the pressure and velocities which are obtained in procedure 1) to satisfy the mass 

conservation equations 

 
* 'm mp p p= + , and * 'm mu u u= +            (5-13) 

 

where 'p  and 'u  are the corrected pressure and velocity to satisfy the mass 

conservation equations. 

 

3) Advance to a new time step if the pressure and velocities which are obtained in procedure 

2) satisfy the momentum conservation equations. 

 
1n mp p+ = , and 1n mu u+ =             (5-14) 

 

where n+1 indicates the new time step.  

 

4) Return to procedure 1) and repeat the calculations from procedure 1) to procedure 3) if 

the pressure and velocities which are obtained in procedure 2) do not satisfy the 

momentum conservation equation. 
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*m mp p= , and m=m+1            (5-15) 

 

Since the SIMPLE algorithm can calculate the flow fields with relatively large time intervals 

in steady and unsteady conditions, the SIMPLE algorithm has been widely applied in 

CFD(Computational Fluid Dynamics). The main approximation of the SIMPLE algorithm is 

that the summation of the correction 'u  about all the neighbors is omitted from the correction 

equation to simplify the equations for the velocity corrections.[Versteeg, 1995] In the SIMPLE 

algorithm, the under-relaxation factor is introduced to converge the pressure correction equation 

during the iterative process. The under-relaxation factor should be chosen correctly for cost-

effective simulations. If this factor is too large, the calculation may be oscillatory or even 

divergent. On the contrary, if this value is too small, the convergence of the calculation may be 

very slow. Unfortunately, the optimum values of the under-relaxation factor must be obtained on 

a case-by-case basis since these values are flow dependent. Therefore, the SIMPLE algorithm 

has a difficulty when applied to the two-phase flow conditions where the transient is dominant, 

since the number of repeated calculations is large and the under-relaxation factor should be 

determined empirically.  

 

SMAC algorithm 
 

Welch et al.[1966] developed the MAC(Marker And Cell) algorithm to analyze the 

incompressible flow fields. This algorithm has been developed for solving the free surface flows 

mainly and is a sort of volume tracking method. The characteristics of this algorithm are the use 

of a staggered grid and the solution of a Poisson-like equation for the pressure at every time step. 

The location of the surface is obtained as a function of the time and markers are introduced into 

the flow. The velocity or pressure fields are determined regardless of the markers and the 

markers are merely convected by the velocity fields. In the MAC method, the solutions of the 

pressure play an auxiliary role in satisfying a continuity. Amsden and Harlow[1971] developed a 

SMAC algorithm in which a second Poisson equation for an auxiliary velocity is solved to 

satisfy the continuity, more directly. In this study, in order to avoid the repeated calculations 

which are shown in the SIMPLE algorithm, the SMAC algorithm is applied to solve equations 

(5-10) and (5-11) which are descretized with the semi-implicit method. The explicit Euler 

method is used as a time integration method.  

Firstly, the explicit Euler method is the simplest method in which all the fluxes and sources 
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are evaluated using known values at an earlier time step.[Ferziger, 1999] In the equation for a 

control volume, the value at that node is only unknown at the new time step since the 

neighboring values are evaluated at an earlier time step. Therefore, the unknown values at each 

node can be explicitly obtained. Let’s assume the following equation which is a sort of 1-

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. A constant velocity, constant fluid properties and no 

source terms are considered in the following equation 

 
2

2u
t x xρ

∂Φ ∂Φ Γ ∂ Φ
= − +

∂ ∂ ∂
            (5-16) 

 

where Φ  and Γ  are the solution and the diffusivity respectively. Using the central difference 

scheme and the uniform grid, equation (5-16) can be discretized regarding the new variable, 
1n

i
+Φ .  

 

( )1
1 11 2

2 2
n n n n
i i i i

c cd d d+
+ −

   Φ = − Φ + − Φ + + Φ   
   

           (5-17) 

 

where the dimensionless parameters are introduced as follows: 

 

( )2
td
xρ

Γ∆
=

∆
 and 

u tc
x

∆
=

∆
.             (5-18) 

 

The d means the time required for disturbing the diffusion over a distance x∆  and the c, which 

is called the Courant number and is one of the important parameters in a CFD, means the time 

required for disturbing the convection over a distance, x∆ . In this study, the time interval is 

given by using the Courant number at every time step.  

 

min

max

xt c
u
∆

∆ =               (5-19) 

 

where minx∆  and maxu  are the minimum grid size and the maximum velocity at every cell 

respectively.  
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The detail calculation procedure is shown in Fiquire 5-2.  

 

1) Solve the discretized momentum equations using the pressure np  and velocities nφ  

which are calculated at an earlier time step. (Semi-implicit method) 

 

( )* ,n nf pφ φ=              (5-20) 

 

where the values with superscript * do not satisfy the mass conservation equations. 

   

Equations (5-10) and (5-11) can be rewritten using the time integration method as follows, 

 

Gas phase 

( )
* * * *n n
g g f f g fn n n

g f vm g vm g g f
g f

F C u u
t t

φ φ φ φ φ φ
ρ α ρ α ρ

α α
 − −

+ − = − − −  ∆ ∆  
       (5-21) 

Liquid phase 

( )
* * * *n n
f f g g g fn n n

f g vm f vm f g f
g f

F C u u
t t

φ φ φ φ φ φ
ρ α ρ α ρ

α α
 − −

+ − = − − −  ∆ ∆  
       (5-22) 

 

After an arrangement process, Equations (5-21) and (5-22) can be expressed as the 

following equations and *
gφ  and *

fφ  can be calculated from equations (5-23) and (5-24).  

 

Gas phase 

( )

*

2

nd d
g f m vm m g g f m vm g g g

g f g f

n n n nd d
g vm g g f f g g f f

g f g f

C Ct t

C Ct t F F tF t

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ φ ρ ρ ρ ρ α ρ φ
α α α α

α ρ α ρ α ρ φ
α α α α

   
+ + ∆ = + + ∆      

   
 

+ ∆ + ∆ + + ∆ + ∆  
 

       (5-23) 

Liquid phase 

( )

*

2

nd d
g f m vm m f g f m vm f f f

g f g f

n n n nd d
f vm f g f g f f g g

g f g f

C Ct t

C Ct t F F tF t

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ φ ρ ρ ρ ρ α ρ φ
α α α α

α ρ α ρ α ρ φ
α α α α

   
+ + ∆ = + + ∆      

   
 

+ ∆ + ∆ + + ∆ + ∆  
 

       (5-24) 
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where m g g f fρ α ρ α ρ= +  and n n
d g fC C u u= − .  

 

2) Correct the pressure and velocities which are obtained in procedure 1) to satisfy the mass 

conservation equations 

 
1 * 'np p p+ = + , and 1 * 'nφ φ φ+ = +            (5-25) 

 

where 'p  and 'φ  are the corrected pressure and velocity to satisfy the mass 

conservation equations. 

 

The velocity correction can be performed by inserting equation (5-25) into the 

momentum conservation equations. In this process, the non-transient interfacial force is 

neglected. 

 

Gas phase 

( ) ( )
1 * '

'
n
g g g f vm

g g
g g f vm f f g vm

p
t t

φ φ φ ρ ρ
α α

α ρ ρ ρ α ρ ρ ρ

+  − +
= = − ∇  ∆ ∆ + + + 

        (5-26) 

Liquid phase 

( ) ( )
1 * '

'
n
f f f g vm

f
g g f vm f f g vm

p
t t

φ φ φ ρ ρ
α

α ρ ρ ρ α ρ ρ ρ

+  − +
= = − ∇  ∆ ∆ + + + 

       (5-27) 

 

The pressure correction can be obtained by using a divergence in equations (5-26) and (5-

27) and adding up the two equations.  

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1 1 * *

2 '

n n
g l g f

g f vm f g vm

g g f vm f f g vm

t p

φ φ φ φ

α ρ ρ α ρ ρ

α ρ ρ ρ α ρ ρ ρ

+ +∇ ⋅ + − ∇ ⋅ +

+ + +
= −∆ ⋅ ∇

+ + +

         (5-28) 

 

From the mass conservation equation (5-1), the following equation can be derived as 

 

( )1 1 0n n
g fφ φ+ +∇ ⋅ + =             (5-29) 
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Therefore, from equations (5-28) and (5-29), the pressure correction can be performed by 

using the following equation.  

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1 1 * *

2 '

n n
g l g f

g f vm f g vm

g g f vm f f g vm

t p

φ φ φ φ

α ρ ρ α ρ ρ

α ρ ρ ρ α ρ ρ ρ

+ +∇ ⋅ + − ∇ ⋅ +

+ + +
= −∆ ⋅ ∇

+ + +

         (5-30) 

 

Since equation (5-30) is the linear equation for 'p  and the constants of 'p  are a 

symmetric matrix form, the ICCG solver is used in this study.  

 

3) Advance to the new time step.  

 
1n nφ φ +=  and 1n np p +=             (5-31) 

 

In the SMAC algorithm, the values of *φ  can be easily obtained by solving the discretized 

momentum equations (5-23) and (5-24) with the semi-implicit method. Since it is assumed that 

the values of *φ  are close to those of 1nφ + , the calculation stability is sensitive to the time 

interval t∆  and the time interval should be sufficiently small. The values of 1nφ +  and 1np +  

can be obtained by the pressure correction process.  

 

5.3 Finite volume method with a non-staggered grid 
 

In this study, the finite volume method (FVM) with a non-staggered grid is applied to solve 

the mass and momentum equations. In general, the discretization approaches such as the finite 

volume method and the finite difference method (FDM), have been used in numerical analyses 

for both the single- and two-phase flow conditions. The mass and momentum conservation 

equations can be expressed mathematically in either a differential or integral form. When the 

finite difference method is applied, the solution domain is divided into discrete nodes. On the 

contrary, in the finite volume method, the solution domain is divided into small control volumes. 

The general characteristics of each method are presented in the following descriptions. 

[Hoffmann and Chiang, 1993] 
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Finite difference method 
 

1. The coordinate transformation from a physical domain to a computational domain 

is required when a rectangular domain at equally distanced discrete nodes is used 

since most of the physicals domains are irregular.  

2. Highly irregular domains would induce serious difficulties in the accuracy and 

convergence of the solution. Because the metrics and Jacobian of the 

transformation and the gradient terms in the governing equations may include 

numerical discontinuities.  

3. The zonal (or block) grid system can be introduced to overcome the problems 

described in 2. The zonal grid system discretizes the physical domain into several 

overlapped subdomains and the equations are solved in these subdomains 

subsequently.  

4. For any arbitrary configuration, the zonal grid systems may become cumbersome. 

Therefore, the finite difference method includes an inherited weakness for highly 

complicated domains. The structure grid is required for this method.  

 

Finite volume method 
  

1. The grid smoothness is not important since the physical variables are integrated 

directly in the physical domain.  

2. The geometrical difficulty is not a concern of the finite volume method and the 

unstructured grids can be used in most applications.  

3. The coordinate transformation is not required and this method has an advantage 

over the finite difference method for highly complicated domains.  

4. The method can have a great flexibility for the selection of discrete volumes.  

5. If the domain is a smooth structured grid, the finite difference method is more 

efficient than the finite volume method.  

6. The higher order methods, higher than a second order, are more difficult to develop 

in 3D than the finite difference method.  

 

In an analysis of two-phase flow conditions, the use of the finite difference method and the 

staggered grid has some problems. For example, in the boundary between the single phase 
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liquid and the two-phase mixture, the finite difference of the gas velocity cannot be calculated 

because the gas velocity does not exist in the single phase liquid region. In order to overcome 

this problem, the pseudo gas with a value of the velocity is assumed even in the single phase 

liquid region. Therefore, the conservation equation will not be sufficiently satisfied.[Minato and 

Murata, 1991] Before proceeding to the details of the finite volume method, the variables 

arrangement on the grid will be discussed as the first issue for the discretization. The methods 

for the variables arrangement can be classified into the staggered grid and the non-staggered 

grid.  

 

Staggered grid 
 

In the staggered grid which was introduced by Harlow and Welch[1965], all the variables are 

not required to share the same grid and different arrangements are available. Several terms 

which require an interpolation with the non-staggered grid, can be obtained without an 

interpolation process. For example, both the pressure and diffusion terms are obtained by a 

central difference scheme without an interpolation, since the pressure lies at the center of the 

control volume and the velocity is computed at the face of the control volume as shown in 

Figure 5-3. The calculation of the mass fluxes in the continuity equation is performed directly 

on the faces of the control volume. Since the velocities and the pressure are strongly coupled, 

the some convergence problems and oscillations in the pressure and velocity fields can be 

solved. In the analyses of the two phase conditions, the velocities are calculated at different 

places from that of the scalar variables such as the void fraction, pressure and internal energy. 

Since, when the void fraction changes, the phase velocities should change to satisfy the 

conservation of the product of the scalar variables and the velocity of each phase from the mass 

conservation, this relationship is not confirmed in the staggered grid where the scalar variables 

and velocities are calculated at different places. Also, the staggered grid may have a limitation 

when applied to the complex 2- or 3-dimensional flow fields because a very large amount of 

grid information is required to store the variables.  

 

Non-staggered grid 
 

All the variables such as the pressure, velocity and temperature are defined at the center of 

the control volume. The same control volume is used for all variables, such a grid is called a 

colocated grid. The schematic diagram of the non-staggered grid is shown in Figure 5-3. Since 
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the transport equations of the mass, momentum and energy have many essentially identical 

terms, the number of coefficients which is computed can be minimized and the procedure of the 

program can be simplified by using the non-staggered grid. This grid has a merit in calculating 

the complicated solution domains, especially when the boundary conditions are discontinuous. 

The use of a non-staggered grid has been limited for an incompressible flow computation due to 

the difficulties with a coupling between the velocity and pressure and the occurrence of pressure 

oscillations. Patankar[1980] suggested that the numerical instability is induced by an oscillating 

pressure in the non-staggered grid such as that shown in Figure 5-4. In the non-staggered grid, 

since the velocity is not defined at the boundary surface of the control volume, the velocity 

which occurs at the boundary surface with a neighboring cell can not be calculated 

automatically. Therefore, the velocity can be obtained by using the average pressure, which is 

given by interpolating the cell-center pressure to the pressure at the boundary surface. In order 

to solve the problem of a pressure oscillation, additional velocities are defined at the boundary 

surface of the control volume by considering a local pressure gradient. In this study, since the 

non-staggered grid is used, the problem of the pressure oscillation should be solved. The Rhie-

Chow[1983] interpolation method is applied for the cell face velocity correction. The method is 

that the cell face velocity adds the term for considering a dissipation of the pressure numerically. 

The cell face velocity is given by: 

 

( )

( )

1 2
1 21 2

2 1
2 1

2 1

1i i
j i ii i

i ij
i i

i i

tV tVu w u p w u p

tS rp p
r

ρ ρ

ρ

   ∆ ∆
= + ∇ + − + ∇   

   
∆

− −
            (5-32) 

 

where ju  is the cell face velocity between cell i1 and i2 and the third term on the right hand 

side suppresses the pressure oscillation.  

 

Descretization of the governing equation 
 

The finite volume method can be divided into two schemes; the cell-centered scheme and the 

nodal point scheme. In the nodal point scheme, all the dependent variables are evaluated at the 

vertices of the cell. In this study, the cell-centered scheme, where all the solution variables are 

stored at the center of the cell, is used. Since the integrals are performed along the cell face in a 

3-Dimensional grid (the line in 2-Dimensional grid), the following geometric data is required 
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for solving the conservation equation.  

 

- The number of cells (control volumes)   - The coordinates of the vertices 

- The number of faces     - The volumes of the cells 

- The number of vertices   - The coordinate of the cell centers 

- The coordinates of the vertices  - The coordinate of the faces 

- The unit normal vector of the faces - The areas of the faces 

 

In the finite volume method, the integral form of the conservation equation is used as the 

starting point. In this study, since the problem is assumed as an axisymmetric flow, the 

cylindrical coordinate system regarding the r- and z- direction is applied for decretizing each 

term in the conservation equation. An axisymmetric system is three-dimensional with respect to 

the Cartesian coordinates, but it is only two-dimensional in a cylindrical coordinate because all 

the derivatives for the azimuthal direction are zero and all the velocity components are functions 

of only the axial (z) and radial (r) coordinate. In a general condition which does not consider the 

swirl motion, the velocity component with respect to the azimuthal direction is zero. In this 

study, an incompressible flow is assumed in order to simplify the problem. The conservation 

equations for the mass and momentum assume that all the fluid and flow properties vary in time 

and space. But, the fluid density may be assumed as constant in many applications. Since the 

flow is also isothermal, the viscosity is also assumed as constant. In general, the integral form of 

the conservation equation in an incompressible flow is given by  

 

i i i i iV V V V V
dV u dV dV dV dV

t
φ φ φ φ φ∂

+ ∇ ⋅ = ∇ ⋅∇ + ∇ +
∂∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

v
       (5-33) 

 

where iV , φ  and u
v

 are the cell control volume, the scalar quantity and the velocity vector 

respectively. The first and second terms on the left hand side of the equation indicate the time 

integration and the volume integration of the convection respectively. The right hand side of the 

equation is explained as the terms for the diffusion, the gradient (pressure) and the body force in 

turn.  

 

In order to descretize the equation (5-33), the Gauss’ divergence theorem which is the 

integrals over the entire boundary surface of the control volume, is applied as follows, 
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iV S
dV n dSφ φ∇ ⋅ = ⋅∫ ∫

v
            (5-34) 

 

where n
v

 and S  are the surface normal vector and the boundary surface respectively. 

 

Equation (5-34) can be expressed as the following relation using the approximation of the 

surface integral. The net quantity through the cell control volume is the sum of the integrals 

over the four (in 2D) or six (in 3D) boundary surfaces. In order to maintain the conservation, the 

control volumes should not overlap, that is to say, each boundary surface is unique to the two 

control volumes which lie on either side of it.  

 

j
jS S

j

n dS n dSφ φ⋅ = ⋅∑∫ ∫
v v

            (5-35) 

 

where j is the number of the boundary surface. The computing cells for the integration of each 

term are shown in Figure 5-5 schematically.  

 

In the axisymmetric system, the control volume and the boundary surface are expressed as 

shown in Figure 5-6.  

 
2

0
2c cdV r d drdz r drdz

π
θ π= =∫            (5-36) 

2

0
2e e edS r d dz r dz

π
θ π= =∫               (5-37) 

2

0
2w w wdS r d dz r dz

π
θ π= =∫             (5-38) 

2

0
2n s c cdS dS r d dr r dr

π
θ π= = =∫            (5-39) 

f bdS dS drdz= =              (5-40) 

 

where the subscripts indicate the boundary surfaces at ‘n’, ‘e’, ‘w’, ‘s’, ‘f’ and ‘b’ respectively 

as shown Figure 5-6. Actually, the surface at ‘f’ and ‘b’ is not considered in the terms except the 

pressure term since all the derivatives and velocity components are zero in the azimuthal 

direction. Also, since the constant, 2π  in the equations from (5-36) to (5-40) can be 

eliminated in the conservation equation (5-31), the control volume size in the azimuthal 
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direction is assumed as unity, i.e. one radian.  

 

In equation (5-33), the descetization method for each term is discussed in the following 

descriptions.[Yoon et al., 2003, 2004] 

 

1. Time integration 

 

The first-order Euler method which is described in section 5-2, is considered for the time 

integration.  

 
1

i

n n
i i

iV
dV V

t t
φ φφ + −∂

≈
∂ ∆∫             (5-41) 

 

where iφ  is the conserved quantity in i cell. In this study, the following relations are used 

according to phase k of the liquid and gas respectively.  

 

k k kuφ α= ,  k= liquid phase or gas phase           (5-42) 

 

2. The convection term 

 

The convection term in equation (5-33) can be descritized by using the Gauss’s divergence 

theorem and the approximation of the surface integrals.  

 

i j
j jV S

j
u dV u ndS u Sφ φ φ∇ ⋅ = ⋅ ≈ ⋅∑∫ ∫            (5-43) 

 

The convection term in the momentum conservation equation of the two-fluid model is 

obtained by using equation (5-43). kφ  is used as the vector quantity and ku  is considered as 

the scalar quantity. Equation (5-44) is expressed for the gas phase at a cylindrical coordinate and 

is identical to the equation for the liquid phase.  
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( ) ( )( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }

c g g g c g g gV S

c g ri zk gi gk gj jj

c g r gi z gk gj jj

C u dV C n u dS

C S S u

C S S u

ρ φ ρ φ

ρ φ φ

ρ φ φ

⋅ ∇ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

≈ ⋅ + + ⋅

≈ ⋅ + ⋅

∫ ∫
∑

∑

          (5-44) 

 

where cC  is the function of the fluid properties and void fractions.  

 

The methods which calculate gu  at the boundary surface can be classified into schemes with 

a lower-order accuracy and those with a higher-order accuracy. The 1st-order upwind 

differencing, the power-law and the hybrid schemes are included in the lower-order schemes. 

The central differencing and the 2nd-order upwind differencing schemes are considered as high-

order schemes. In this study, the 1st-order upwind differencing scheme and the central 

differencing scheme are described since they are the most widely used in the state of the art 

methods.  

 

In the upwind differencing scheme, the value of geu  at the boundary face is approximated 

by its value at the upstream cell of ‘e’ by using a backward or forward difference approximation 

for the first derivative as shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

_ 0;

_ 0.
gP

ge
gE

u if sflux vol
u

u if sflux vol

>=  <
             (5-45) 

_ r gi z gksflux vol S Sφ φ= +             (5-46) 

 

Using equations (5-45) and (5-46), the convective flux at the boundary face ‘e’ can be 

rewritten as follows; 

 

_ max( _ ,0) min( _ ,0)g gP gEe
sflux vol u sflux vol u sflux vol u ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅            (5-47) 

 

This scheme is the only approximation that satisfies the boundaries criteria unconditionally 

and it will never yield oscillatory solutions. However, a numerical diffusion is shown when a 

first order term is considered in the Taylor series expansion for cell P. [Ferziger, 1999] 
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Another straightforward approximation for the boundary surface ‘e’ is an interpolation 

linearly between the two neighboring cells. This approximation is called the central differencing 

scheme which is the simplest second order scheme. The value of geu  can be obtained by the 

following relation as shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

( )1ge gE e gP eu u fac u fac= + −             (5-48) 

 

where efac  is given by a ratio of the length between the cell center ‘P’ and the boundary face 

‘e’ and the length between the two neighboring cells.  

 

e P
e

E P

r rfac
r r

−
=

−
             (5-49) 

 

Equation (5-48) is shown as a second order term by using the Taylor series expansion of gEu  

for cell P. [Ferziger, 1999] In this study, in order to obtain the convective flux, the upwind 

differencing scheme is used.  

 

3. The diffusion term 

 

By using the Gauss’s divergence theorem and the approximation of the surface integrals, the 

diffusion term can be descretized as follows; 

 

i j
j jV S

j
dV ndS Sφ φ φ∇ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅ ≈ ∇ ⋅∑∫ ∫           (5-50) 

 

The diffusion term in the momentum conservation equation of the two-fluid model at a 

cylindrical coordinate is obtained by using equation (5-50). 
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( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )
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2 1

i
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j j
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j j

ri zk
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j j

C u dV C n u dS

u u
C S S

r z

u u
C S S

r z

S SC u u
r z

α µ α µ

α µ

α µ

α µ

⋅ ∇ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∇

 ∂ ∂  = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ +  ∂ ∂   

 ∂ ∂  = ⋅ ⋅ +  ∂ ∂   

  = ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ +  ∂ ∂  

∫ ∫

∑

∑

∑

          (5-51) 

 

where dC  is a function of the fluid properties and the void fractions.  

 

4. The gradient term 

 

By using the Gauss’s divergence theorem and the approximation of the surface integrals, the 

gradient term can be descretized as follows; 

 

i j
j jV S

j
dV i ndS i Sφ φ φ∇ = ⋅ ≈ ⋅∑∫ ∫            (5-52) 

 

In the momentum equation of the two-fluid model, the pressure gradient term is considered 

and it is given by the two treatment methods  

 

( )

( )

( )
i

p g p gV S

p g j ri zk jj
j

p g ij
j

C pdV C pi ndS

C p S S

p pC i k V
r z

α α

α

α

∇ = ⋅

≈ ⋅ +

∂ ∂ ≈ + ∂ ∂ 

∫ ∫
∑

∑

           (5-53) 

 

where pC  is a function of the fluid properties and the void fractions 

 

The second row term in equation (5-53) is obtained by the Gauss’s divergence theorem. This 

method creates a numerical error when the gird domain is a strong unstructured one. However, 

this approach is fully conservative. In a cylindrical coordinate, when the finite volume method 

is used, the pressure term using this method requires some care. If the pressure is integrated 
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over the boundary surface, it is not sufficient to integrate only over four surfaces (‘n’, ‘e’, ‘s’ 

and ‘w’), as was the case in the flat plane 2D problem. The pressure forces for the azimuthal 

direction should be considered onto the front and back surfaces. Therefore, the additional terms 

are considered as source terms in the pressure term.  

 

2

2r i
add ri i f

i

VQ u p S
r
µ

= − +             (5-54) 

 

where the subscript i indicates the cell center value.  

 

The third row term in equation (5-53) is obtained by considering the pressure term as non-

conservative body forces. This method is conservative if the derivative is calculated using 

Gauss’s divergence theorem. In a cylindrical coordinate, when the finite volume method is 

applied, any additional care is not required since the pressure derivatives in the r- and z-

direction are integrated over the control volume, Vi. In this study, this method is used for 

descretizing the pressure term.  

 

5. The source term 

 

Using the Gauss’s divergence theorem and the approximation of the surface integrals, the 

source terms such as the gravity term can be descretized as below 

 

i
iV

dV Vφ φ≈∫               (5-55) 

 

In the momentum equations for the two-fluid model, the gravity term can be considered by 

using equation (5-55).  

 

g g g g g g ijV
j

C gdV C gVα ρ α ρ ⋅ = ⋅ ∑∫              (5-56) 

 

where gC  is a function of the fluid properties and the void fractions. 

 

From equations (5-41), (5-44), (5-51), (5-53) and (5-56), the momentum equation for the gas 

phase in the two-fluid model which has a form of equation (5-33), can be expressed as the 
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following equation. The momentum equation for liquid the phase can be given as an identical 

form to equation (5-57). 

 

( ) ( ){ }
( )

( ) ( )

1

2 1

n n
i i

i c g r gi z gk gj jj

p g i g g g ij j
j j

ri zk
d g g g gj

j j

V C S S u
t

p pC i k V C gV
r z

S SC u u
r z

φ φ ρ φ φ

α α ρ

α µ

+ −
+ ⋅ + ⋅

∆

∂ ∂   = − + + ⋅   ∂ ∂ 

  + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ +  ∂ ∂  

∑

∑ ∑

∑

         (5-57) 

 

The number density transport equation (5-4) can also be descretized by using the above 

descretizing methods for each term. 

 

5.4 Boundary conditions 
 

In all the CFD problems, the initial and boundary conditions should be defined properly. The 

CFD user should specify these correctly and understand their role in the numerical algorithm. 

Boundary conditions can be classified into the inlet, outlet and wall boundary conditions. In this 

study, the flow temperature is 30 oC and the variation along flow path is neglected. In the finite 

volume method, the velocity condition is given at the inlet and the pressure condition is defined 

at the outlet to solve the descretized equations. The number density is also given as an inlet 

condition in the number density transport equation. The no-slip condition is an appropriate wall 

boundary condition for the velocity components at solid walls and the pressure of the cell which 

has a wall boundary is used at the wall boundary. The convection, diffusion and pressure 

gradient are zero at the axisymmetric line.  

 

Inlet  :  , ,k b k inletφ φ=
r r

, k=phase  (in the two-fluid model)         (5-58) 

    , ,i b i inletn n=    (in the number density transport equation) (5-59) 

 

Outlet :  b outletp p=              (5-60) 

 

Wall  :  0r zφ φ= =
r r

             (5-61) 
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Figure 5-1 The SIMPLE algorithm 
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Figure 5-2 The SMAC algorithm 
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Figure 5-3 Staggered grid and Non-staggered grid 
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Figure 5-4 Pressure oscillation in a non-staggered grid 
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Figure 5-5 The computing cell for an integration 
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Figure 5-6 The control volume and the boundary surface in a cylindrical coordinate 
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Figure 5-7 The upwind and central differencing schemes 
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6. Comparison results with the experimental data 
 

In this study, a CFD code is developed to predict the two-phase flow parameters such as the 

void fraction and interfacial area concentration etc. This code includes the two-fluid model and 

the number density transport equations for each bubble group and the two-fluid model is 

coupled with the number density transport equations, systematically. In order to calculate the 

multi-dimensional, incompressible two-phase flow, the SMAC algorithm, the finite volume 

method and the non-staggered mesh scheme are used. First, in order to establish whether or not 

the code predicts the bubble behavior well, qualitative analyses are performed for the plume 

experiments.[Huh et al., 2002] Two-dimensional plane is chosen as the calculation domain. 

Second, the predictive results which are calculated by the developed code are compared 

quantitatively with the experimental data which are obtained by using the conductivity probe 

method.[Huh et al., 2004] Since the problem is assumed as an axisymmetric flow, the 

cylindrical coordinate system for the r- and z- directions is applied to predict the flow 

parameters in a test section. The local data which are obtained at the second measuring positions 

(L/D=42.2) is used as the input data for the calculations. The experimental data for the third 

measuring positions (L/D=100.7) are compared with the predictive results.  

 

6.1 Qualitative analysis 
 

The CFD code is developed to predict bubble behaviors in the two-phase flow system and the 

continuity and momentum conservation equations for each phase in the two-fluid model are 

used as the governing equations. In order to establish whether the developed code predicts the 

bubble flow patterns well or not, a qualitative evaluation of the code is performed for simple 

plume experiments. Similar to this study, Tomiyama et al.[1993] developed a numerical method 

for solving a multi-dimensional incompressible two-fluid model and predicted the two-

dimensional flow patterns of a bubbly flow in a plume. The test facilities are installed for 

predicting the two-dimensional flow patterns of a two-dimensional bubbly flow. Test section is 

composed of a transparent acryl plane of which the length, height and width are 15 cm, 20 cm 

and 4 cm respectively. As shown in Figure 6-1, the bubble generator is installed at the right side 

of the bottom of the test section. The outlet hole is made at the left side of the top of the test 

section. In order to make various flow patterns, a block can be installed at a position where the 

height is 10 cm and the length of the block is 7 cm or 4 cm. The bubble generator is made of a 
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porous type in which the number of holes is 100 and the diameter of a hole is 0.325 mm. The 

photographs are obtained by using a high speed camera of which the speed is 500 FPS and they 

are compared with the flow patterns that are predicted by the developed code.  

 

Figure 6-2 shows the flow patterns in the condition where the gas flow of the inlet is 2 

liter/min and the block is not installed. The minimum contour level of the void fraction is 0.021. 

As shown in Figure 6-2, the bubbles flow along the wall to the top of the test section and go out 

through the outlet at the left side of the top of the test section. The bubbles that are detached 

from the main flow rotate in the test section. Also, the liquid shows a rotational motion in the 

test section. Figure 6-3 shows the flow patterns in the condition where the gas flow of the inlet 

is 1.5 liter/min and a block which the length is 4 cm is installed. The minimum contour level of 

the void fraction is 0.018. The flow pattern of the bubbles is predicted well by the calculated 

results. Especially, the strong rotational flow which is shown in the upper region of the block is 

shown up well in the calculated results. The flow patterns in the condition where the gas mass 

flow is 2 liter/min and the length of the block is 7 cm are shown in Figure 6-4. The minimum 

contour level of the void fraction is 0.021. The bubbles flow along the wall and go upward 

round the edge of a block. In the upper region of the block, the liquid and gas rotate with larger 

turning radius than that, which is shown in Figure 6-3.  

 

As shown in Figure 6-2 through 6-4, although the detached bubbles are not evaluated 

accurately by using the suggested contour level, the developed code predicts well the main flow 

of the bubbles. The void fraction is low actually in the region where the bubbles are detached 

from the main flow. Therefore, if the void fraction is lower than the minimum contour level, its 

contour can not be shown in the region where the detached bubbles exist. The rotational motion 

of the detached bubbles can be confirmed from the results of the gas velocity. If the higher-order 

schemes are used in the convection term, the predictive capability of the detached bubbles can 

be improved. From the above descriptions, it can be concluded that the developed code has a 

capability to predict well the two-dimensional flow patterns of bubbles. 

 

6.2 Input data 
 

In order to predict the two-phase flow parameters at the third measuring position, the input 

data should be obtained appropriately at the second measuring position. As shown in Figure 6-5, 

the velocities for the liquid and gas phases are calculated from the two-fluid model. The void 
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fraction and interfacial area concentration are obtained by using the number density which is 

calculated from the number density transport equation. Therefore, the number density at the 

second measuring position should be proposed as the input of the number density transport 

equation, and the superficial gas velocity and the void fraction at the second measuring position 

should be presented as the input of the two-fluid model. In this study, 6 cases are chosen as the 

validation conditions of the developed code according to the liquid velocity, void fraction and 

flow pattern. The following cases are used for the numerical analysis of the local experimental 

data as described in chapter 4-2.  

 

Case 01 :  Low velocity and Low void fraction 

Case 04 :  Low velocity and High void fraction 

Case 05 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 06 :  Wall peaking condition 

Case 13 :  High velocity and Low void fraction 

Case 16 :  High velocity and High void fraction 

 

In this study, although the local data are measured at 16 radial points, the measuring values at 

8 radial points are used for the numerical analysis to reduce the calculation time and to promote 

the calculation efficiency. The calculation domain for calculating the axisymmetric problem is 

shown in Figure 6-6. Total cell number is 3840 and the unit cell is a 0.005m*0.01m rectangular 

type. The superficial velocity and the void fraction for the input data are summarized in Table 

6-1. However, since the number density cannot be obtained directly from the experimental data, 

it can be obtained by considering the void fraction, interfacial area concentration and the chord-

length distribution. Also, the number of the bubble groups is determined by considering the 

chord-length distribution at the second and third measuring positions. The number of bubbles 

that have a specific chord-length can be obtained from the chord-length distributions at the 

second and third measuring positions. Since the chord-length is a length at which the bubble 

passes the conductivity probe, it cannot be considered as the real bubble size. Therefore, in this 

study, the following procedure is performed to determine the number density of each group.  

 

1) Each chord-length is corrected to the bubble size that is assumed to be close to the real 

bubble size. The Sauter mean diameter that is determined in experiment and the averaged 

chord-length are used in the following equation. The bubble is assumed as a spherical 

shape.  
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.

sm
real chord

a chord

DD L
L

= ⋅        (6-1) 

 

where realD , smD , chordL  and ,a chordL  are the determined bubble size, the Sauter mean 

diameter, the chord-length and the averaged chord-length respectively.  

 

2) The number of the bubble groups is determined by considering the chord-length 

distribution at the second ant third measuring positions. The first bubble group is 

determined at the bubble size at which the bubble is shown initially in two chord-length 

distributions. The last bubble group is determined at the bubble size at which the bubble is 

seen last in the chord-length distribution of the third measuring position.  

 

3) The bubble volume and bubble area for each group are calculated by using realD  which 

is determined in equation (6-1). The number density for each group is determined from 

the following equations using the void fraction and the bubble number of each group.  

 

i i i iS nVα α= =   /i i in S Vα=       (6-2) 

 

where iα  and iV  are the void fraction and bubble volume for each group at one node 

respectively. The Scalar variable at one node is defined as  

 

i i
i n

i i
i

N VS
N V

⋅
=

⋅∑
        (6-3) 

 

where iN  is the bubble number(#) for each group at one node. From equations (6-2) and 

(6-3), the total void fraction at one node can be expressed as below. 

 

i i i
i i i

S Sα α α α= = =∑ ∑ ∑       (6-4) 

 

4) The interfacial area concentration is calculated by using the number density and the 
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bubble area for each group.  

 

i i i
i

a n A= ⋅∑         (6-5) 

 

where iA  is the bubble area for each group. 

 

5) The interfacial area concentration which is obtained from equation (6-5) is compared with 

the experimental data. If the deviation between the two values is large, the tuning factor is 

introduce in equation (6-1) as follows,  

 

.

sm
real t chord

a chord

DD F L
L

= ⋅ ⋅        (6-6) 

 

where tF  is a tuning factor. The calculation is repeated from procedure 3) to procedure 

5) until the deviation between the two interfacial area concentrations is reasonably small.  

 

6) Since each bubble size group which is determined through above procedures is localized 

in one node of the inlet, the bubble size group which applied to all the nodes of the inlet 

should be determined. Because one bubble size group is used for calculation, the bubble 

size group where the interfacial area concentration is the most agreeable to experimental 

data, should be determined from among the various ones. Therefore, the small deviation 

between the two interfacial area concentrations can occur inherently in input data.  

 

In this study, the number of the bubble groups used is 11~16 according to the cases. Table 6-2 

summarizes the number density and the bubble size group for 6 cases. Figures 6-7 and 6-8 

show the interfacial area concentration and void fraction at an inlet. As shown in the Figures, 

the void fraction accurately agrees with the experimental data and the interfacial area 

concentration shows some deviation with the experimental data as described above.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 
 

In order to evaluate the number density transport equations and the developed code, a 

comparison of the prediction with the experimental data generated in the air/water loop is 
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performed. For an assessment of the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration at the 

local points, 6 cases are chosen for the numerical analysis.  

 

Since the pressure at the third measuring position is given as a pressure boundary at the outlet, 

the pressure at the second measuring position can be obtained by calculating the two-fluid 

model. A comparison of the calculated pressure with experiment is shown in Figure 6-9. The 

results show a very good agreement and the relative deviation is 0.75 %.  

 

Figures 6-10 through 6-13 show the comparative results of the void fraction and the 

interfacial area concentration for the 6 cases. In order to evaluate the capability of the developed 

code and model in analyzing a general two-phase flow, the adjustable parameter of each bubble 

interaction model is used as the same value for 6 cases irrespective of its flow regime or 

characteristic of the radial bubble distribution. The adjustable parameter of each bubble 

interaction model is given as follows: 

 

0.005RCC = , 0.005WEC =  and 0.005BRC =      (6-7) 

 

Figures 6-10 and 6-11 show the results of the void fraction and interfacial area concentration, 

respectively, for Case01, Case04 and Case05. In Case01 where the liquid velocity and void 

fraction are low, the core peaking is predicted well and the void fraction and the interfacial area 

concentration are also predicted well and the relative errors are 10.5 % and 6.1 % respectively. 

On the contrary, in Case04 where the liquid velocity is low and the void fraction is high, the 

core peaking is clearly shown but the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration 

predicted by the developed code and model have large relative deviations. Since the void 

fraction is proportional to the interfacial area concentration, the error trend of the void fraction 

is similar to that of the interfacial area concentration. In this condition which is included in a 

slug flow regime, since the interval of the mean bubble diameter between the bubble groups is 

large due to the large bubbles, large errors can occur in evaluating the bubble interactions 

between the bubble groups. Therefore, if the number of the bubble groups is larger than 16, the 

relative error can be further reduced. However, since large bubble groups increase the 

calculation time, the number of the bubble groups should be selected carefully by considering 

both effects. In general, the measuring error is large near to the wall because the undesirable 

phenomena can happen from the disturbed flow and the interfacial area concentration can be 

overestimated by the steep interfaces in the condition where a large slug occupies the entire 
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flow channel diameter. Therefore, the possibility of a large experimental error can be considered 

as an explanation for the disagreement of the interfacial area concentration in the region where 

is close to the wall. Also, since the interfacial forces that are used in the two-fluid model were 

developed by considering the one-dimensional concept and the drag coefficient of a slug flow 

regime is a function of only the void fraction regardless of the bubble diameter, the predictive 

error may be large in this condition where is a slug flow regime. As another reason, since the 

interval between the bubble size groups is large, it is difficult to make the interfacial area 

concentration, which is obtained by using the input data for the number density, agree accurately 

with that for the experiments as shown in Figure 6-7. Therefore, the difference of the input data 

for that which happened near to the wall can contribute somewhat to the discontinuity of the 

results. The relative errors of the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration are 15.3 % 

and 25.4 % respectively. In Case05, the wall peaking is predicted well. The local prediction 

results for the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration predict well the trends of the 

experimental data but the relative deviation for the void fraction is somewhat large in the region 

that is near to the wall. In general, the lift, wall-lubrication and turbulent dispersion forces affect 

the radial distribution of the void fraction. In this study, since the lift force is only considered, 

the relative deviation for the void fraction can be large in the region that is close to the wall. If 

the wall-lubrication and turbulent dispersion forces are included in the developed code, the 

predictive capability for the void fraction may be advanced. The relative errors of the void 

fraction and the interfacial area concentration are 32.8 % and 19.7 % respectively.  

 

Figures 6-12 and 6-13 show the prediction results of the void fraction and the interfacial area 

concentration, respectively for Case06, Case13 and Case16. The wall peaking phenomenon is 

shown in Case06 and predicted well by the calculation results. Also, the local prediction results 

for the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration predict well the trends of the 

experimental data and their relative errors are 20.4 % and 7.7 % respectively. In Case13 where 

the liquid velocity is high and the void fraction is low, the core peaking is illustrated well as 

shown in Figure 6-12 and the void fraction and interfacial area concentration are predicted well 

by the developed code. The relative errors for the void fraction and interfacial area 

concentration are 22.4 % and 13.9 % respectively. In Case16 where the void fraction is high and 

the liquid velocity high, the flow condition is located in the slug flow regime. The core peaking 

is shown well but the void fraction doesn’t predict well the local experimental data. The 

interfacial area concentration follows the trend of the experimental data at the central region but 

a large deviation is shown in the region which is close to the wall. The causes of a difference 
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between the predictive and experimental results can be proposed as those described for Case04. 

The relative errors for the void fraction and the interfacial area concentration are 27.2 % and 

23.8 % respectively. 

 

As shown in Figure 6-10 through Figure 6-13, although the relative deviations are large in 

the flow conditions which are included in the slug flow regime, the predictive capability of the 

developed model and code for the void fraction and interfacial area concentration is acceptable 

in most flow conditions. In flow conditions (Case01 and 13) where the void fraction is low and 

they are included in the bubbly flow regime, the agreement between the model prediction and 

the experimental data is remarkable. Also, in flow conditions (Case05 and 06) where there is a 

wall peaking, the predictive results show well the trend of the experimental data.  

 

In Figure 6-14 and 6-15, the comparisons of the predicted void fractions and the interfacial 

area concentration for all the local points with the experimental data are shown respectively. The 

results that stray considerably from the center fitting line are included in the slug flow regime 

conditions (Case04 and 16). The predictions of the void fraction and the interfacial area 

concentration have 22.6 % and 17.7 % relative deviations respectively. The results of Case04 

and Case16 are the main source of the prediction errors for all the local points of the void 

fraction and the interfacial area concentration.  

 

The channel-averaged void fraction and interfacial area concentration can be obtained by 

using the local prediction data for each condition. As shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17, the 

channel-averaged void fraction and interfacial area concentration agree well the experimental 

data and the relative deviations are 22.7 % and 17.3 % respectively.  

 

In order to investigate the contribution for the interfacial area concentration from each bubble 

interaction term and its sensitivity for the flow conditions, the estimation for each bubble 

interaction term is shown in Figure 6-18 and 6-19. Since the number density for each bubble 

group is related to that of the entire neighboring cells in the multi-dimensional condition and it 

is varied due to the convection for the axial and radial directions and the bubble interaction 

terms, it is difficult to accurately understand the variation of the number density due to each 

bubble interaction term along the flow path. Therefore, the contribution made by each bubble 

interaction term is expressed as a ratio for the pressure term, which is shown as the maximum 

contribution term, by considering the variation of the number density for each bubble 
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interaction term in all the cells. In Figure 6-18, the contribution of each bubble interaction term 

is examined for a condition where the liquid superficial velocity is low. In these flow conditions, 

it can be found that the coalescence due to a random collision (RC) and a wake entrainment 

(WE) are the dominant mechanisms in the bubble interactions, whereas the breakup due to a 

turbulent impact (TI) has no role. This is due to the fact that the turbulent energy is not high 

enough to break the bubbles in these flow conditions. As the void fraction increases, the 

coalescence due to a random collision (RC) and wake entrainment (WE) become more 

significant. Therefore, in these flow conditions, a bubble expansion due to a pressure reduction 

serves as the only source term in the variation of the interfacial area concentration, while a 

coalescence due to a random collision (RC) and wake entrainment (WE) serve as sinks.  

 

The contribution from the breakup due to the turbulent impact (TI) becomes evident as the 

liquid superficial velocity increases. In Figure 6-19, the contribution of each bubble interaction 

term is shown for a condition where the liquid superficial velocity is high. It is clear from the 

figures that the contribution from the breakup due to the turbulent impact (TI) becomes more 

significant than that in Figure 6-18. As shown in Figure 6-19, the coalescence due to a random 

collision (RC) becomes more important than a wake entrainment (WE). This is due to the 

increase in the turbulent fluctuations in the flow conditions where the turbulent effect is high. In 

Case16 where the void fraction is high, all of the bubble interaction terms become more 

significant and the breakup due to the turbulent impact (TI) and a coalescence due to a random 

collision (RC) are more dominant terms. Therefore, in these flow conditions, a bubble 

expansion due to a pressure reduction and the breakup due to a turbulent impact (TI) serve as 

the source terms in the variation of the interfacial area concentration, while a coalescence due to 

a random collision (RC) serves as more dominant sink term when compared to a wake 

entrainment (WE).  

 

In Figure 6-20, the comparative results of the gas velocity are plotted for typical cases 

(Case05, 06 & 13). In conditions (Case05 & 06) where there is a wall peaking, the predicted gas 

velocity agrees well with the trend of the experimental data. However, the gas velocity is 

overestimated in the central region of the channel in a condition where there is a core peaking. 

Since the gas velocity becomes high in the region where the void fraction is high, it can be 

explained that the gas velocity which is near to the wall is reduced by the wall friction in the 

wall peaking condition, while the gas velocity which is in the central region becomes high in the 

core peaking condition. In general, the gas velocity is related to the terminal velocity in a state 
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of a balance between the buoyancy and drag forces in a vertical flow and increases until the 

bubbles reach their terminal velocity which is considered as the fully-developed 

condition.[Laurien and Becker, 1999] In this study, the fully-developed condition is not 

accomplished since the channel-averaged void fraction and the liquid velocity vary along the 

flow path. Therefore, the terminal velocity doesn’t apply to this study and the gas velocity is 

determined by the momentum equations of each phase in the two-fluid model. Since the drag 

force that is used in the two-fluid model was developed based on the one-dimensional approach, 

the difference between the predictive and the experimental results can be induced from the drag 

force.  

 

In Figure 6-21, the variation of the number density along the flow path is shown for typical 

conditions (Case01 & 16). Since the void fraction and interfacial area concentration increase 

and the bubble expansion due to a pressure reduction is dominant as the source term, the 

number density becomes high along the flow path as shown in Figure 6-21.  

 

In the adiabatic condition, the predictive results from the developed code are compared with 

those from the CFX4.3 which is a known commercial code. In the CFX4.3, since the bubble 

expansion due to a pressure reduction is not considered, the bubble diameter doesn’t vary along 

the flow path and the mean bubble diameter, which is suggested as input data, is used 

throughout the entire calculation cell. Therefore, the void fraction doesn’t change and the mean 

void fraction is fixed along the flow path. Since the bubbles reach their terminal velocity shortly 

behind the inlet plain, the gas velocity doesn’t vary significantly along the flow path as shown 

in Figure 6-22 (a). If the interfacial area concentration is obtained by using this equation 

( 6
i

mean
a d

α= ), it doesn’t vary significantly along the flow path. Therefore, in the adiabatic 

condition, the predictive results from the CFX4.3 don’t show a dynamic variation of the two-

phase parameters along the flow path as shown in Figure 6-22.  
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Table 6-1 Input data for calculation  
-Superficial gas velocity gj [m/s] & Void fraction α - 

 

Case 01 Case 04 Case 05 Case 06 Case 13 Case 16 Node 

(See Figure 6-6) gj  α  gj  α  gj  α  gj  α  gj  α  gj  α  

1 0.203 0.173 0.504 0.379 0.068 0.047 0.186 0.119 0.427 0.142 1.323 0.383

2 0.193 0.170 0.489 0.372 0.066 0.045 0.184 0.119 0.401 0.134 1.291 0.377

3 0.178 0.162 0.449 0.347 0.070 0.048 0.174 0.114 0.354 0.123 1.227 0.367

4 0.155 0.147 0.393 0.318 0.067 0.046 0.163 0.108 0.310 0.108 1.099 0.338

5 0.128 0.132 0.329 0.289 0.066 0.0475 0.162 0.112 0.251 0.093 0.920 0.300

6 0.113 0.116 0.256 0.234 0.071 0.051 0.165 0.117 0.180 0.069 0.721 0.245

7 0.078 0.092 0.168 0.165 0.073 0.055 0.172 0.130 0.117 0.050 0.456 0.171

8 0.031 0.048 0.041 0.052 0.135 0.142 0.201 0.196 0.061 0.037 0.158 0.080
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (1/6) 

- Case 01 - 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.00016 0 0 0 0 0 1247 52537 298323 

2 0.000253 54080 75988 85239 120231 80741 89786 183032 337896 

3 0.000402 180572 245960 224531 264282 319239 289310 462664 940630 

4 0.000637 771785 811869 1011431 1004951 1119199 977669 1326982 1427687 

5 0.001009 1632481 1843703 1999993 1938445 2013564 1737109 1932005 1756451 

6 0.001599 2298856 2468602 2560282 2614462 2575027 2263354 2564143 2313523 

7 0.002534 2296106 2520594 2501030 2604253 2632167 2378081 2418396 1494658 

8 0.004016 1236506 1274794 1252594 1206849 1204909 1063714 991424 441396 

9 0.006366 306147 292953 313928 279027 255888 240676 174558 79147 

10 0.010089 2298 2338 2425 3018 2637 4562 890 1009 

11 0.015989 2528 3062 2163 3336 2102 1906 831 202 

12 0.025342 2949 2441 2141 2192 1797 1559 237 67 

13 0.040164 977 828 590 381 191 58 119 67 

14 0.063655 0 21 44 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (2/6)  

- Case 04 – 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.000112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 59112 

2 0.000177 3176 12430 17944 25786 27563 38660 62751 430671 

3 0.00028 316037 403989 346909 322324 336879 383237 297619 1351125 

4 0.000444 1753290 1799307 1601462 1929106 1658361 1896013 1751647 2875363 

5 0.000704 5645784 5641868 4834293 5178128 4644330 4220645 3497915 3914040 

6 0.001116 7951742 7548387 6547903 7221659 6085251 5251014 4080602 4319377 

7 0.001768 5815713 5654298 5131857 5647108 4668830 4282837 3049694 2617804 

8 0.002802 2753809 2437921 2414904 2514124 2172866 1818693 1332112 751563 

9 0.004442 800415 731842 675874 722005 666101 616876 493043 249114 

10 0.007039 233454 267255 258686 254636 269503 221874 177495 84445 

11 0.011157 238 245 261 287 323 305 332 428 

12 0.017682 110 211 166 206 275 255 341 1032 

13 0.028024 201 223 213 290 419 320 516 1732 

14 0.044416 380 592 449 523 614 644 719 584 

15 0.070394 712 710 643 668 563 445 221 117 

16 0.111567 142 115 144 113 84 45 0 0 
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (3/6) 

- Case 05 - 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.000159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0.000251 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 780375 

3 0.000399 126566 89972 114077 120628 142136 209311 294667 682251 

4 0.000632 136793 122748 128256 152710 146066 205925 242411 955844 

5 0.001001 338787 359247 340942 334936 313748 367819 500063 2748627 

6 0.001587 1341083 1285319 1391481 1252481 1293636 1379152 1540108 4621065 

7 0.002515 1806435 1833507 1903216 1819691 1823536 1973895 2150490 6292637 

8 0.003986 598310 526338 612922 646131 650421 740380 817956 2097546 

9 0.006317 68397 73263 72184 56464 59606 52159 53708 68110 

10 0.010011 311 416 0 0 100 0 107 0 

11 0.015867 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (4/6) 

- Case 06 - 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.000149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0.000236 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 453929 

3 0.000374 24328 33408 35875 44205 46895 137107 196024 1080836 

4 0.000592 53023 50274 60516 78416 105848 207769 256068 885823 

5 0.000938 183086 196880 218147 224485 331836 421339 651060 2892146 

6 0.001487 849929 898124 1017172 1051699 1288490 1691683 2130367 5971593 

7 0.002357 1636855 1693754 1916937 1929268 2408606 2907185 3345953 8533208 

8 0.003736 1071067 1119655 1192560 1210453 1412203 1771311 2050897 3504730 

9 0.005921 360245 372678 336279 330578 317991 311126 334360 263323 

10 0.009384 69554 65519 58342 47665 41535 24785 24135 5509 

11 0.014873 2571 3082 2259 1554 1404 0 0 0 

12 0.023573 559 201 226 212 0 0 0 0 

13 0.03736 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (5/6) 

- Case 13 - 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.000188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 122210 

2 0.000298 8899 9184 8605 6255 5262 6680 9481 278246 

3 0.000473 52863 53666 51213 36885 33329 33401 23476 352445 

4 0.000749 67814 65731 85004 74201 102993 102749 149431 731078 

5 0.001187 294216 282555 391650 386752 501934 605677 843317 2194325 

6 0.001881 912552 898448 1089735 1097702 1215618 1410171 1625687 2507488 

7 0.002981 760905 774549 864316 837998 903130 932373 961146 761630 

8 0.004725 301514 302004 307485 320316 299958 284706 254169 106934 

9 0.007489 156275 149471 146501 136539 126047 93842 56883 38191 

10 0.011869 3465 3550 2913 2582 2275 2058 619 999 

11 0.018811 3252 3222 2301 2108 1519 926 225 230 

12 0.029813 1965 2129 1740 1330 849 566 131 0 

13 0.047251 498 455 366 276 203 39 19 0 

14 0.074888 39 6 13 7 8 0 0 0 
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Table 6-2 Number density for each bubble group (6/6) 

- Case 16 - 

Inlet Node (see Figure 6-6) Bubble 

Group 
Diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.000178 0 0 1763 3392 2580 494 0 19662 

2 0.000282 17453 21293 26803 31656 52027 36033 19274 120040 

3 0.000447 173504 171392 185155 188053 275185 296162 495424 1008961 

4 0.000709 1396585 1396270 1504514 1591104 2078079 2495658 3790634 3371481 

5 0.001124 3836931 3861734 4036725 4316557 4821332 5543658 6973054 3174863 

6 0.001781 2943062 2980338 2965296 3153943 3380049 3508532 3965532 1226275 

7 0.002823 1266543 1316683 1313716 1293007 1416344 1424539 1540525 554670 

8 0.004474 700859 704418 684543 709251 732681 707333 659613 259743 

9 0.00709 323052 318000 341390 336159 336672 329727 264131 133493 

10 0.011237 1506 1477 1759 2146 2327 2658 3146 4560 

11 0.01781 1246 1361 1487 1745 2103 1915 2067 3412 

12 0.028227 1442 1659 1743 1830 2027 1520 1307 1182 

13 0.044737 1608 1706 1610 1664 1507 1022 441 68 

14 0.070903 722 707 613 533 356 245 61 0 

15 0.112373 43 29 38 12 5 0 0 0 
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Figure 6-1 Plume test section 
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a) Photograph of the experiment       b) Gas velocity 

 

  
c) Liquid velocity       d) Void fraction 

 

Figure 6-2 Experimental and calculation results for a case with no block 
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a) Photograph of the experiment       b) Gas velocity 

 

  
c) Liquid velocity       d) Void fraction 

 

Figure 6-3 Experimental and calculation results for a case with a 4 cm block 
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a) Photograph of the experiment       b) Gas velocity 

 

  
c) Liquid velocity       d) Void fraction 

 

Figure 6-4 Experimental and calculation results for a case with a 7 cm block 
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Figure 6-5 Calculation procedure 
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Figure 6-6 The domain for the calculation 
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(b) Void fraction 

 

Figure 6-7 Comparison of the input data (Case01, Case04 & Case05)
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(b) Void fraction 

 

Figure 6-8 Comparison of the input data (Case06, Case13 & Case16) 
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Figure 6-9 The comparison of the predicted and measured system pressure 
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Figure 6-10 Comparison of the predicted and measured void fraction 

(Case01, Case04 & Case05) 
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Figure 6-11 Comparison of the predicted and measured IAC 

(Case01, Case04 & Case05) 
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Figure 6-12 Comparison of the predicted and measured void fraction 

(Case06, Case13 & Case16) 
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Figure 6-13 Comparison of the predicted and measured IAC 

(Case06, Case13 & Case16) 
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Figure 6-14 Comparison of the predicted and measured void fraction  

for all the local points 
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Figure 6-15 Comparison of the predicted and measured IAC for all the local points 
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Figure 6-16 Comparison of the predicted and measured channel-averaged void fraction 
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Figure 6-17 Comparison of the predicted and measured channel-averaged IAC 
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(a) Case01 (jf =0.5 m/s, α=10 %) 
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(b) Case04 (jf =0.5 m/s, α=24 %) 

 

Figure 6-18 Contribution of the bubble interaction terms for the IAC variation  

(Case01 & Case04)
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(a) Case13 (jf=2.0 m/s, α=6 %) 
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(b) Case16 (jf=2.0 m/s, α=20 %) 

 

Figure 6-19 Contribution of the bubble interaction terms for the IAC variation  

(Case13 & Case16) 
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Figure 6-20 Comparison of the predicted and measured gas velocity 
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Figure 6-21 Variation of the number density 
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Figure 6-22 Comparison of predicted results using the developed code and CFX4.3 (1/2) 
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Figure 6-22 Comparison of predicted results using the developed code and CFX4.3 (2/2)  
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7. Conclusion 
 

In this study, a number density transport equation is developed as a mechanistic model that 

predicts the two-phase flow parameters such as the void fraction, interfacial area concentration 

etc. Since the constitutive relations for the bubble interactions are required to close the number 

density transport equation, the bubble coalescence due to a random collision, wake entrainment 

where the trailing bubble accelerates and coalescences with the leading one when the bubble 

enters the wake region of a leading large bubble, and the bubble breakup due to a turbulent 

impact are considered. The bubble coalescence due to a random collision and a breakup due to a 

turbulent impact are modified based on previous studies. The wake entrainment is newly 

modeled as a function of the number density and is included in the number density transport 

equation. Since the gas density changes considerably along the flow path in this study, a gas 

expansion due to a pressure reduction is considered in the number density transport equation. In 

order to calculate the number density transport equations, the gas velocity is obtained by using 

the two-fluid model. The two-fluid model is coupled systematically with the number density 

transport equations of all the bubble groups. In the two-fluid model, the virtual mass force, the 

drag force and the lift force are used as the closure relations.  

 

In order to validate the developed number density transport equations, the experimental data 

for the two-phase flow parameters are obtained locally or globally in the air/water test loop. The 

impedance void meter is used to obtain the channel-averaged void fraction and the five-sensor 

conductivity probe is used to obtain the local data such as the void fraction, interfacial area 

concentration, Sauter mean diameter, bubble velocity and the bubble frequency. Sixteen 

experiments where the flow conditions are included in the bubbly or slug flow regime are 

performed and the experimental data are produced at three axial positions L/D=12.2, 42.2 and 

100.7 and the investigation for the transport phenomena of the flow parameters is performed at 

three axial positions. In this experiment, the superficial liquid velocity is varied from 0.5 m/s to 

2.0 m/s and the superficial gas velocity is changed from 0.100 m/s to 0.698 m/s at the first 

measuring position of the test section. From the experimental data, the transport phenomena of 

the interfacial area concentration are related to the pressure variation and dynamic interactions 

between the bubbles. The experimental data which are produced in this study will be very useful 

for developing the models for the bubble interactions.  

 

In order to calculate numerically the two-fluid model and the number density transport 
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equations, the governing equations is descretized by using the Finite Volume Method (FVM), 

which is a numerical method, based on the control volume integration. Also, a non-staggered 

grid is used in which all the variables such as the pressure, velocity and temperature are defined 

at the cell center. For the transient calculation, the Simplified Maker and Cell (SMAC) 

algorithm is used to calculate the linear set of the governing equations. Therefore, a numerical 

code is developed to calculate the multidimensional incompressible two-phase flow.  

 

As for the qualitative analysis, the two-phase flow patterns are predicted in the plume test 

section and the developed code predicts well them. Secondly, the predictive results, which are 

calculated by the developed code, are compared quantitatively with the experimental data which 

are obtained by using the conductivity probe method. Since the problem is assumed as an 

axisymmetric flow, the cylindrical coordinate system for the r- and z- direction is applied to 

predict the flow parameters in a test section. To predict the experimental data at the third 

measuring position, the input data such as the void fraction, superficial gas velocity and the 

number density are generated at the second measuring position. As for the results of the 

numerical analysis, the void fraction and interfacial area concentration are predicted well by the 

developed code and models although some deviations exist in the values between the prediction 

and experiment, especially, for the high void fraction conditions. Therefore, the developed 

models and code can be used more widely to predict the two-phase parameters such as the void 

fraction and interfacial area concentration in the general two-phase flow, especially in the 

bubbly flow. In a wall peaking condition, the gas velocity is predicted well by the developed 

code. The results for the contribution of the bubble interaction terms can explain physically the 

phenomena in the flow conditions. In order to reduce the predictive error for a slug flow regime, 

the appropriate breakup and coalescence models should be developed as for further studies. The 

following mechanisms can be considered as the bubble interactions.  

 

- The shearing-off of small bubbles from the skirt of a large bubble  

- The breakup of a large bubble at the rim of one due to the wake intensity 

- The breakup of a large bubble due to the flow instability on the bubble surface 

- The interactions of the bubble clusters  

 

Also, the studies for the drag and lift forces in the two-fluid model should be followed to 

accurately predict the slug flow and to apply to the multi-dimensional problems. The works for 

the bubble interaction in a large diameter pipe can be considered as a further study since slug 
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bubbles be created significantly due to a liquid circulation. In order to apply to the boiling 

conditions, the models for the nucleation and condensation of the bubbles should be developed. 
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Nomenclature 
 

 

A, B1, B2  Fitting constants 

ai   Local interfacial concentration 
t
ia    Local time-averaged interfacial area concentration 

Ai   Surface area of the bubble in a bubble group i 

0 3A A:   Determinant of the matrix 

C   Constant of non-transient interfacial force 

c   Courant number 

C0   Flow distribution parameter 

C1, C2    Constants in the wall lubrication force 

CD   Drag coefficient 

CL   Lift force coefficient 

CRC, CWE, CBR  Adjustable parameters in the bubble interaction models 

Cvm   Virtual mass coefficient 

D   Pipe diameter 

d Bubble diameter or Time required for disturbing the diffusion over a 

distance x∆  

Dc, Ds   Boundary size of the cap and slug bubbles 

ddaughter,max  Diameter of the maximum daughter bubble 

dL   Diameter of the leading bubble 

dm.path   Mean free path of the trailing bubble 

Dreal    The determined bubble size 

Dsm   Sauter mean diameter 

DT    Channel diameter 

dtip.v   Vertical distance between the front and rear sensor 

Eeddy    Eddy energy 

ES    Surface tension energy 

f    Number probability density function 

face  Ratio of the length between the cell center ‘P’ and the boundary face 

‘e’ 

Fik   Interfacial drag force 
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Fk Diffusion, pressure and body force of each phase k in the two-fluid 

model 
lift

kF     Lift force 
lub

kF    Wall lubrication force 
vir

kF    Virtual mass force 

Fvk   Interfacial non-drag force ( vir
kF , lift

kF , lub
kF ) 

g   Constant of gravitation 

h   Liquid film thickness 

j   Volumetric flow rate 

L Pipe length or Sink term in the number density of a bubble group 

La,chord    Averaged chord-length  

Lchord    Chord length 

ld   Distance between two of the rear sensors 

LW   Wake length  

N    Number of the bubbles or Number of the bubble groups 

n   Number density or Normal to the wall  

n    Surface normal vector 

Nb   Bubble number frequency 

ne   Number density of the eddy 

ni   Number density of a bubble group i 

jn
r

    Unit normal vector of j-th interface 

NRe   Multi-particle Reynolds number 

skn
r

  Unit vector in the direction of the k sensor from the front sensor 

P   Source term in the number density of a bubble group 

P, p   Pressure 

p’   Corrected pressure 

pm*   Pressure at the number of repeated calculation m 

r    Bubble radius 

r, θ, z   Cylindrical coordinates 

RA   Radius of the liquid disk between the colliding bubbles 

rd   Bubble drag radius 

ijr     Equivalent radius 

1 2i ir     Distance vector between cell i1 and i2 
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Ri,j Net rate of change in the number density of a bubble group due to 

the particle interactions 

Rs   Resistance 

rsm   Bubble Sauter mean radius 

S, Sj    Cell surface and surface vector at the cell face j 

Si    Scalar variable 

Sij, Sie   Collision cross-sectional area 

Sj  Net rate of change in the number probability density function due to 

the particle interactions 

ks∆   Distance between the tips of the k sensor and front sensor 

Sph  Net rate of change in the number probability density function due to 

phase change 

t    Time 

tdelay   Delay time of the rear sensor signal 

ijt    Time required for a coalescence of the bubbles 

kjt∆   Transit time for the j-th interface to pass between the front and rear 

sensor k 

Tref   Reference temperature 

U   Uncertainty 

u   Velocity 

u    Mean bubble velocity 

u’   Corrected velocity 

uGj   Drift velocity 

um*   Velocity at the number of repeated calculation m 

umax   Maximum velocity at every cell 

us,or,c   Slug or Cap bubble velocity 

teu  Eddy velocity for the inertial subrange of the energy spectrum 

tiu     Turbulent fluctuation velocity 

v    Bubble volume 

V   Cell volume or Control volume 

Va   Volume available for a collision  

Vexc   Externally supplied voltage 

Vi    Bubble volume of a bubble group i 
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ijv
r

    Velocity of j-th interface 

ikjv
r

   Passing velocity of j-th interface with respect to rear sensor, k 

(= /k kjs t∆ ∆ ) 

Vmax   Maximum bubble volume 

Vmin   Minimum bubble volume 

Vout   Voltage across the resistance 

w    Fraction 

X   Voltage from the main sensor 

x, y, z   Cartesian coordinates 

minx∆     Minimum grid size 

Y   Void fraction in the calibration curve 

y Distance between the leading and trailing bubble or Distance from 

the base of the leading bubble 

yw   Distance from the wall 

z   Characteristic distance (= / Wy L ) 

Zc   Impedance 

 

 

Greek letters 
 

α   Void fraction 

int , critδ δ     Initial and final film thickness 

ε  Energy dissipation 

Γ     Diffusivity in the Navier-Stokes equation 

ijΓ , ieΓ  Coalescence and breakup rate 

ikη   Directional angle of the rear sensor k from the reference sensor to i-

axis 

λ   Eddy size 

ijλ , ieλ   Collision efficiency in the coalescence and breakup efficiency in the 

breakup 

min max,λ λ  Minimum and maximum eddy size 

µ   Viscosity 
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ν    Dynamic viscosity 

θ     Angle defining edge of the film 

ijθ , ieθ     Collision rate in the coalescence and breakup 

ρ    Density 

σ   Surface tension 

Ω     Total measuring time 

bτ     Bubble residence time 

ijτ    Contact time for the bubbles 

Φ     Solution in the Navier-Stokes equation 

φ     Scalar quantity 

jφ     Angle between ijv
r

 and jn
r

 

kφ    Conserved quantity (= k kuα ) 

 

Subscripts 
 

b    Bubble 

c    Cap bubble or cell center 

f    Liquid phase 

g    Gas phase 

i    Cell center 

i,j,k    Bubble size group 

j    Cell face 

k    Phase (gas or liquid) 

l    Leading bubble 

n, e, w, s, f, b  Boundary surface 

ncap    Minimum cap bubble size group 

P    Cell center 

s    Slug bubble 

t    Trailing bubble 

 

Superscripts 
 

*    Guessed value 
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BR    Breakup due to the impact of turbulent eddies 

m    Number of the repeated calculation 

n    Time step 

RC    Coalescence due to random collision  

WE    Wake entrainment 
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Appendix A. 

Information of variables and 

input in a code 
 

alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn) 

: Void fraction of each phase 

alpha_min  

: Minimum void fraction 

alpha_old(nn)  

: Void fraction at a previous time step 

alphab(nb_max)  

: Void fraction at B.C 

anumb(nb_max,ngr) 

: Number density of each bubble group at B.C 

ar(nn,ns)   

: Area of surface 

blend_cd   

: upwind option 

cfl_ratio   

: Courant number  

conv_num(nn,ngr)  

: Convection term in the number density 

decom(nn,ns)  

: Solver coefficient  

decom_diag(nn)  

: Solver coefficient 

den_num(nn,ngr)  

: Number density of each bubble group 

den_old(nn,0:ngr)  

: Number density of each bubble group at a  

previous time step 

dji(nn,ns)  

: Distance between center and face of cell  

dpdx(ndim,nn)  

: Gradient of pressure 

dt   

: Time step   

dvisl(nn), dvisg(nn)   

: Dynamic viscosity of each phase 

dxmin   

: Minimum of grid size 

eps_iccg, min_iccg, max_iccg 

: Convergence criteria for iccg solver  

fluxg_vol(nn,ns)  

: Volume flux of gas phase 

fluxl_vol(nn,ns)  

: Volume flux of liquid phase 

grav(ndim)  

: Gravity component  

itstep   

: Number of time steps 

lcal(nvar)   

: Logical control variables 

nbcon(nn,ns)  

: Index of B.C 

nbg   

: Number of Boundary cells 

ncap   

: Criteria of cap bubble group 

ncell   

: Number of cells 

ndim   

: Dimension number 

neigh(nn,ns)  

: Neighboring cell number 

ng   

: Group number 

ngr   

: Bubble group number 

ngrad(nn)   

: Index of B.C 

nic   

: Input cell number  

nn  

: Cell number 

noutput   

: Output control  

npb(nn)   

: Index of Pressure B.C 

npcor     

: Number of B.C for pressure correction  

npin  

: Number of B.C for pressure 
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ns   

: Surface number 

num_neigh(nn)  

: Number of neighbor cells 

nvin  

: Number of B.C for inflow 

p(nn)   

: Pressure  

pb(nb_max)  

: Pressure at B.C 

phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 

: Superficial velocity of each phase 

phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 

: Superficial velocity of each phase at B.C 

phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn)  

: Superficial velocity of each phase at a  

previous time step 

poiss(nn,ns)  

: Matrix coefficient 

poiss_diag(nn)  

: Matrix coefficient 

pp(nn)   

: Pressure correction 

rho_gas(nn)  

: Gas density 

rho_liq(nn)  

: Liquid density 

rho_m(nn) 

: Mixture coefficient 

rho_vm(nn)  

: Virtual mass coefficient 

rhob_liq(nb_max), rhob_gas(nb_max) 

: Density of each phase at B.C 

sfluxg_vol(nn,ns)  

: Vomue flux for jg 

sfluxl_vol(nn,ns)  

: Volume flux for jf 

svol_eff(nn)  

: Effective specific volumes 

svolb_eff(nb_max)  

: Effective specific volumes at B.C 

svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn)  

: Effective specific volumes for each phase 

sx(ndim,nn,ns)  

: Surface vector 

v_gas(ndim,nn)  

: Gas velocity 

v_liq(ndim,nn)  

: Liquid velocity  

vb_liq(nb_max), vb_gas(nb_max) 

: Velocity of each phase at B.C 

vg_old(ndim,nn)  

: Gas velocity at a previous time step 

visl(nn), visg(nn)   

: Viscosity of each phase 

vl_old(ndim,nn)  

: Liquid velocity at a previous time step  

vol(nn)   

: Volume of cell 

x(ndim,nn)  

: Center value of cell  

xn(ndim,nn,ns) 

: Normal vector 
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Appedix B. 
Grid & plot generation 
 
program grid 
c 
include 'paramg.inc' 
c 
common /coord/ x(100000), y(100000), xv(500000,2), 
& yv(500000,2) 
common /sv/ sx(100000,4), sy(100000,4), vol(100000) 
common /fc/ xji(100000,4), yji(100000,4), s2(100000,4), 
& xn(100000,4), yn(100000,4), ar(100000,4), se(100000,4), 
& dji(100000,4),xfc(100000,4), yfc(100000,4), yv1(100000,4),  
& xv1(100000,4), xv2(100000,4), yv2(100000,4), 
& xmp(100000,4), ymp(100000,4) 
common /num/ neigh(100000,4), nb(100000,4), npb(100000) 
c 
real vtemp(2,100000), fac(100000,10), x_node(100000),  
& y_node(100000) 
c 
integer ib(100000), node(100000,4) 
c 
open (unit=77,file='..\run\grid.in') 
open (unit=88,file='..\plot\plot.grid') 
open (unit=99,file='check.vol') 
c 
dx = 0.005 
dx1 = dx / 2. 
c 
dy = 0.01 
dy1 = dy / 2. 
nx = 8 
ny = 20 
c 
do i = 1, ny 
do j = 1, nx 
n_cell = n_cell + 1 
x(n_cell) = dx1 + dx * (j-1) 
y(n_cell) = dy1 + dy * (i-1) 
if (i .eq. ny) npb(n_cell) = 1 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
num_neigh = 4 
do i = 1, n_cell 
neigh(i,1) = i + 1 
neigh(i,2) = i + nx 
neigh(i,3) = i - 1 
neigh(i,4) = i - nx 
do j = 1, num_neigh 
nb(i,j) = 0 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, nx 
neigh(i,4) = 1 
nb(i,4) = neigh(i,4) 
nb(n_cell-nx+i,2) = neigh(n_cell-nx+i,2) 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, ny 
neigh(nx*(i-1)+1,3) = -2 
neigh(nx*i,1) = -1 
nb(nx*(i-1)+1,3) = neigh(nx*(i-1)+1,3) 
nb(nx*i,1) = neigh(nx*i,1) 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, n_cell 
xv1(i,1) = x(i) + dx1 

yv1(i,1) = y(i) - dy1 
xv2(i,1) = x(i) + dx1 
yv2(i,1) = y(i) + dy1 
c 
xv1(i,2) = x(i) + dx1 
yv1(i,2) = y(i) + dy1 
xv2(i,2) = x(i) - dx1 
yv2(i,2) = y(i) + dy1 
c 
xv1(i,3) = x(i) - dx1 
yv1(i,3) = y(i) + dy1 
xv2(i,3) = x(i) - dx1 
yv2(i,3) = y(i) - dy1 
c 
xv1(i,4) = x(i) - dx1 
yv1(i,4) = y(i) - dy1 
xv2(i,4) = x(i) + dx1 
yv2(i,4) = y(i) - dy1 
enddo 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
do 2 i = 1, n_cell 
do j = 1, num_neigh 
c 
nv = nv + 1 
xv(nv,1) = xv1(i,j) 
yv(nv,1) = yv1(i,j) 
xv(nv,2) = xv2(i,j) 
yv(nv,2) = yv2(i,j) 
c 
call calvol(x(i), y(i), xv1(i,j), yv1(i,j), xv2(i,j), yv2(i,j),  
& vt, ccw) 
c 
dx = xv1(i,j) - xv2(i,j) 
dy = yv2(i,j) - yv1(i,j) 
sx(i,j) = ccw * dy * xv1(i,j) 
sy(i,j) = ccw * dx * x(i) 
vol(i) = vol(i) + vt 
c 
xfc(i,j) = (xv1(i,j) + xv2(i,j)) / 2. 
yfc(i,j) = (yv1(i,j) + yv2(i,j)) / 2. 
c 
if (nb(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
callcross(xv1(i,j),xv2(i,j),yv1(i,j),yv2(i,j),x(i),x(k),y(i),y(k),xm 
& p(i,j), ymp(i,j), fac(i,j)) 
xji(i,j) = x(k) - x(i) 
yji(i,j) = y(k) - y(i) 
else 
xji(i,j) = xfc(i,j) - x(i) 
yji(i,j) = yfc(i,j) - y(i) 
endif 
c 
dji2 = xji(i,j) * xji(i,j) + yji(i,j) * yji(i,j) 
dji(i,j) = sqrt (dji2) 
xn(i,j) = xji(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
yn(i,j) = yji(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
c 
s2(i,j) = sx(i,j) * sx(i,j) + sy(i,j) * sy(i,j) 
se(i,j) = sqrt (s2(i,j)) 
ar(i,j) = se(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
c 
vtemp(1,i) = vtemp(1,i) + xfc(i,j) * sx(i,j) 
vtemp(2,i) = vtemp(2,i) + yfc(i,j) * sy(i,j) 
c 
enddo 
vol(i) = vol(i) * x(i) 
write(99,*) vtemp(1,i), vtemp(2,i), vol(i) 
2 enddo 
c 
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c.....write outputs 
c 
write(77,*) n_cell 
do i = 1, n_cell 
write(77,10) i, x(i), y(i), vol(i), num_neigh, npb(i) 
end do 
do i = 1, n_cell 
do j = 1, num_neigh 
write(77,20) i, j, neigh(i,j), nb(i,j), sx(i,j), sy(i,j), 
& se(i,j), dji(i,j), ar(i,j), xn(i,j), yn(i,j), xfc(i,j), yfc(i,j), fac(i,j) 
enddo 
enddo 
10 format(i5,1x,3(e21.15,1x),i2,1x,i2) 
20 format(i5,1x,i2,1x,i5,1x,i2,1x,10(e21.15,1x)) 
c 
nnv = 2 
write(88,*) n_cell 
do i = 1, n_cell 
write(88,40) in, x(i), y(i), num_neigh 
do j = 1, num_neigh 
write(88,41) nb(i,j), nnv, xv1(i,j), yv1(i,j), xv2(i,j), yv2(i,j) 
enddo 
enddo 
40 format(i1,1x,2(e21.15,1x),i2) 
41 format(i2,1x,i2,4(1x,e21.15)) 
c 
call gridpl(n_cell,nv) 
c 
stop 
end 
c....................................................................... 
subroutine calvol(x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,vol,ccw) 
c 
a1 = x1*y2 + x2*y3 + x3*y1 
a2 = x1*y3 + x3*y2 + x2*y1 
vol = (a1 - a2) / 2. 
c 
c.....if c.c.w. then vol > 0 else vol < 0 
c 
if (vol .gt. 0.) then 
ccw = 1 
else 
ccw = -1 
endif 
vol = ccw * vol 
c 
return 
end 
c....................................................................... 
subroutine vertex(x1,x2,x3,y1,y2,y3,xx,yy) 
c 
xp12 = x1 + x2 
xp23 = x2 + x3 
yp12 = y1 + y2 
yp23 = y2 + y3 
x12 = x1 - x2 
x23 = x2 - x3 
x31 = x3 - x1 
y12 = y1 - y2 
y23 = y2 - y3 
y31 = y3 - y1 
c 
xx = 0.5 * (y12*y23*y31 - x12*xp12*y23 + x23*xp23*y12) /  
& (x23*y12 - x12*y23) 
yy = 0.5 * (x12*x23*x31 - y12*yp12*x23 + y23*yp23*x12) / 
& (y23*x12 - y12*x23) 
c 
return 
end 
c....................................................................... 
subroutine cross(x1,x2,y1,y2,xa,xb,ya,yb,xc,yc,fac) 

c 
eps = 1.e-20 
dx12 = x1 - x2 
dxab = xa - xb 
dy12 = y1 - y2 
dyab = ya - yb 
c 
if (abs(dx12) .lt. eps) then 
xc = x1 
if (abs(dxab) .lt. eps) stop 'error in cross' 
yc = dyab / dxab * (xc - xa) + ya 
else 
if (abs(dxab) .lt. eps) then 
xc = xa 
yc = dy12 / dx12 * (xc - x1) + y1 
else 
sl12 = dy12 / dx12 
slab = dyab / dxab 
xc = (ya - y1 + sl12 * x1 - slab * xa) / (sl12 - slab) 
yc = sl12 * (xc - x1) + y1 
endif 
endif 
c 
dxac = xa - xc 
dyac = ya - yc 
dac =  dxac*dxac + dyac*dyac 
dab =  dxab*dxab + dyab*dyab 
if (dac .lt. eps) stop 'erros in cross' 
fac = sqrt (dac / dab) 
c 
dx = xc - (x1+x2)/2. 
dy = yc - (y1+y2)/2. 
dd = sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) 
if (dd .gt. 1.e-8) then 
print *, dd 
pause 
endif 
c 
return 
end 
c........................................................................ 
subroutine gridpl(n_cell,nv) 
c 
c     this routine plots the grids in postscript format. 
c 
include 'paramg.inc' 
c 
common /coord/ x(100000), y(100000), xv(500000,2),  
& yv(500000,2) 
common /num/ neigh(100000,4), nb(100000,4), npb(100000) 
c 
dimension ix(100000), iy(100000), ixv(500000,2),  
& iyv(500000,2) 
c 
c....find maximum and minimum coordinates 
c 
ymax=-1.e20 
xmax=-1.e20 
xmin=1.e20 
ymin=xmin 
c 
do i = 1, n_cell 
xmax=max(xmax,x(i)) 
xmin=min(xmin,x(i)) 
ymin=min(ymin,y(i)) 
ymax=max(ymax,y(i)) 
end do 
c 
c.....scaling factor, scale coordinates, convert to integer 
c 
xl=xmax-xmin 
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yl=ymax-ymin 
scfx=8400.0/xl 
scfy=8400.0/yl 
scf=min(scfx,scfy) 
do i = 1, n_cell 
ix(i)=int((x(i)-xmin)*scf) 
iy(i)=int((y(i)-ymin)*scf) 
end do 
do i = 1, nv 
do j = 1, 2 
ixv(i,j)=int((xv(i,j)-xmin)*scf) 
iyv(i,j)=int((yv(i,j)-ymin)*scf) 
end do 
end do 
c 
c....write postscript file header 
c 
xmin=50. 
ymin=50. 
xmax=xmin+xl*scf*0.06 
ymax=ymin+yl*scf*0.06 
r = 1. 
g = 0. 
b = 0. 
c 
open(unit=7,file='grid.ps') 
call pshead(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax) 
c 
do i = 1, n_cell 
write(7,'(a4)') ' gs ' 
write(7,'(2i5,a11)') ix(i), iy(i), ' translate ' 
write(7,'(a13)') ' circle fill ' 
write(7,'(a4)') ' gr ' 
end do 
c 
c.....plot boundary of solution domain with thick line 
c 
c        write(7,*) '4 w' 
c 
c.....plot inner grid lines with thin lines 
c 
write(7,*) '1 w' 
do i = 1, nv 
write(7,'(2i5,a3)') ixv(i,1),iyv(i,1),' m ' 
write(7,'(2i5,a3)') ixv(i,2),iyv(i,2),' l ' 
write(7,*) 's' 
end do 
c 
c.....close plot for one grid 
c 
write(7,*) 'p' 
close(unit=7) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c....................................................................... 
subroutine pshead(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax) 
c 
c     this routine prints the header of postscript files. 
c 
write(7,*) '%!ps-adobe-2.0' 
write(7,*) '%%creator: gridpl' 
write(7,*) '%%boundingbox: ',xmin,ymin,xmax,ymax 
write(7,*) '%%endcomments' 
write(7,*) '/c {currentpoint} def /f {fill} def ' 
write(7,*) '/gr {grestore} def /gs {gsave} def /l {lineto} def ' 
write(7,*) '/m {moveto} def /n {newpath} def /p {showpage}  
& def ' 
write(7,*) '/s {stroke} def /sg {setgray} def ' 
write(7,*) '/w {setlinewidth} def ' 

write(7,*) '50 50 translate 0.06 0.06 scale ' 
write(7,*) '1 setlinecap 1 setlinejoin ' 
c 
radius = 4.0 
write(7,'(a7)') '/circle' 
write(7,'(a1)') '{' 
write(7,'(f5.2,1x,f5.2,a7)') radius, radius, ' scale ' 
write(7,'(a7)') 'newpath' 
write(7,'(a17)') '0 0 1.0 0 360 arc' 
write(7,'(a9)') 'closepath' 
write(7,'(a4)') '}def' 
return 
end 
c....................................................................... 
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Appendix C. 
Main source code 
 
 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /cfl/ cfl_ratio, dxmin 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /vector_old/ vl_old(ndim,nn), vg_old(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
common /iccg/ eps_iccg, min_iccg, max_iccg 
common /pois/ poiss_diag(nn), poiss(nn,ns) 
common /dec/ decom_diag(nn), decom(nn,ns) 
common /src/ source(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
&svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /mass/ cell_mass_tot(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_num/ nvin, npin 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max),  
& svolb_eff(nb_max), alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /void_con/ v_fluxl(nn), v_fluxg(nn) 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
common /num_density/ anumb(nb_max,ngr),  
& den_num(nn,ngr), conv_num(nn,ngr),  
& den_old(nn,0:ngr), alpha_old(nn) 
c 
real tarray(2), cpu(20), dtime  
c 
data iv, ip, is /1, 2, 3/ 
c 
c.....open input files 
c 
open (3, file=  'num_den.in') 
open (5, file = 'twofd.in') 
open (4, file = 'grid.in') 
open (6, file = 'input.dat') 
c 
c.....open output file 
c 
open (11, file = '..\plot\v_liq.out') 
open (12, file = '..\plot\v_gas.out') 
open (22, file = 'cpu.out') 
open (40, file='iac_g.out') 
open(400, file='src_area1.dat') 
open(401, file='src_area2.dat') 

open(402, file='src_area3.dat') 
open (39, file='velg.out') 
c 
rewind 2 
rewind 5 
rewind 4 
c 
c.....input data and initialization 
c 
call input 
c 
call const_source 
c 
itim = 0 
time = 0. 
dtout = 0.01 
tout = dtout 
nout = 1 
ttout = 0.2 
c 
c======================================= 
c.....start time loop 
c======================================= 
c 
itims = itim + 1 
itime = itim + itstep 
c 
do 400 itim = itims, itime 
c 
call calc_void 
c 
if (cfl_ratio .gt. 0.) call set_dt(dt) 
c 
time = time + dt 
c 
c.....shift solutions in time 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vl_old(ix,i) = v_liq(ix,i) 
vg_old(ix,i) = v_gas(ix,i) 
phil_old(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i) 
phig_old(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i) 
enddo 
c 
alpha_old(i)=alpha_gas(i) 
do j = 1, ng 
den_old(i,j)=den_num(i,j) 
enddo 
end do 
c 
if(lcal(iv) .gt. 0) call calc_vel 
c 
if(lcal(ip) .gt. 0) call calc_press 
c 
if (nout .lt. noutput) then 
nout = nout + 1 
else 
nout = 0 
call output1(time) 
endif 
c 
write(*,*) time, itim 
c 
if (time .gt. 15.) then 
print *,'   *** see results ***' 
stop 
endif 
c 
cpu (1) = cpu (1) + dtime (tarray) 
write(22,*) '### cpu time : ', cpu(1) 
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rewind 22 
400 continue 
c======================================= 
c.....close files, formats 
c======================================= 
close(unit=6) 
close(unit=4) 
close(unit=3) 
close(unit=5) 
c 
print *,'     *** calculation finished - see results ***' 
stop 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine calc_vel 
c 
c     This routine discretizes and solves the linearized 
c     momentum equations explicitly. 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /vector_old/ vl_old(ndim,nn), vg_old(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max), svolb_eff(nb_max),  
& alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /void_con/ v_fluxl(nn), v_fluxg(nn) 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
c 
dimension cvm(nn), denom(ndim,nn), c_l(ndim,nn),  
& c_g(ndim,nn), c_int(ndim,nn), diff_liq(ndim,nn),  
& diff_gas(ndim,nn), conv_liq(ndim,nn),  
& conv_gas(ndim,nn) 
c 
c===== Initialize state variables 
c.....Set void fraction 
c 
call calc_flux_in 
c 
c.....Interface Drag Coefficients 
c 
call inter_phase(c_int) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
if (npb(i) .gt. 0) p(i) = pb(npb(i)) 
c 
c.......Dynamic viscosity 
c 
dvisl(i) = visl(i) / rho_liq(i) 

dvisg(i) = visg(i) / rho_gas(i) 
c 
c.......Mixture, Virtual mass and Slip coefficient 
c 
cvm(i) = c_vm(alpha_gas(i)) 
arho_liq(i) = alpha_liq(i) * rho_liq(i) 
arho_gas(i) = alpha_gas(i) * rho_gas(i) 
rho_m(i) = arho_liq(i) + arho_gas(i) 
rho_vm(i) = cvm(i) * (arho_liq(i) + arho_gas(i)) 
c 
c.......Effective specific volumes 
c 
denom0 = rho_gas(i) * rho_liq(i) + rho_m(i) *  
& rho_vm(i) 
svoll_eff(i) = (rho_gas(i) + rho_vm(i)) / denom0 
svolg_eff(i) = (rho_liq(i) + rho_vm(i)) / denom0 
svol_eff(i) = alpha_liq(i) * svoll_eff(i) + alpha_gas(i) *  
& svolg_eff(i) 
do ix = i, ndim 
denom(ix,i) = denom0 
enddo 
c 
c.......Miscellaneous coefficients 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
tmp = c_int(ix,i) * dt 
c_l(ix,i) = denom0 + arho_liq(i) * tmp 
c_g(ix,i) = denom0 + arho_gas(i) * tmp 
denom(ix,i) = denom0 + rho_m(i) * tmp 
enddo 
c 
c.......Initialize vectors 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = 0. 
phi_gas(ix,i) = 0. 
diff_liq(ix,i) = 0. 
diff_gas(ix,i) = 0. 
conv_liq(ix,i) = 0. 
conv_gas(ix,i) = 0. 
enddo 
c 
end do 
c 
c======================================= 
c 
c.....Calculate gradient vector components at cell center 
c 
call grad_press(p, dpdx) 
c 
c.....Explicit Diffusion 
c 
call mom_diff(diff_liq, diff_gas) 
c 
c.....Gravity source contribution 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = diff_liq(ix,i) / vol(i) + arho_liq(i) *  
& grav(ix) 
phi_gas(ix,i) = diff_gas(ix,i) / vol(i) + arho_gas(i) *  
& grav(ix) 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
c.....Pressure source contribution 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i) - alpha_liq(i) * dpdx(ix,i) 
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i) - alpha_gas(i) * dpdx(ix,i) 
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enddo 
end do 
c 
c.....1st order Euler time advancing 
c 
dt2 = dt * dt 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
rg_t = rho_gas(i) * dt 
rl_t = rho_liq(i) * dt 
rvm_t = rho_vm(i) * dt 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi = phi_liq(ix,i) + phi_gas(ix,i) 
phi = (rvm_t + dt2 * c_int(ix,i)) * phi 
c 
v_l = alpha_liq(i) * phi 
v_g = alpha_gas(i) * phi 
c 
phi_liq(ix,i) = c_l(ix,i) * phil_old(ix,i) + alpha_liq(i) *  
& rg_t * c_int(ix,i) * phig_old(ix,i) + 
& rg_t * phi_liq(ix,i) + v_l 
phi_gas(ix,i) = c_g(ix,i) * phig_old(ix,i) + alpha_gas(i)  
& * rl_t * c_int(ix,i) * phil_old(ix,i) + 
& rl_t * phi_gas(ix,i) + v_g 
c 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i) / denom(ix,i) 
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i) / denom(ix,i) 
enddo 
c 
end do 
c 
c.....Explicit convection 
c 
call mom_conv(conv_liq, conv_gas) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i) + conv_liq(ix,i) / vol(i) * dt  
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i) + conv_gas(ix,i) / vol(i) *  
& dt  
enddo 
enddo 
c 
return 
end  
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine mom_diff(diff_liq, diff_gas) 
c 
c     This routine calculates diffusive fluxes through  
c     the cell face between cells i and j.  
c     Diffusive fluxes are discretized using central  
c     differences.  
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /vector_old/ vl_old(ndim,nn), vg_old(ndim,nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  

& dvisg(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max), svolb_eff(nb_max),  
& alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
dimension vl1(ndim), vl2(ndim), vg1(ndim), vg2(ndim),  
& fluxl_diff(ndim), fluxg_diff(ndim), 
& diff_liq(ndim,nn), diff_gas(ndim,nn) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vl1(ix) = vl_old(ix,i) 
vg1(ix) = vg_old(ix,i) 
c 
c.....Interpolate cell face values 
c 
if (nbcon(i,j) .gt. nin_max) then 
c 
c.............Outlet 
c 
avisli = alpha_liq(i) * visl(i) 
vl2(ix) = vl_old(ix,i) 
c 
avisgi = alpha_gas(i) * visg(i) 
vg2(ix) = vg_old(ix,i) 
c 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .gt. 0) then 
c 
c.............Inlet 
c 
alphab_l = 1. - alphab(i) 
avisli = alphab_l * visl(i) 
vl2(ix) = vb_liq(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
avisgi = alphab(i) * visg(i) 
vg2(ix) = vb_gas(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
c 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
c 
c...........Computing cells 
c 
k = neigh(i,j) 
avisli = fac1(i,j) * alpha_liq(i) * visl(i) + fac(i,j) *  
& alpha_liq(k) * visl(k) 
vl2(ix) = vl_old(ix,k) 
c 
avisgi = fac1(i,j) * alpha_gas(i) * visg(i) + fac(i,j) *  
& alpha_gas(k) * visg(k) 
vg2(ix) = vg_old(ix,k) 
c 
endif 
enddo 
c 
c.........Explicit diffusion 
c 
if (nbcon(i,j) .ge. 0.) then 
do ix = 1, ndim 
sv = se(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
fluxl_diff(ix) = avisli * (vl2(ix) - vl1(ix)) * sv 
fluxg_diff(ix) = avisgi * (vg2(ix) - vg1(ix)) * sv 
enddo 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .eq. -1) then 
c 
c..........Wall boundary condition 
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c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
sv = se(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
fluxl_diff(ix) = alpha_liq(i) * visl(i) * - vl1(ix) * sv 
fluxg_diff(ix) = alpha_gas(i) * visg(i) * - vg1(ix) * sv 
enddo 
else 
do ix = 1, ndim 
fluxl_diff(ix) = 0. 
fluxg_diff(ix) = 0. 
enddo 
endif 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
diff_liq(ix,i) = diff_liq(ix,i) + fluxl_diff(ix) 
diff_gas(ix,i) = diff_gas(ix,i) + fluxg_diff(ix) 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine mom_conv(conv_liq, conv_gas) 
c 
c     This routine calculates convective fluxes through  
c      the cell face  
c     between cells i and j blending upwind and  
c      central difference scheme. 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /vector_old/ vl_old(ndim,nn), vg_old(ndim,nn) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max),  
& svolb_eff(nb_max), alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
dimension vl1(ndim), vl2(ndim), vli(ndim), vg1(ndim),  
& vg2(ndim), vgi(ndim), fluxl_conv(ndim),  
& fluxg_conv(ndim), conv_liq(ndim,nn),  
& conv_gas(ndim,nn) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vl1(ix) = vl_old(ix,i) 
vg1(ix) = vg_old(ix,i) 
c 
c.....Interpolate cell face values 
c 
if (nbcon(i,j) .gt. nin_max) then 

c 
c.............Outlet 
c 
vli(ix) = vl_old(ix,i) 
vl2(ix) = vli(ix) 
vgi(ix) = vg_old(ix,i) 
vg2(ix) = vgi(ix) 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .gt. 0) then 
c 
c.............Inlet 
c 
vli(ix) = vb_liq(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
vl2(ix) = vli(ix) 
vgi(ix) = vb_gas(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
vg2(ix) = vgi(ix) 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
c 
c.............Computing cells 
c 
k = neigh(i,j) 
vli(ix) = fac1(i,j) * vl_old(ix,i) + fac(i,j) * vl_old(ix,k) 
vl2(ix) = vl_old(ix,k) 
vgi(ix) = fac1(i,j) * vg_old(ix,i) + fac(i,j) * vg_old(ix,k) 
vg2(ix) = vg_old(ix,k) 
if (npb(k) .eq. 1) then 
vli(ix) = vl_old(ix,i) 
vl2(ix) = vli(ix) 
vgi(ix) = vg_old(ix,i) 
vg2(ix) = vgi(ix) 
endif 
else 
c 
c.............Wall 
c 
vli(ix) = 0. 
vgi(ix) = 0. 
endif 
enddo 
c 
c.........Explicit convection 
c 
if (nbcon(i,j) .ge. 0.) then 
do ix = 1, ndim 
c 
c.............Upwind 
c 
fluxl_conv_up = dmin1(sfluxl_vol(i,j), 0.d0) * vl2(ix) +  
& dmax1(sfluxl_vol(i,j), 0.d0) * vl1(ix) 
fluxg_conv_up = dmin1(sfluxg_vol(i,j), 0.d0) * vg2(ix)  
& + dmax1(sfluxg_vol(i,j), 0.d0) * vg1(ix) 
c 
c.............Central difference 
c 
fluxl_conv_cd = sfluxl_vol(i,j) * vli(ix) 
fluxg_conv_cd = sfluxg_vol(i,j) * vgi(ix) 
c 
c.............Blend scheme 
c 
fluxl_conv(ix) = fluxl_conv_up + blend_cd *  
& (fluxl_conv_cd - fluxl_conv_up) 
fluxg_conv(ix) = fluxg_conv_up + blend_cd *  
& (fluxg_conv_cd - fluxg_conv_up) 
enddo 
c 
else 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
fluxl_conv(ix) = 0. 
fluxg_conv(ix) = 0. 
enddo 
c 
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endif 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
conv_liq(ix,i) = conv_liq(ix,i) - fluxl_conv(ix) 
conv_gas(ix,i) = conv_gas(ix,i) - fluxg_conv(ix) 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine calc_void 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max), svolb_eff(nb_max),  
& alphab(nb_max) 
common /void_con/ v_fluxl(nn), v_fluxg(nn) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /num_density/ anumb(nb_max,ngr),  
& den_num(nn,ngr), conv_num(nn,ngr),  
& den_old(nn,0:ngr), alpha_old(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
&  svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /source1/ P_C(ngr), D_C(ngr), P_B(ngr),  
& D_B(ngr), P_W(ngr), D_W(ngr) 
common /num_dia/ dia(ngr),  
& dia_min(ngr),dia_max(ngr),vol_b(0:ngr), 
& vol_max(ngr), vol_min(ngr), eddy_min(ngr,ngr) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /si/ sigma_i(nn) 
common /fluxn/ fluxn_vol(nn,ns) 
common /drho_gas/  
& drdx(ndim,nn),pre_t(nn,ngr),ss(nn,ngr) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /iac_data/ a_iac(nn), area_b(ngr), d_sm(nn) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /src_data/ sr_c1(nn,ngr), sr_b1(nn,ngr),  
& sr_p(nn,ngr), sr_w1(nn,ngr), sr_all(nn,ngr),  
& sr_c2(nn,ngr), sr_b2(nn,ngr), sr_w2(nn,ngr) 
c 
dimension a_liq(nn), a_gas(nn), vli(ndim), vgi(ndim),  
& vngi(ndim)  
c 
pi=3.141592 
c  

do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (alpha_gas(i) .lt. alpha_min) then 
v_gas(ix,i) = 0. 
else 
v_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i)/alpha_gas(i) 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
c======================================= 
do i=1,ncell 
temp=30. 
press_i=p(i) 
rho_g = 2.313*press_i/1.d6/0.2 
rho_gas(i)=rho_g 
enddo   
c======================================= 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do k = 1, num_neigh(i) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (nbcon(i,k) .lt. 0) then 
vgi(ix) = 0. 
elseif (nbcon(i,k) .eq. 0) then 
kn = neigh(i,k) 
vgi(ix) = fac1(i,k) * v_gas(ix,i) + fac(i,k) * v_gas(ix,kn) 
elseif (nbcon(i,k) .le. nin_max) then 
vgi(ix) = vb_gas(i) * xn(ix,i,k) 
else 
vgi(ix) = v_gas(ix,i) 
endif 
enddo 
c 
fluxg_vol(i,k) = 0. 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
fluxg_vol(i,k) = fluxg_vol(i,k) + vgi(ix) * sx(ix,i,k) 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
call equation(i) 
c 
do j = 1, ng 
c  
conv_num(i,j)=0. 
c 
do k = 1, num_neigh(i) 
c 
den1=den_old(i,j) 
if (nbcon(i,k) .gt. nin_max) then ! outlet 
den2=den_old(i,j) 
elseif (nbcon(i,k) .gt. 0) then ! inlet 
den2=anumb(i,j) 
elseif (nbcon(i,k) .eq. 0) then ! compute cell 
kn=neigh(i,k) 
den2=den_old(kn,j) 
else   ! wall 
den2=0. 
endif 
c 
if (nbcon(i,k) .ge. 0) then ! upwind 
fluxg_den=dmin1(fluxg_vol(i,k),0.d0)*den2+ 
& dmax1(fluxg_vol(i,k),0.d0)*den1 
else 
fluxg_den=0. 
endif 
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c 
conv_num(i,j)=conv_num(i,j)-fluxg_den 
enddo 
c 
k1=neigh(i,2) 
k2=neigh(i,4) 
if (k1 .eq. 5) then 
pre_t(i,j) = - v_gas(2,i)*den_old(i,j)*(rho_gas(i)- 
& rho_gas(k2))/(2*dji(i,4)*rho_gas(i)) 
elseif (k2 .eq. 1) then 
pre_t(i,j) = - v_gas(2,i)*den_old(i,j)*(rho_gas(k1)- 
& rho_gas(i))/(2*dji(i,2)*rho_gas(i)) 
else 
pre_t(i,j) = - v_gas(2,i)*den_old(i,j)*(rho_gas(k1)- 
& rho_gas(k2))/(2*dji(i,4)*rho_gas(i)) 
endif 
c 
den_num(i,j)=den_old(i,j)+conv_num(i,j)/vol(i)*dt+dt*( 
& P_C(j)-D_C(j)+P_B(j)-D_B(j)+P_W(j)-  
& D_W(j)+pre_t(i,j)) 
c 
sr_c1(i,j) = P_C(j)  
sr_c2(i,j) = - D_C(j) 
sr_b1(i,j) = P_B(j)  
sr_b2(i,j) = - D_B(j) 
sr_w1(i,j) = P_W(j)  
sr_w2(i,j) = - D_W(j) 
sr_p(i,j) = pre_t(i,j)  
sr_all(i,j) = sr_c1(i,j) + sr_b1(i,j)+sr_c2(i,j) + sr_b2(i,j)+  
& sr_w1(i,j)+sr_w1(i,j)+ sr_p(i,j) 
c 
if (den_num(i,j) .lt. 0.) then 
den_num(i,j) = 0. 
endif 
c  
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
alpha_gas(i)=0. 
a_iac(i)=0. 
do j = 1, ng 
alpha_gas(i)=alpha_gas(i)+vol_b(j)*den_num(i,j) 
a_iac(i) = a_iac(i) + area_b(j)*den_num(i,j) 
enddo 
d_sm(i) = 6. * alpha_gas(i) / a_iac(i) 
alpha_liq(i)=1.-alpha_gas(i) 
enddo 
c 
c.....cal_vel 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do ix = 1, ndim 
c 
if (alpha_gas(i) .gt. alpha_min) then 
v_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i)/alpha_gas(i) 
else 
v_gas(ix,i) = 0. 
endif 
c 
if (alpha_liq(i) .gt. alpha_min) then 
v_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i)/alpha_liq(i) 
else 
v_liq(ix,i) = 0. 
endif 
c 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
return 

end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine equation(i) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
c 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /num_density/ anumb(nb_max,ngr),  
& den_num(nn,ngr), conv_num(nn,ngr),  
& den_old(nn,0:ngr), alpha_old(nn) 
common /source1/ P_C(ngr), D_C(ngr), P_B(ngr),  
& D_B(ngr), P_W(ngr), D_W(ngr) 
common /source2/ C_PC(ngr,ngr,ngr), C_LC(ngr,ngr),  
& C_PB(ngr,ngr), C_LB(ngr,ngr), C_PW(ngr,ngr,ngr),  
& C_LW(ngr,ngr) 
common /tuning/ tun_c, tun_b, tun_w 
common /num_dia/ dia(ngr),  
& dia_min(ngr),dia_max(ngr),vol_b(0:ngr), 
& vol_max(ngr), vol_min(ngr), eddy_min(ngr,ngr) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /volume_hap/ n_cg1(nn), n_cg2(nn),  
& n_cg3(nn), n_v_max 
common /bubble_m/ col_rate(ngr,ngr), col_eff(ngr,ngr),  
& bre_rate(ngr,ngr), bre_eff(ngr,ngr), 
& wak_rate(ngr,ngr), wak_eff(ngr,ngr) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
c 
pi=3.141592 
sigma=0.0728 
pre_a=p(i) 
e_diss=ediss(pre_a) 
ac=0. 
ab=0. 
aw=0. 
c 
do j=1,ng 
P_C(j) = 0 
enddo 
c 
c.....Production by coalescence 
do j=1, n_v_max 
i1 = n_cg1(j) 
i2 = n_cg2(j) 
i3 = n_cg3(j) 
C_PC(i1,i2,i3) =  
& e_diss**(1./3.)*col_rate(i2,i3)*col_eff(i2,i3)**  
& (e_diss** (1./ 3.)) 
if (i2 .eq. i3) then 
P_C(i1)=P_C(i1)+tun_c*e_diss**(1./3.)*col_rate(i2,i3)  
& *col _eff(i2,i3)**(e_diss**(1./3.))*den_old(i,i2) 
& *den_old(i,i3) 
else 
P_C(i1)=P_C(i1)+tun_c/2.*e_diss**(1./3.)*  
& col_rate(i2,i3) *col_eff(i2,i3)**(e_diss**(1./3.))*  
& den_old(i,i2)* den_old(i,i3) 
endif 
enddo 
c   
20 format(3(i3,2x), e15.7) 
c 
c.....Loss by coalescence 
do j=1,ng 
D_C(j)=0. 
vol_lim=vol_max(ng) 
do ka=1,ng 
c 
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vol_hap=vol_b(j)+vol_b(ka) 
if (vol_hap .gt. vol_lim) then 
C_LC(j,ka)=0. 
else 
C_LC(j,ka)=e_diss**(1./3.)*col_rate(j,ka)*col_eff(j,ka)  
& **(e_diss**(1./3.)) 
endif 
c 
DC=C_LC(j,ka)*den_old(i,j)*den_old(i,ka) 
D_C(j)=D_C(j)+tun_c*DC 
enddo 
c 
30 format(2(i3,2x), e15.7) 
c 
c.....Production by breakup 
c 
P_B(j)=0. 
do ka=j+1,ng 
c 
C_PB(j,ka)=e_diss**(1./3.)*bre_rate(ka,j)*  
& (1.-alpha_gas(i))*bre_eff(ka,j)**  
& (e_diss**(-2./3.)) !*(vol_b(j)/vol_b(ka)) 
c  
PB=C_PB(j,ka)*den_old(i,ka) 
P_B(j)=P_B(j)+tun_b*PB 
enddo 
c 
c.....Loss by breakup 
c 
D_B(j)=0. 
do ka=1,j-1 
c 
C_LB(j,ka)=e_diss**(1./3.)*bre_rate(j,ka)*(1.- 
& alpha_gas(i))*bre_eff(j,ka)**  
& (e_diss**(-2./3.)) !*(vol_b(ka)/vol_b(j)) 
c 
DB=C_LB(j,ka)*den_old(i,j) 
D_B(j)=D_B(j)+tun_b*DB 
enddo 
c 
c.....Production by wake entrainment 
c 
if (j .ge. ncap) then 
P_W(j)=0. 
do ka=ncap,j 
do la=1,ka-1    
vol_hap=vol_b(ka)+vol_b(la) 
if ((vol_hap .lt. vol_min(j)) .or. (vol_hap .gt.  
& vol_max(j))) then 
C_PW(j,ka,la)=0. 
else 
C_PW(j,ka,la)=wak_rate(ka,la)*wak_eff(ka,la)**(e_diss 
& **(1./3.)) 
endif 
c 
PW=C_PW(j,ka,la)*den_old(i,ka)*den_old(i,la) 
P_W(j)=P_W(j)+tun_w*PW 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
c 
c.....Loss by wake entrainment 
c  
D_W(j)=0. 
if (j .lt. ncap) then 
do ka=ncap,ng 
C_LW(j,ka)=0. 
vol_hap=vol_b(j)+vol_b(ka) 
if (vol_hap .lt. vol_lim) then 
C_LW(j,ka)=wak_rate(ka,j)*wak_eff(ka,j)**  
& (e_diss**(1./3.)) 

endif 
DW=C_LW(j,ka)*den_old(i,j)*den_old(i,ka) 
D_W(j)=D_W(j)+tun_w*DW 
enddo 
c 
else 
c 
do ka=1,ng 
C_LW(j,ka)=0. 
vol_hap=vol_b(j)+vol_b(ka) 
if (vol_hap .lt. vol_lim) then 
if (ka .lt. j) then 
C_LW(j,ka)=wak_rate(j,ka)*wak_eff(j,ka)**  
& (e_diss**(1./3.)) 
elseif (ka .gt. j) then 
C_LW(j,ka)=wak_rate(ka,j)*wak_eff(ka,j)**  
& (e_diss**(1./3.)) 
endif 
endif 
DW=C_LW(j,ka)*den_old(i,j)*den_old(i,ka) 
D_W(j)=D_W(j)+tun_w*DW 
enddo 
endif 
c 
enddo 
c 
111 format (2(i4,2x), 7(e16.7,2x)) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine const_source 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /num_dia/ dia(ngr),  
& dia_min(ngr),dia_max(ngr),vol_b(0:ngr), 
& vol_max(ngr), vol_min(ngr), eddy_min(ngr,ngr) 
common /bubble_m/ col_rate(ngr,ngr), col_eff(ngr,ngr),  
& bre_rate(ngr,ngr), bre_eff(ngr,ngr), wak_rate(ngr,ngr),  
& wak_eff(ngr,ngr) 
c 
pi = 3.141592 
c 
c.....Coalescence by random collision 
c 
do ia=1,ng 
do ja=1,ng 
dia1 = dia(ia) 
dia2 = dia(ja) 
dvel = dsqrt(dia1**(2./3.)+dia2**(2./3.)) 
col_rate(ia,ja) = 0.35*pi*(dia1+dia2)**2.*dvel 
tij = c_time(dia1/2,dia2/2) 
tauij = tau(dia1/2,dia2/2) 
col_eff(ia,ja) = dexp(-tij/tauij) 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
c.....Breakup by turbulent effect 
c 
do ia=1,ng 
do ja=1,ia-1 
dia_x = (dia(ia)**3.-dia(ja)**3.)**(1./3.) 
eddy_min(ia,ja) = dmax1(dia(ja),dia_x) 
dia_e = dia(ia) 
e_min = dia(ia)*0.8 
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e_min = dmax1(eddy_min(ia,ja),e_min) 
eddy_num = -0.267*((e_min**3.- 
& dia_e**3.)/(dia_e*e_min)**3.) 
bre_rate(ia,ja)=sur_b(dia_e,e_min)*  
& vel_bk(dia_e,e_min)*eddy_num 
bre_eff(ia,ja) =  
& dexp(- energy_sur(dia_e,dia(ja),dia_x)/  
& energy_e(dia_e,e_min)) 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
c.....Wake entrainment  
c 
do ia=ncap,ng 
do ja=1,ia-1 
vel1 = vel_cap(dia(ia)) 
wak_rate(ia,ja) = 0.304*pi*dia(ia)**2.*vel1  
tij = cw_time(dia(ia)/2.,dia(ja)/2.) 
tauij = tau(dia(ia)/2.,dia(ja)/2.) 
wak_eff(ia,ja) = dexp(-tij/tauij) 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function Conc(dia1,dia2,vel1,vel2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
pi=3.141592 
Conc=pi*(dia1+dia2)**2.*(vel1**2.+vel2**2.)**(1./2.)  
& /4 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function vel_bk(dia1,dia2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
vb1=1.4*dia1**(1./3.) 
vb2=1.725*(dia1**(4./3.)-dia2**(4./3.)) 
vel_bk=vb1+vb2/(dia1-dia2) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function sur_b(dia1,dia2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
pi=3.141592 
sur_b=pi/4.*(dia1**2.+dia1*(dia1+dia2)+1./3.*(dia1**2 
&.+ dia1*dia2+dia2**2.)) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function u_edd(e_diss,dia1) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 

u_edd=2.3*(e_diss*dia1)**(1./3.) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function u_f(e_diss,dia1) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
u_f=1.4*(e_diss*dia1)**(1./3.) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function energy_e(dia1,dia2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
pi=3.141592 
energy_e=0.092*pi*rhol*(dia1**(14./3.)-  
& dia2**(14./3.))/(dia1-dia2) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function energy_sur(dia1,dia2,dia3) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
pi=3.141592 
sigma=0.0728 
energy_sur=pi*sigma*(dia2**2.+dia3**2.-dia1**2.) 
c 
return 
end  
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function tau(rad1,rad2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
rij=2.*(1./rad1+1./rad2)**(-1.) 
tau=rij**(2./3.) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function c_time(rad1,rad2) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
sigma=0.0728 
rij=2.*(1./rad1+1./rad2)**(-1.) 
c_time=0.25*log(10**4.)*dsqrt(rhol*rij**3./sigma) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function cw_time(rad1,rad2) 
c 
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include 'param.inc' 
c 
sigma=0.0728 
rij=2.*(1./rad1+1./rad2)**(-1.) 
cw_time=0.2071*log(10**4.)*dsqrt(rhol*rij**3./sigma) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function vel_cap(dia1) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
D_h=0.08 
d_r=dia1/D_h 
if (d_r .lt. 0.125) then 
vel_cap=dsqrt(gra*dia1/2.) 
elseif (d_r .gt. 0.6) then 
vel_cap=dsqrt(gra*dia1/2.)*0.496*dsqrt(1/d_r) 
else 
vel_cap=dsqrt(gra*dia1/2.)*1.13*exp(-d_r) 
endif 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function ediss(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
velj_tot=calc_velj_tot(pre_a) 
rho_m=calc_rho_m(pre_a) 
dpdz_fric=Calc_DP_fric_LM(pre_a) 
ediss=velj_tot/rho_m*dpdz_fric  
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function calc_velj_tot(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
velj_g_i=calc_jg(pre_a) 
calc_velj_tot=velj_g_i+velj_f 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function calc_jg(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
calc_jg=velj_g0*p0/pre_a 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function calc_rho_m(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 

G=flux_mass(pre_a) 
velj_tot_i=calc_velj_tot(pre_a) 
c 
calc_rho_m=G/velj_tot_i 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function flux_mass(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
rho_g=1.184 
rho_f=997.1 
velj_g_i=calc_jg(pre_a) 
flux_mass=rho_g*velj_g_i+rho_f*velj_f 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function Calc_DP_fric_LM(pre_a) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c    
D_h=0.08 
pi=3.141592 
area=pi*D_h**2./4. 
gamma=0.2 
C_l=0.046 
c 
dot_mf =calc_dot_mf() 
dot_mg =calc_dot_mg(pre_a) 
c 
G_flow=(dot_mf+dot_mg)/area 
c 
if(dot_mg>0) then 
X=sqrt((dot_mf/dot_mg)**1.8*(rhog/rhol)*  
& (vis_liq/vis_gas)**0.2) 
Phi_f=1+20/X+1/X/X  
DPDZF=(2.*(4/pi)**(2-gamma)*C_l* 
& vis_liq**gamma*dot_mf**(2-gamma)) 
& /(D_h**(5-gamma)*rhol*gra) 
endif 
c 
Calc_DP_fric_LM = DPDZF*Phi_f 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function calc_dot_mf() 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
D_h=0.08 
pi=3.141592 
area=pi*D_h**2./4. 
calc_dot_mf=velj_f*rhol*area 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function calc_dot_mg(pre_a) 
c 
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include 'param.inc' 
c 
D_h=0.08 
pi=3.141592 
area=pi*D_h**2./4. 
velj_g_i    =calc_jg(pre_a) 
calc_dot_mg =rhog*velj_g_i*area 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine calc_flux_in 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j).gt.0 .and. nbcon(i,j).le.nin_max) then 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = 0. 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
avli = phib_liq(nbcon(i,j)) * xn(ix,i,j) 
avgi = phib_gas(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = sfluxl_vol(i,j) + avli * sx(ix,i,j) 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = sfluxg_vol(i,j) + avgi * sx(ix,i,j) 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
if (npb(i) .gt. 0) then 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
if (npb(k) .eq. 0) then 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,k) 
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,k) 
phil_old(ix,i) = phil_old(ix,k) 
phig_old(ix,i) = phig_old(ix,k) 
v_liq(ix,i) = v_liq(ix,k) 
v_gas(ix,i) = v_gas(ix,k) 
enddo 
alpha_liq(i) = alpha_liq(k) 
alpha_gas(i) = alpha_gas(k) 
endif 
endif 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 

c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
function c_vm(alpha) 
c 
c.....RELAP5 
include 'param.inc' 
 
if (alpha .lt. 0.5) then 
c_vm = (1. + 2. * alpha) / (1. - alpha) / 2. 
else 
c_vm = (3. - 2. * alpha) / alpha / 2. 
endif 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine inter_phase(c_int) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /iac_data/ a_iac(nn), area_b(ngr), d_sm(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /x_length/ x_dis(nn) 
c 
dimension c_int(ndim,nn), cd(nn), cl_l(nn), c_lub(nn) 
c 
c_d = 0.44 
d = 0.0077    
sigma = 0.0728 
dl = 2. * 3.141592 * sqrt(sigma / 9.8 / (rhol - rhog)) 
xk = 1.0 
x_dia = 0.08   
c = 3. / 4. * c_d / d 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
vr = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (alpha_gas(i) .gt. alpha_min) then 
dvg = phig_old(ix,i)/alpha_gas(i) 
else 
dvg = 0. 
endif 
c 
if (alpha_liq(i) .gt. alpha_min) then 
dvl = phil_old(ix,i)/alpha_liq(i) 
else 
dvl = 0. 
endif 
c 
dv = dvg - dvl  
vr = vr + dv * dv 
enddo 
c 
if (vr .gt. 0.) then 
vr = sqrt (vr) 
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else 
vr = 0. 
endif 
c 
c.....ishii(1984) 
c..... viscous regime 
vis_m = visl(i) / alpha_liq(i) 
re_num = rho_liq(i) * d_sm(i) * vr / vis_m 
if (re_num .ne. 0.) then 
c_d1 = 24. * (1 + 0.1 * re_num**0.75)/re_num  
else 
c_d1 = 0. 
endif 
c..... churn-turbulent flow regime 
c  c_d1 = 3. * (1. - alpha_gas(i)) **2. /8. 
c 
c..... slug regime 
c 
c  c_d1 = 9.8 * (1. - alpha_gas(i)) ** 3.  
c 
cda = a_iac(i) * c_d1 * rho_liq(i) * vr /8. 
c 
c.....ishii end 
c 
if (alpha_liq(i) .gt. alpha_min .and. alpha_gas(i) .gt.  
& alpha_min) then 
cd(i) = cda / alpha_liq(i) / alpha_gas(i) 
else 
cd(i) = 0. 
endif 
c 
c.......Interfacial drag end 
c 
c.......Interface Diffusion 
c 
ve = xk * alpha_gas(i) * alpha_liq(i) * dl * vr 
visl(i) = vis_liq + ve 
visg(i) = vis_gas + ve 
c 
c.......Mixing length model (Nikuradse's equation) 
c 
x_rad = x_dia/2. 
k = neigh(i,1) 
xy = x_rad - x(1,i) 
if (k .eq. -1) then 
dzdy = v_liq(2,i)/dji(i,1) 
else 
dzdy = (v_liq(2,i) - v_liq(2,k))/dji(i,1) 
endif 
c 
x_mvel = dabs(dzdy)    
xl_n = x_rad * (0.14-0.08*(1-xy/x_rad)**2-0.06*(1- 
& xy/x_rad)**4) 
xl_m = xl_n * xl_n 
vis_tl = xl_m * x_mvel * alpha_liq(i) /rho_liq(i) 
vis_tg = xl_m * x_mvel * alpha_gas(i) /rho_gas(i) 
c 
visl(i) = visl(i) + vis_tl 
visg(i) = visg(i) + vis_tg 
c 
c........Mixing length model end...         
c 
c.......Lift force coefficient .........................HUH 
c 
c......Saffman force 
cl_l(i) = 0.5 * rho_liq(i)    !!! change 
k = neigh(i,1)  
if (k .eq. -1) then 
dzdy = v_liq(2,i)/dji(i,1) 
y_length = x_rad - x(1,i) 
else 

dzdy = (v_liq(2,i) - v_liq(2,k))/dji(i,1) 
y_length = x_rad - x(1,i) 
endif 
c 
if (alpha_liq(i) .gt. alpha_min)  then 
cl_l(i) = cl_l(i) * dzdy /alpha_liq(i) 
else 
cl_l(i) = 0. 
endif 
c 
c......Lubrication force 
c 
cr = -0.01 + 0.05 * d/y_length 
c_r = dmax1 (0.0, cr) 
c_v = v_gas(2,i) - v_liq(2,i) 
c_lub(i) = rho_liq(i) * c_v * c_r / d 
c 
if (alpha_liq(i) .gt. alpha_min) then 
c_lub(i) = c_lub(i)/alpha_liq(i) 
else 
c_lub(i) = 0. 
endif   
c 
c.......Lift force coefficient end.......................HUH 
c 
c.....Total inter-phase force 
c 
c_int(1,i) = cd(i) 
c_int(2,i) = cd(i) + cl_l(i) !- c_lub(i) 
c 
enddo 
c 
56 format(i5, 4(2x,f15.8)) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine calc_press 
c  
c     This routine assembles and solves the pressure 
c     equation using colocated grid. SMAC algorithm c     
is applied. 
c     Non-orthogonality effects are not taken into  
c     account. 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /vector_old/ vl_old(ndim,nn), vg_old(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
common /iccg/ eps_iccg, min_iccg, max_iccg 
common /pois/ poiss_diag(nn), poiss(nn,ns) 
common /src/ source(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn), 
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
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& nbg 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
c 
c.....Initialize arrays and set matrix for pressure poisson c   
equation 
c 
call matrix_p 
c 
c.....Initialize pressure 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
pp(i) = 0. 
end do 
c 
c.....Solve equations system for p' using iccg solver 
c 
c.....Incomplete choleskey decomposition 
c 
call incom_decomp 
c 
c.....Preconditioned conjugate gradient solver 
c 
call pcg_solver(eps_iccg, min_iccg, max_iccg, dt, pp,  
& source) 
c 
c.....Calculate pressure-correction gradients 
c 
call grad_press(pp, dpdx) 
c 
c.....Correct volume fluxes at inner cv-faces 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
cf = dt * se(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
dp = pp(k) - pp(i) 
svolli = fac1(i,j) * alpha_liq(i) * svoll_eff(i) + fac(i,j) *  
& alpha_liq(k) * svoll_eff(k) 
svolgi = fac1(i,j) * alpha_gas(i) * svolg_eff(i) + fac(i,j)  
& * alpha_gas(k) * svolg_eff(k) 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = sfluxl_vol(i,j) - cf * svolli * dp 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = sfluxg_vol(i,j) - cf * svolgi * dp 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
c.....Correct pressure and velocities 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
if (npb(i) .eq. 0) then 
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi_liq(ix,i) - alpha_liq(i) * svoll_eff(i) *  
& dpdx(ix,i) * dt 
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi_gas(ix,i) - alpha_gas(i) * svolg_eff(i)  
& * dpdx(ix,i) * dt 
enddo 
p(i) = p(i) + pp(i) 
endif 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine matrix_p 
c 
c     This routine sets the matrix coefficients for 
c     pressure calculation. 

c     flux_vol is the volume flux through the face. 
c     poiss_diag and poiss are the contributions to  
c     matrix coefficients 
c     in the pressure equation at cells i and j. 
c     Surface vector directed from j to i. 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
c 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
c 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
c 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /flux/ fluxl_vol(nn,ns), fluxg_vol(nn,ns),  
& sfluxl_vol(nn,ns), sfluxg_vol(nn,ns) 
c 
common /pois/ poiss_diag(nn), poiss(nn,ns) 
common /src/ source(nn) 
c 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
c 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max),  
& rhob_gas(nb_max), svolb_eff(nb_max),  
& alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
c 
dimension vli(ndim), vgi(ndim), avli(ndim), avgi(ndim) 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
source(i) = 0. 
poiss_diag(i) = 0. 
c 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
c 
c.....Interpolated cell face values 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (nbcon(i,j) .lt. 0) then 
avli(ix) = 0. 
avgi(ix) = 0. 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
avli(ix) = fac1(i,j) * phi_liq(ix,i) + fac(i,j) *  
& phi_liq(ix,k) 
avgi(ix) = fac1(i,j) * phi_gas(ix,i) + fac(i,j) *  
& phi_gas(ix,k) 
svoli = fac1(i,j) * svol_eff(i) + fac(i,j) * svol_eff(k) 
elseif (nbcon(i,j) .le. nin_max) then 
avli(ix) = phib_liq(nbcon(i,j)) * xn(ix,i,j) 
avgi(ix) = phib_gas(i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
svoli = svolb_eff(i) 
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else 
avli(ix) = phi_liq(ix,i) 
avgi(ix) = phi_gas(ix,i) 
svoli = svol_eff(i) 
endif 
enddo 
c             
tmp = dt * se(i,j) / dji(i,j) 
cf = tmp * svoli 
c 
c.....Volume flux, coefficients for the p-equation 
c 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = 0. 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = 0. 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = sfluxl_vol(i,j) + avli(ix) * sx(ix,i,j) 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = sfluxg_vol(i,j) + avgi(ix) * sx(ix,i,j) 
enddo 
c 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
c 
dp = 0.0 
do ix = 1, ndim 
dp = dp + (dpdx(ix,k)+dpdx(ix,i)) * (x(ix,k)-x(ix,i)) / 2. 
enddo 
svolli = fac1(i,j) * alpha_liq(i) * svoll_eff(i) + fac(i,j) *  
& alpha_liq(k) * svoll_eff(k) 
svolgi = fac1(i,j) * alpha_gas(i) * svolg_eff(i) + fac(i,j)  
& * alpha_gas(k) * svolg_eff(k) 
cf_l = tmp * svolli 
cf_g = tmp * svolgi 
dp = (p(k) - p(i)) - dp 
dp_fluxl = cf_l * dp 
dp_fluxg = cf_g * dp 
sfluxl_vol(i,j) = sfluxl_vol(i,j) - dp_fluxl 
sfluxg_vol(i,j) = sfluxg_vol(i,j) - dp_fluxg 
c 
poiss(i,j) = -cf 
poiss_diag(i) = poiss_diag(i) + cf 
endif 
c 
c.....Source term 
c 
if (npb(i) .eq. 0) then 
source(i) = source(i) - sfluxl_vol(i,j) - sfluxg_vol(i,j) 
endif 
c 
enddo 
c 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine grad_press(s, dsdx) 
c 
c     This routine calculates the components of the  
c      gradient 
c     vector of pressure at the cell center, using  
c     conservative 
c     scheme based on the gauss theorem.  
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 

common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
c 
dimension s(nn), dsdx(ndim,nn), fhi(ns) 
c 
eps = 1.e-15 
c 
c.....Initialize new gradient 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
do i = 1, ncell 
dsdx(ix,i) = 0. 
enddo 
end do 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
c1 = fac1(i,j) / rho_m(i) 
c2 = fac(i,j) / rho_m(k) 
fhi(j) = (c1 * s(i) + c2 * s(k)) / (c1 + c2) 
else 
fhi(j) = s(i) 
endif 
enddo 
c 
dsdx(1,i) = (fhi(1)-fhi(3))/0.005 
dsdx(2,i) = (fhi(2)-fhi(4))/0.01 
enddo 
c 
c.....Apply least square & linear interpoltion for the  
c   pressure gradient 
c   at the boundary cells 
c 
call grad_press_ls(s, dsdx) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine grad_press_ls(s, dsdx) 
c 
c     This routine calculates the components of the  
c     gradient vector of pressure at the cell center,  
c     using least square method and 
c     linear interpolation.  
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn) 
common /grad_ls_c/ a11(nn), a12(nn), a13(nn), a22(nn),  
& a23(nn), a33(nn), a(nn), det(nn) 
c 
dimension s(nn), dsdx(ndim,nn), f(ndim), dx(ndim,ns),  
& sdx(ndim) 
c 
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logical initial 
data initial /.true./ 
c 
eps = 1.e-15 
c 
if (initial) then 
call grad_press_ls_c 
initial = .false. 
endif 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
if (ngrad(i) .gt. 0) then 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
f(ix) = 0. 
sdx(ix) = 0. 
dsdx(ix,i) = 0. 
enddo 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
dx(ix,j) = x(ix,k) - x(ix,i) 
enddo 
ds = s(k) - s(i) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
f(ix) = f(ix) + dx(ix,j) * ds 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
c 
if (det(i) .eq. 1.0) then 
dsdx(1,i) = (a11(i) * f(1) + a12(i) * f(2)) / a(i) 
dsdx(2,i) = (a12(i) * f(1) + a22(i) * f(2)) / a(i) 
else 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
ds = s(k) - s(i) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (abs(dx(ix,j)) .gt. eps) then 
sdx(ix) = sdx(ix) + 1. 
dr = dji(i,j) * dji(i,j) 
dsdx(ix,i) = dsdx(ix,i) + ds * dx(ix,j) / dr 
endif 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (sdx(ix) .gt. 0.) then 
dsdx(ix,i) = dsdx(ix,i) / sdx(ix) 
else 
stop '# No neighbor cells for least square fitting #' 
endif 
enddo 
endif 
c 
endif 
c 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine grad_press_ls_c 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  

& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn) 
c 
common /grad_ls_c/ a11(nn), a12(nn), a13(nn), a22(nn),  
& a23(nn), a33(nn), a(nn), det(nn) 
c 
real dx(ndim), b(ndim,ndim) 
c 
eps = 1.e-15 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
c 
if (ngrad(i) .gt. 0) then 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
do jx = 1, ndim 
b(ix,jx) = 0. 
enddo 
enddo 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .eq. 0) then 
k = neigh(i,j) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
dx(ix) = x(ix,k) - x(ix,i) 
enddo 
do ix = 1, ndim 
do jx = 1, ndim 
b(ix,jx) = b(ix,jx) + dx(ix) * dx(jx) 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
if (b(ix,ix) .lt. eps) b(ix,ix) = 1.0 
enddo 
a11(i) = b(2,2) 
a12(i) = - b(1,2) 
a22(i) = b(1,1) 
a(i) = b(1,1) * b(2,2) - b(1,2) * b(1,2) 
if (abs(a(i)) .gt. eps) det(i) = 1.0 
c 
endif 
c 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine input 
c 
c     this routine reads input parameters, grid data etc. 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /cfl/ cfl_ratio, dxmin 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /coord2/ xfc(ndim,nn,ns), fac(nn,ns),  
& fac1(nn,ns) 
common /coord3/ sx(ndim,nn,ns), vol(nn), ar(nn,ns) 
common /coord4/ se(nn,ns), dji(nn,ns), s2(nn,ns) 
common /norm/ xn(ndim,nn,ns) 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
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common /iccg/ eps_iccg, min_iccg, max_iccg 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /viscosity/ visl(nn), dvisl(nn), visg(nn),  
& dvisg(nn) 
common /mass/ cell_mass_tot(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_num/ nvin, npin 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /bc_scalar/ rhob_liq(nb_max), rhob_gas(nb_max),  
& svolb_eff(nb_max), alphab(nb_max) 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /initial/ phib_liq(nb_max), phib_gas(nb_max) 
common /num_dia/ dia(ngr),  
& dia_min(ngr),dia_max(ngr),vol_b(0:ngr), 
& vol_max(ngr), vol_min(ngr), eddy_min(ngr,ngr) 
common /num_density/ anumb(nb_max,ngr),  
& den_num(nn,ngr), conv_num(nn,ngr),  
& den_old(nn,0:ngr), alpha_old(nn) 
common /tuning/ tun_c, tun_b, tun_w 
common /volume_hap/ n_cg1(nn), n_cg2(nn),  
& n_cg3(nn), n_v_max 
common /iac_data/ a_iac(nn), area_b(ngr), d_sm(nn) 
common /x_length/ x_dis(nn) 
c 
dimension nb(nn), v0(ndim), phi0(ndim) 
c 
c.....Read input data in the following order of records: 
c 
c.....output control, number of B.C for inflow pressure  
c   and pressure correction; 
c 
read(5,*) noutput, nvin, npin, npcor 
c 
c.....viscosity and density 
c 
read(5,*) vis_liq, vis_gas, rhol, rhog 
c 
c.....gravity component; 
c 
read(5,*) (grav(ix), ix = 1, ndim) 
c 
c.....values for field initialization; 
c 
read(5,*) (phi0(ix), ix = 1, ndim), p0 
c 
c.....values for boundary conditions; 
c 
read(5,*) (phib_liq(i), i = 1, nvin) 
read(5,*) (pb(i), i = 1, npin) 
c 
c.....no. of time steps, time step; 
c 
read(5,*) itstep, dt, cfl_ratio, dxmin 
c 
c.....logical control variables (equations to be solved:  
c   u,v,p,t); 
c 
read(5,*) (lcal(i), i = 1, nvar) 
c 
c.....convergence critera for iccg solver; 
c 
read(5,*) eps_iccg, max_iccg, min_iccg 
c 
c.....upwind option, minimum void, and liquid level 
c 

read(5,*) blend_cd, alpha_min, zlevel 
c 
c.....input_cell number, group number 
c 
read(5,*) nic, ng, ncap 
c 
c.....tunning factor 
c 
read(5,*) tun_c, tun_b, tun_w 
c 
c.....exper_condition 
c 
read(5,*) temp0, alpha0, velj_g0 
c 
c.....read input data 
c 
do i=1,nic 
read(6,*) phib_gas(i), alphab(i) 
enddo 
c 
c.....read grid geometry data   
c 
read(4,*) ncell 
do i = 1, ncell 
read(4,*) ii, (x(ix,i), ix=1,ndim), vol(i), num_neigh(i),  
& npb(i) 
end do 
c 
c.....read number_density data 
c 
do i=1,ng 
read(3,*) dia_min(i), dia_max(i) 
enddo 
c 
do i=1,ng 
read(3,*) dia(i), (anumb(j,i), j=1,8) 
enddo 
va_in = 0. 
a_out = 0. 
do i = 1, ncell 
do j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
read(4,*) ii, jj, neigh(i,j), nbcon(i,j), (sx(ix,i,j), ix = 1,  
& ndim), se(i,j), dji(i,j), ar(i,j), (xn(ix,i,j), ix = 1, ndim),  
& (xfc(ix,i,j), ix = 1, ndim), fac(i,j) 
fac1(i,j) = 1. - fac(i,j) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .ne. 0) ngrad(i) = 1 
if (nbcon(i,j) .gt. 0) then 
if(nbcon(i,j) .le. nin_max) then 
v_in = phib_liq(nbcon(i,j)) + phib_gas(i) 
va_in = va_in + se(i,j) * v_in 
else 
a_out = a_out + se(i,j) 
endif 
endif 
end do 
end do 
c 
v_out = va_in / a_out 
c 
c.....initialize cell varibles 
c 
nout = 0 
c 
pi=3.141592 
velj_f=-phib_liq(1) 
gra=-grav(2) 
c 
do i = 1, ng 
area_b(i)=pi*dia(i)**2. 
if (dia(i) .gt. 0.01) then 
vol_b(i)=pi*dia(i)**3/6 
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vol_min(i)=pi*dia_min(i)**3/6 
vol_max(i)=pi*dia_max(i)**3/6 
else 
vol_b(i)=pi*dia(i)**3/6 
vol_min(i)=pi*dia_min(i)**3/6 
vol_max(i)=pi*dia_max(i)**3/6 
endif 
enddo 
c 
n_v_max = 0 
do i = 1, ng 
do j = 1, i 
do k = 1, i 
vol_hap=vol_b(j)+vol_b(k) 
if ((vol_hap .gt. vol_min(i)) .and.  
& (vol_hap .lt. vol_max(i))) then 
n_v_max = n_v_max + 1 
n_cg1(n_v_max) = i 
n_cg2(n_v_max) = j 
n_cg3(n_v_max) = k 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo  
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
visl(i) = vis_liq 
visg(i) = vis_gas 
c 
do j=1,ng 
den_num(i,j)=0. 
enddo      
c         
do ix = 1, ndim 
phi_liq(ix,i) = phi0(ix) 
phi_gas(ix,i) = phi0(ix) 
enddo 
p(i) = p0 
rho_liq(i) = rhol 
rho_gas(i) = rhog 
if (x(2,i) .le. zlevel) then 
alpha_liq(i) = 1.0 
alpha_gas(i) = 0. 
else 
alpha_liq(i) = 0. 
alpha_gas(i) = 1.0 
endif 
c 
if (ngrad(i) .gt. 0) nbg = nbg + 1 
enddo 
c 
do i=1,nic 
alphab_l = 1. - alphab(i) 
vb_liq(i) = phib_liq(1)/alphab_l 
vb_gas(i) = phib_gas(i)/alphab(i) 
rhob_liq(i) = rhol 
rhob_gas(i) = rhog 
cvm = c_vm(alphab(i)) 
arho_l = alphab_l * rhob_liq(i) 
arho_g = alphab(i) * rhob_gas(i) 
rhom = arho_l + arho_g 
rhovm = cvm * rhom 
ss = (rhob_liq(i) +  rhovm) / (rhob_gas(i) +  rhovm) 
svolb_eff(i) = (alphab_l + alphab(i)*ss) / (arho_l +  
& arho_g*ss) 
enddo 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c 
subroutine incom_decomp 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /pois/ poiss_diag(nn), poiss(nn,ns) 
common /dec/ decom_diag(nn), decom(nn,ns) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
c 
do 1 i = 1, ncell 
if (npb(i) .ne. 0) goto 1 
sum = poiss_diag(i) 
c 
do 2 l = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,l) .ne. 0) goto 2 
j = neigh(i,l) 
if (j .gt. i) goto 2 
sum = sum - decom(i,l) * decom(i,l) 
2   continue 
c 
decom_diag(i) = sqrt(sum) 
do 3 l = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,l) .ne. 0) goto 3 
j = neigh(i,l) 
if (j .lt. i) goto 3 
sum = poiss(i,l) 
c 
do 4 mj = 1, num_neigh(j) 
if (nbcon(j,mj) .ne. 0) goto 4 
kj = neigh(j,mj) 
if (kj .ge. i) goto 4 
c 
do 5 mi = 1, num_neigh(i) 
ki = neigh(i,mi) 
if (ki .eq. kj) then 
sum = sum - decom(i,mi) * decom(j,mj) 
goto 4 
endif 
5       continue 
c 
4     continue 
c 
decom(i,l) = sum / decom_diag(i) 
do 6 mj = 1, num_neigh(j) 
kj = neigh(j,mj) 
if (i .eq. kj) then 
decom(j,mj) = decom(i,l) 
goto 3 
endif 
6     continue 
c 
3   continue 
c 
1 continue 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine pcg_solver(eps, imin, imax, dt, dp, source)  
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /pois/ poiss_diag(nn), poiss(nn,ns) 
common /dec/ decom_diag(nn), decom(nn,ns) 
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common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
c 
dimension r(nn), p(nn), q(nn), s(nn), dp(nn), source(nn)    
c 
do 1 i = 1, ncell 
r(i) = source(i) - s(i) 
1 continue 
c 
call solver_ll(q, r) 
c 
do 2 i = 1, ncell 
p(i) = q(i) 
2 continue 
c 
rq0 = 0. 
do 3 i = 1, ncell 
if (npb(i) .eq. 0) rq0 = rq0 + r(i) * q(i) 
3 continue 
c 
do 4 i = 0, imax 
c 
do 41 ii = 1, ncell 
if (npb(ii) .ne. 0) goto 41 
s(ii) = poiss_diag(ii) * p(ii) 
do 42 j = 1, num_neigh(ii) 
if (nbcon(ii,j) .ne. 0) goto 42 
k = neigh(ii,j) 
s(ii) = s(ii) + poiss(ii,j) * p(k) 
42     continue 
41   continue 
c 
ps = 0. 
do 5 ii = 1, ncell 
if (npb(ii) .eq. 0) ps = ps + p(ii) * s(ii) 
5   continue 
aa = rq0 / ps 
do 6 ii = 1, ncell 
dp(ii) = dp(ii) + aa * p(ii) 
6   continue 
do 7 ii = 1, ncell 
r(ii) = r(ii) - aa * s(ii) 
7   continue 
call solver_ll(q, r) 
rqn = 0.     
do 8 ii = 1, ncell 
if (npb(ii) .eq. 0) rqn = rqn + r(ii) * q(ii) 
8   continue 
bb = rqn / rq0 
rq0 = rqn 
do 9 ii = 1, ncell 
p(ii) = q(ii) + bb * p(ii) 
9   continue 
call check_conv(r, eps, i, imin, dt, ic) 
if (ic .eq. 1) goto 10 
4 continue 
c 
10 continue 
if (i .ge. imax) then 
print *, '#### no convergence' 
pause 
endif 
c 
sum_iccg = sum_iccg + i 
counter = counter + 1 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 

subroutine solver_ll(q, r) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /dec/ decom_diag(nn), decom(nn,ns) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
c 
dimension tmp(nn), q(nn), r(nn) 
c 
do 1 i = 1, ncell 
tmp(i) = r(i) 
1 continue 
c 
c forward substitution 
c 
do 11 i = 1, ncell 
if (npb(i) .ne. 0) goto 11 
do 2 j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .ne. 0) goto 2 
k = neigh(i,j) 
if (k .gt. i) goto 2 
tmp(i) = tmp(i) - decom(i,j) * q(k) 
2   continue 
q(i) = tmp(i) / decom_diag(i) 
11 continue 
c 
do 3 i = 1, ncell 
tmp(i) = q(i) 
3 continue 
c 
c backward substitution 
c 
do 4 i = ncell, 1, -1 
if (npb(i) .ne. 0) goto 4 
do 5 j = 1, num_neigh(i) 
if (nbcon(i,j) .ne. 0) goto 5 
k = neigh(i,j) 
if (k .lt. i) goto 5 
tmp(i) = tmp(i) - decom(i,j) * q(k) 
5   continue 
q(i) = tmp(i) / decom_diag(i) 
4 continue 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine check_conv(r, eps, i, imin, dt, ic) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
c 
dimension r(nn) 
c 
j = 0 
err_sum = 0.0 
c 
do 1 ii = 1, ncell 
if (npb(ii) .ne. 0) goto 1 
if (r(ii) .gt. 0.) then 
err = r(ii) * dt 
else 
err = -r(ii) * dt 
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endif 
if (err .gt. eps) j = j + 1 
err_sum = err_sum + err 
1 continue 
c 
if ((j .eq. 0) .and. (i .ge. imin)) then 
write(*,67) 'check_conv i = ', i 
ic = 1 
else 
ic = 0 
endif 
67 format(a,i3) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine wall_stress(i, j, v, xn, dji, se, flux_diff) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
dimension v(ndim,nn), xn(ndim,nn,ns), dji(nn,ns),  
& se(nn,ns), flux_diff(ndim), vpx(ndim), tx(ndim) 
c 
uvwn = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
uvwn = uvwn + v(ix,i) * xn(ix,i,j) 
enddo 
c 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vpx(ix) = v(ix,i) - uvwn * xn(ix,i,j) 
enddo 
vpn = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vpn = vpn + vpx(ix) * vpx(ix) 
enddo 
c     
vpn = dsqrt (vpn) 
c 
if (vpn .gt. 1.e-20) then 
uvwt = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
tx(ix) = vpx(ix) / vpn 
uvwt = uvwt + v(ix,i) * tx(ix) 
enddo 
fw = - uvwt / dji(i,j) * se(i,j) 
do ix = 1, ndim 
flux_diff(ix) = fw * tx(ix) 
enddo 
else 
do ix = 1, ndim 
flux_diff(ix) = 0. 
enddo 
endif 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine set_dt(dt) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
c 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /cfl/ cfl_ratio, dxmin 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 

c 
common /bc_mom/ pb(nb_max), vb_liq(nb_max),  
& vb_gas(nb_max), v_out 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
c 
vmax_liq = 0. 
vmax_gas = 0. 
do i = 1, ncell 
vel_liq = 0. 
vel_gas = 0. 
do ix = 1, ndim 
vel_liq = vel_liq + phi_liq(ix,i) * phi_liq(ix,i) 
vel_gas = vel_gas + phi_gas(ix,i) * phi_gas(ix,i) 
enddo 
if (vel_liq .gt. vmax_liq) then 
vmax_liq = vel_liq 
i_liq = i 
endif 
if (vel_gas .gt. vmax_gas) then 
vmax_gas = vel_gas 
i_gas = i 
endif 
enddo 
c 
vmax = dmax1 (vmax_liq, vmax_gas) 
vmax = sqrt (vmax) 
do i=1,nic 
vmax = dmax1 (vmax, abs(vb_gas(i))) 
enddo 
if (vmax .gt. 0.) dt = cfl_ratio * dxmin / vmax 
c 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 
subroutine output1(time) 
c 
include 'param.inc' 
c 
common /num_cell/ ncell, ncap, num_neigh(nn),  
& neigh(nn,ns) 
common /coord1/ x(ndim,nn) 
common /const1/ noutput, lcal(nvar), npcor, nic, ng 
common /vector/ v_liq(ndim,nn), v_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /press/ p(nn), dpdx(ndim,nn), pp(nn) 
common /density/ rho_liq(nn), rho_gas(nn), rho_vm(nn),  
& rho_m(nn), arho_liq(nn), arho_gas(nn), 
& svol_eff(nn), svoll_eff(nn), svolg_eff(nn) 
common /void/ alpha_liq(nn), alpha_gas(nn), alpha_min 
common /bc_index/ nbcon(nn,ns), npb(nn), ngrad(nn),  
& nbg 
common /const2/ grav(ndim), dt, blend_cd, itstep 
common /conser/ phil_old(ndim,nn), phig_old(ndim,nn),  
& phi_liq(ndim,nn), phi_gas(ndim,nn) 
common /num_density/ anumb(nb_max,ngr),  
& den_num(nn,ngr), conv_num(nn,ngr),  
& den_old(nn,0:ngr), 
&  alpha_old(nn) 
common /iac_data/ a_iac(nn), area_b(ngr) 
common /src_data/ sr_c1(nn,ngr), sr_b1(nn,ngr),  
& sr_p(nn,ngr),  
& sr_w1(nn,ngr), sr_all(nn,ngr), sr_c2(nn,ngr),  
& sr_b2(nn,ngr), sr_w2(nn,ngr) 
c 
dimension c_int(ndim,nn), cd(nn), cl_l(nn), c_lub(nn) 
c 
open (37, file='void_f.dat') 
open (38, file='num_density.out') 
open (41, file='steady_check2.out') 
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open (42, file='steady_check1.out') 
open(300, file='src_term.dat') 
c 
write(11,10) time 
write(12,10) time 
write(39,10) time 
write(40,10) time 
write(400,10) time 
write(401,10) time 
write(402,10) time 
c 
do i = 1, ncell 
dum2 = 0.001 
idum = 0 
xx = float(npb(i)) 
if (npb(i) .lt. 0)  idum = 2 
write(11,12) (phi_liq(ix,i), ix = 1, ndim), p(i),  
& alpha_gas(i), rho_m(i), xx 
write(12,12) (phi_gas(ix,i), ix = 1, ndim), p(i),  
& alpha_gas(i), rho_m(i), xx 
write(39,*) i, v_gas(1,i), v_gas(2,i) 
write(37,*) i, alpha_gas(i) 
do j = 1, ng 
write(38,*) i, j, den_num(i,j) 
write(300, 100) i, j, sr_c1(i,j), sr_c2(i,j), sr_b1(i,j),  
& sr_b2(i,j),  
& sr_w1(i,j), sr_w2(i,j), sr_p(i,j) 
enddo 
write(40,*) i, a_iac(i) 
enddo 
c 
write(400,102) 'pos','i','j', 'sc_P', 'sc_L', 'sb_P', 'sb_L',  
& 'sw_P', 'sw_L', 'sp' 
write(401,102) 'pos','i','j', 'sc_P', 'sc_L', 'sb_P', 'sb_L',  
& 'sw_P', 'sw_L', 'sp' 
c 
do i = 1, 8 
do k = 1, ng 
d_h_c1 = 0. 
d_h_b1 = 0. 
d_h_w1 = 0. 
d_h_c2 = 0. 
d_h_b2 = 0. 
d_h_w2 = 0. 
d_h_p = 0. 
do j = 1, 480 
kn = 16 * j - 16 + i 
d_h_c1 = d_h_c1 + sr_c1(kn,k)  
d_h_b1 = d_h_b1 + sr_b1(kn,k)  
d_h_w1 = d_h_w1 + sr_w1(kn,k)  
d_h_c2 = d_h_c2 + sr_c2(kn,k)  
d_h_b2 = d_h_b2 + sr_b2(kn,k)  
d_h_w2 = d_h_w2 + sr_w2(kn,k)  
d_h_p = d_h_p + sr_p(kn,k)  
if (j .eq. 100) then 
write(400,101) '100', i, k, d_h_c1, d_h_c2, d_h_b1,  
& d_h_b2, d_h_w1, d_h_w2, d_h_p 
elseif (j .eq. 300) then 
write(401,101) '300', i, k, d_h_c1, d_h_c2, d_h_b1,  
& d_h_b2, d_h_w1, d_h_w2, d_h_p 
elseif (j .eq. 480) then 
write(402,101) '480', i, k, d_h_c1, d_h_c2, d_h_b1,  
& d_h_b2, d_h_w1, d_h_w2, d_h_p 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
c 
write(41,*) alpha_gas(3840), a_iac(3840),  
& v_gas(2,3840) 
write(42,*) alpha_gas(1600), a_iac(1600),  

& v_gas(2,1600) 
c 
10 format(e10.4) 
12 format(2(f14.8,1x),e14.8,1x,3(f14.8,1x)) 
13 format(i6,2x,3(f14.8,2x))  
100 format (2(i4,2x), 7(f25.6, 2x)) 
101 format (a4,2x, 2(i4,2x), 7(f25.6,2x)) 
102 format (3(a4,2x), 7(a25,2x)) 
c 
close(unit=37) 
close(unit=38) 
close(unit=300) 
return 
end 
c 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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